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ASSEMBLY SELECT COMMITTEE ON FAIR EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES
AND
ASSEMBLY JUDICIARY COMMITTEE

University of California, Berkeley
Alumni House
California Alumni Association
Dana Street at Bancroft Avenue
Berkeley, California

ELIHU M. HARRIS
CHAIRMAN

v

CHAIRMAN ELI!Ilf :f-.T. HARRIS:
apologize for being late.

First of all, I want to

The storm had adverse effects on my

travel plans.
Today the Assembly Select Committee on Fair Employment
Practices and the Assembly Judiciary Committee are holding a joint
hearing on legal issues in affirmative action - the University of
California, State University and Colleges, and Community College

•

System .
Our purpose today is to examine some of the problems
confronted hy women and minorities in gaining employment within the
three post-secondary education systems.

We will examine the areas

of recruitment, hiring, promotions, separations, and collective
hargaining.
The three post-secondary educational institutions
employ approximately 118,000 individuals.

Minorities and women

make up approximately 70,000 of those individuals.

However, nearly

60 percent of the positions held by minorities and women are 1n
clerical/secretarial or service/maintenance classifications which
are traditionally paid less.
The goal of this hearing is to identify problems that

•

result in the underutilization of women and minorities (in
California post-secondary systems) and to seek solutions to those
problems.
We have assembled an impressive group of witnesses which
includes Personnel Administrators Affirmative Action Officers,
Labor Representatives, Faculty Representatives, Advocate Groups,
and other experts familiar with the issue of employment
discrimination.
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Now, joining me at the hear

, at this point, is

Assemblywoman Teresa Hughes, who is Chairman of the Post-Secondary
Education Subcommittee and I assume will also be chairing the
overall Education Committee within t

next seven days.

I don't

think that's a scoop, but anyway, nevertheless, moving right along.
Mr. Thomas, would you come forward please.

Our first

witness, Mr. Thomas, is the former Employee Re ations
Representative for CSEA.

Mr. Thomas.

MR. BILL THOMAS:

Good morn

CHAIRtviAN HARRIS:

Good morn

MR. THOMAS:
consists of working

My prior experience 1n labor relations
r CSEA in 1976 t

1980; July, 1980.

During that period of time, I handled compla

ts for employees

involving refusal to promote, discrimination and to layoffs.

It

is incredibly difficult to process these particular complaints
basically, because

the UC System

cant ol of these procedures

is handled by the Personnel Office.
Is it system-wi
Well, on t e issue c

or just at Berkeley?
lete mobility of

issues system-wide h s the authority to ave ride our local
personnel management.

However, we did use that opportunity at

times to send cases down to system-wide and in most cases they
would not override the personnel man

crs.

is resulted in the

necessity of going to court.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
the complaints revolved around?

you say the majority of

t

Were they basically promotional

problems or were they problems with trans
harrasment, what kinds of th

rs or personal

s would you say were the predominant?
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MR. THOMAS:

Predominantly, the problems resulted in

my experience, were separations or dismissals and it seemed like
the bulk of .the people that would ask to see us were minorities
and women minority.
system.

There is no easy transfer policy used in the

It is very difficult to transfer to another department

because the departmental chair has the right to reject a person
who they view as not qualified.

Even when a person has been laid

off for economic reasons, it creates a difficulty for many
individuals of getting a job in another department because he or
she has to go through an interview process and then the Department
Chair picks them up or rejects them.
If they are rejected, then notification of the rejection
goes to the personnel manager, not to the individual applicant.
So, it is difficult for you to get the information you need in
order to process a complaint.
CHAIRJ1.1AN HARRIS:

Do you have any questions?

MR. LEO YOUNGBLOOD:

Yes, Mr. Thomas, system-wide, have

you seen any problems in terms of hiring or promotions or
promotional problems, specifically, with minorities or women?
Have you seen in trends or patterns?
HR. THOHAS:

I haven't had a great deal of experience

with the system-wide, although I did apply for a job with
systemwide, and I was turned down.
MR. YOUNGBLOOD:

Do you have anything else you would

like to add for the record?
MR. THOMAS:

Am I free to come back on some of the

.
?
1ssues.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Sure.
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MR. THOMAS:

Thank you.

will be all for now.

Alright.

e who is testifying

toJay, if they would like to add anyth ng lat r, the record will
be open for ten

s follow

he r

t

additional written

testimony.
Ms. Juanna Barbarito with the California Community
Colleges Affirmative Action Office.

MR. ARNOLD BRAY:
Committee.

Or rather, Mr. Arnold Bray.

Mr. Chairman

members of the

I am Arnold Bray, Director of Legislation and Public

Affairs for the Chancellor's Office of

California Community

Colleges, and with me is Doctor Juanna Barbarito who is our
Administrator for

firmative

tion Programs.

the majority of the testimony this morning

She will present
response to your

questions pursuant to the letter that we received from your office.
However, I would briefly like to say 1n the beg
Chancellor's

ice has attempt

encouragement of affirmative

action within the California Communi

spea s to some of

Call

staff
pr

affirmative action
state-wide, as wel

e some affirmative and

to

positive steps towards support o

information which

is that the

es.

The packet

, I think, accurately
t we face with regard to

lems

t a

the fact

irmat

as nationally, seem to b

action programs,
sliding backwards.

The Chancellor's Office, in terms of its commitment,
we have one person who has
action pr

rams state-wide.

major
So,

t

ility

affirmative

es it very difficult for us,

on a state-wide level, to monitor and

some instances en

and provide technical assistances to t

107 community college

campuses in this state.

And, as a matte

4-

of

rce

ct, prior to I guess

about a year or so ago, Mrs. Barbarito's responsibilities within
the Chancellor's Office were threefold.

Not only was she handling

affirmative action, but also bilingual education as well as sex
equity programs.

Since that time, in terms of our commitment, we

have been able to, with the assistance of the State Legislature,
to hire two additional people for those other serv1ces.
However, still, it remains a problem, as you can well
imagine, one person trying to get around to the 107 community
colleges in this State.

In addition, I would like the Committee

to know that the Chancellor's Office is committed, and will
support, any legislation, be that your committee or other
legislators would put forth that would essentially say that
affirmative action programs should be taken into consideration when
it comes time for layoffs.

As we know, the dwindling resources

in this state, there's been minimal, if any, hires going on and
that's particularly true in the California Community College
System.

But we are supportive of protecting the gains that we

have made and we encourage the Community Colleges to continue to
move in a very positive direction.
With that, I would like for Mrs. Barbarito now to

•

address the specific questions that the Committee is concerned with .
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Thank you Mr. Bray.

MS. JUANNA BARBARITO:

Good morning members of the

Assembly Select Committee on Fair Employment Practices and the
Assembly Committee on the Judiciary.
I am Juanna Barbarito, Administrator for Affirmative
Action Programs for the California Community Colleges.

I am

pleased to be here to offer testimony on the legal issues in
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affirmative action 1n the Community Call

e

tern.

will focus on the methods which are or
representation o

My testimony

be used to increase

women and minority employees in

College System and a review of employe s at the

e Community
inistrative,

faculty and staff levels in the California Community Colleges.
This information is based on the EE06 report, which is
a biannual, federally mandat

report, c llected during the Fall

of every odd numbered year.

For your

rmation, I have included

three charts depicting the changes by number and percent in the
level of representation of ethnic minorities and women for each
of the seven jobs categories from 1977 to 1979, from 1979 to 1981
and from 1977 to 1981.

This information depicts a reported change

in full-time employment of administrators,

ty, pro

ssional

non-faculty, secretarial/clerical, technical paraprofessional,
skill crafts and service/maintenance persons.
included which ... it is really
provides the ethn

the form

and gender compositi

present in the Community College

107 Community Colleges or

of the Superintendents
1982 and 1981.

on will be discussed later on.

rnia Communi

iz

Colleges consist of

into 70 districts, governed by
governing

70 locally elected
Board of Governors has undert

to

Senate Bill 1620,

rds.
ov

employment of affirmative action pro
legislation.

memorandum, which

t

The levels of represent
As many of you are aware, Cali

A fourth chart is

Since 1978, the
ffectiveness of
the adoption of

h is

t of our education code

and m;mcbtcs emp1oyment of affirmative action programs in all
California Community Colleges and supporting State regulations as
those found in Title 5 of

Administra ive Code, Sections 53000
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to 53052 which were adopted in 1981.
CHAIPJ\1AN HARRIS:

Let me interrupt you.

I would prefer,

if you would highlight your testimony rather than read it, as I
have already read it.
MS. BARBARITO:

Alright.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
record.

We're going to have it all 1n the

What we are really trying to establish here is a record.

I'd rather be able to ask you some direct questions on the basis
of your testimony.
MS. BARBARITO:

Sure.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

And particularly the points of

recommendations, statistics.

Those are the things that I'd most

like to have highlighted.
MS. BARBARITO:

As far as the ... one of the areas I'd

like to go back to in the testimony is the idea of the employment
or the recruitment newsletters.

Currently, if you'll look at the

last exhibit, we produce a state-wide, monthly ... on a monthly
basis, an affirmative action newsletter that attempts on the first
two pages to give some article or two or three on civil rights and
then in the latter part, depending on how many or how few openings

I

are available in the system and sometimes we do pick up University
and State employment.

We announce the available positions and

distribute this to anyone that is interested and knows about it 1n
the Community Colleges.

What we would like to propose lS a

newsletter circulated or prepared on the basis of three regional
areas; the Bay Area, Northern California/Central California and the
third area being Southern California for the purpose of informing
those persons that want to work in any of those three areas about

-7-

job announcements in Cali

rnia Communi

C lleges In those areas.

We haven't been able to do this in the past
effective because ind

it would be cost

idual districts would not have to advertise

as widely for each position, although they could continue to do so.
At least we would know that we could direct persons to any of the
three newsletters as a source of the latest employment information.
Currently, we do not have this type of service.

I know that the

other systems may or may not have a similar service, but I think
that we need one.
As far as the recommendations arc concerned, which is
probably the last printed page in your

t, we have, based on

the evaluations that we did of districts last

er and this early

Spring, one of the things that was repeated time after time by the
District Affirmative Action Officers the need for a full-time
Affirmative Action Officer position.

And, in those cases where

there are several colleges in a district, a C

s Coordinator in

those districts.
letter and number three

I've already mentioned
would be State-sponsor

legislation to provide for the extention

of coverage of AB 3001 to communi
know, that is t
effects

coll

law that covers stat
erm1

districts.

loyees currently; that

tion.
er four would be a ... we

statistical

, if you want to

quickly, that we

As you

e had about t

e found that

is you certainly can very
ee or four times as much

progress shown for women as we have for minorities, for any given
minority group.

And, as a matter of fact,

the placement of

women we have 75 percent of the placements at the administrative
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level nnd faculty levels going to White women.

We are finding

that minority women are not making as great strides or finding ...
let me put it another way, are finding it very difficult to be
moved into administrative positions or full-time faculty positions.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN TERESA HUGHES:

Mr. Chairman, can I ask

a question?
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Yes, Assemblywoman Hughes.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

You talk about minority women

making great strides in administrative positions.

What about

minority males within your system?
MS. BARBARITO:

The level of representation is ... I'm

sorry, when I examined the statistics I was looking at women as a
group.

We can turn to the chart and look at the statistics for

minority males if you wish.

At this time, I wasn't ... I don't

have it handy to give you the analysis, but we can look and see.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:
defining affirmative action?

How are you evaluating or

How are you interpreting this

committee's charge regarding affirmative action?

Totally in terms ...

and this is a question, not a statement, are you regarding it
totally in terms of females and minority females or how are you
interpreting that as you responded to the letter?
MS. BARBARITO:

Typically, I have the experience of

interpreting statistics for ethnic groups and then separately for
women.

I try not to combine minority and female number because

that has always been frowned upon.

I think it gives an unfair two

rows of the picture that is going on.

In terms of the women, it

has been called to my attention at various times by persons that
feel very affected by the situation that the ... and in some cases
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by

ite women as well,

are going to

t the promotions or

ite women.

I made a point

This is

my ana

e opportunities

I pointed out in my ... or

sis of looking at

se particular

statistics, but we can look if you wish at the male and female
levels of representation and compare them.
I believe

Black persons you will find that in the

Administrative Management level we have 137 men, Black men, for
women we have 77 Black women.
two-to-one ratio.

That may or may not be like a

For Hispanic women--I mean males, we have 155 at

the Administrative level, we have 40 for Hispanic women.
Asians we have 51, this is for 1981.
have 31 female Asians.
divided at all.

For

We have 51 male Asians, we

So my point is

are not equally

t

For White persons, we have 1,454 White men
inistrators.

Administrators and we have 490 White women

We

have, and I think if you examine the rest you'll see it between
t is very very or

the men and women
As

b

r as I can tell

of all women, the statist

24 point someth

s wer

itc women.

were being held by

percent.

So

IRMAN HARRIS:
First

now

sed on the analysis

75 percent of the actual positions

nority women total were about
t was my

int.

Let me ask a question if I might?

t was the thinking?

all,

How many

firmative Action

you think is adequate to monitor effectively

Officers or sta
the Community College
you tell me

I

st

I

su e

re's not enough, so

there aren't.
RARBARITO:

ind

rl

t.

idual distr

Do

mean at t

State level or 1n each

t?
mean at
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State level first of all

and then the individual campuses.
MS. BARBARITO:
level; that's myself.

Well, we have one person at the State

And that's clearly not enough.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
HS. BARBARITO:

Right.
I know we have put in budget change

proposals year after year and there is no action taken on them as
far as the other control agencies are concerned.

I would say that

seven would be a number that could allow us to do a much better
job.

I mean you have only to look at the other two systems.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

•

But the budget request for seven

positions has been made to the Legislature?
MS. BARBARITO:

Not for seven positions.

I think we

asked for one or two.
MR. BRAY:

One or two positions.

MS. BARBARITO:

Two.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
Legislature?

And that's been turned down by the

Is that right?

MS. BARBARITO:
MR. BRAY:

That's correct.

That's correct.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Alright,

a little bit more ahout that.

I think we want to find out

Let me ask a couple of questions

about the ability to provide sanctions or to impose sanctions on
various campuses.

Is there any such power, or has it been exercised

that it does in fact exist?
MS. BARBARITO:
does not.

The power apparently exists, the process

Currently, in 1982, our legal unit has moved ahead to

develop the method for enforcing compliance with minimum standards.
In the past, under our old set of Administrative Regulations, we
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had the seven-- or rather the six regulations, all being minimum
standards which meant failure to comp

with any of those standards

could result in withholding of state dollars.
set of regulations which were adopted

Under the revised

December, 1981, I believe

we only have four sections that are minimum standards and the
intent is to have the distr

ts fully aware that it is possible to

have their state dollars wi
CHAIRJviAN HARRIS:
an Affirmative Action 0

ld if they fail to comply.
Can you require each district to have

icer full-t

?

Under the regulations, we are requiring

MS. BARBARITO:

them to designate someone to have that responsibility, but it's
usually in addition to other duties.
MR. BRAY:

There are very few campuses or districts that

have full-time Affirmative Action Officers.

The majority of

Affirmative Action Officers as Ms. Barbarito has said, have other
duties.
CHAIRHAN HARRIS:
designated person?

s in fact have a

Does each c

Are they requ

? ...

district does.
Superintendent,
the

means

every case it is a "HE" himself serve as

irmative Action 0

several cas s,

cy

icer and unfortunately in those cases,

not

ear for the in-service training and other

we find necessary dur

of cases, we
Action Officer
CHAI

In some cases a

have a person

the year.
Sl

ted as the District Affirmative

s.

does come to the meet
HARRIS:

me ask a couple more then.
who want the sanctions

But in the majority

Do you have any questions?

Well let

I am interested in following-up people
i

also

-12-

i

to require some policy

changes in the individual campuses.
of a newsletter.

You mentioned the possibility

Do you have the ability to impose requirements

on the individual campuses or systems that they in fact report
job openings?
means?

That they in fact advertise through some central

Or make your office aware of every job opening in the

faculty or staff-- so somehow we can make sure that job
opportunities are made known system-wide?

•

MS. BARBARITO:

Well we have 1n the guidelines which

are strong recommendations, but they're not mandatory.

They are

permissive.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. BARBARITO:

Can they be made mandatory?
Yes, they can be put into regulation

form that all job announcements ...
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Excuse me.

So I would take it that

since they are not, it's because the Board of Governors have chosen
not to make them mandatory?
MS. BARBARITO:
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. BARBARITO:

Is that right?
That could be one inference, yes.
Well, what's the other?
The other is that in the development of

the regulations and guidelines, we solicit considerable field input,
and district personnel will step forth and give views and it is an
open discussion that takes, oh I guess ...
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
for policy.

I understand the process.

I am asking

That the Board of Governors would be the ...
MS. BARBARITO:
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

it ultimately.

The appropriate Board.
... That they have chosen not to do

Is that right?

MS. BARBARITO:

Regardless of why.

Yes, it is going to be in the guidelines,

-13-

not the regulations.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
questions,

I see.

Let me

a couple of other

I don't mean to keep you un

make sure I underst

exact

t I do want to

you

t develop your

policies and also how they are enforced.

What about the-- I

mentioned the possibility of sanction and you told me that they
have just chosen not to exercise this
MS. BARBARITO:

ng, is that correct?

That's correct because there was ... we

did not have a specific procedure to be announc
system and to be followed.
has started wo

Current

this year, our Legal Unit

on it and it js regularly

of the Board of Governors.

throughout the

ought to the attention

Progress is being made to adopt a

procedure.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

I understand that there are at least

four systems or campuses in effect have ... I

't know about all

e no Black faculty or staff.

minority and women, that 1n effect
Is that true?
MS. BARBARITO:

Four?
Well,

ell me how many.
I couldn't tell you there

I'm sor y.
are any that have none.
IS:
MS

ITO:
RMAN HARRIS:

Have no Bl

staff.

At the Bl
e College?

What

Or Sierra,

whatever?
BARBARITO:
doesn't have.

That may be.

at may be one that

I'm not sure about staff though.

a lot easier to ... had I

d this i

- 4-

I know that it's

ormation, I could have checked

through the statistics for every single district ...
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. BARBARITO:

Will you do that?
... Which we do have ...

Yes, I can get

back to you ...
CHAIID~AN

HARRIS:

And get back to us and let us know.

I would like to know by campus.
MS. BARBARITO:
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Okay.
Those campuses that have minimal or

none ... ·
MS. BARBARITO:

•

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Alright.
I think there shouldn't be that many

of them, I would hope.
MS. BARBARITO:

Do you want this information divided by

administrative faculty and the rest of the staff?
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

If that is not too difficult.

Otherwise, I will just take it by faculty.
MS. BARBARITO:
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

It would probably be a fairer picture.
I would appreciate that.

Do you have

any questions?
MR. BRAY:

Mr. Chairman, if I could just expand on one

of the questions that you were asking which was sanctions.

As we've

mentioned, it 1s a difficult situation because unless there are
problems, and those problems in the field are brought to our
attention because as we said before, Mrs. Barbarito is the only
person that we have at the State level.

It is very difficult for

us to know what is going on out there unless it is someone who is
grieved, or otherwise has a problem, lets us know or complains or
submits an official complaint.

That is one of the very few ways

-15-

that we become aware of these problems a

then when we do, of

course, then an investigation is taking place.

And under AB 803

which you are aware of, it docs provide some sanctions.
ultimately, in terms of withholding

But

bottom line as you

well know, most state agencies have been reluctant to do so
because the ultimate person that is
the major problem that we are
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
on that question.
top to bottom?

t 1s

student.

So that's

ed with.
Let me ask you something following up

If, in fact ... how docs the procedure work from

Say that I am employed throughout the Community

Colleges and I am on the faculty, I am terminated I think without
it should be pertaining

just cause for whatever reason, but I
to my procedure as it relates

om t

to bottom up to Doctor

Barharito.
MS. BARBARITO:

to that.

Well I can res

AB 803, part of the Government Co

, we have

provides for a district to have their state
they do not attempt to resolve in good

Under the

process that
ing in jeopardy if

ith 1n complaints of

discrimination.
IS:

what would

my first step?

e·process would he for you to contact
the Affirmative Action Officer.

the requirement in our

We

AB 803 regulations that posters be

1 c or where the employees

and applicants and students can see

In that ... on the poster,

the person in c

ge of the program - Discr

tion Complaint

Program and their telephone number and location be announced.

The

person would go to

e appropriate office, get some advice on the

1ocal district

u c.

oc

We do

ve
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tations on the amount of

tirnc

it c:1n tnkc :1t the

written.

level.

loc;ll

The complnint would he

The state office would be notified that a complaint had

been filed locally, and then ...
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

So in other words, it is required

that your office be notified of any complaint?
MS. BARBARITO:
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
HS. BARBARITO:

•

Yes.
Okay .
. .. Of a written complaint.

If they arc

following the formal process which cannot take longer than 30 days,
then we are not informed of those.

Then once the complainant has

his or her complaint reviewed by the appropriate staff and there
is no declaration or announcement that there is discrimination with
the person, the person is not happy with the outcome of the
complaint, then the complainant can appeal to the State Office.
That is a requirement that the local district inform them of this
right and then at that point , because we have not been able to
obtain funding, the State Office will receive the file from the
district and then typically refer them to the Department of fair
Emp1oymcnt and Ilousing since they seem to have the investigators to
do the investigating, the official investigating.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

What is your time line in terms

of resolving or referring these complaints to the State Office?
When a local campus has a complaint, do you have a time line on it?
MS. BARBARITO:

Yes ...

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:
MS. BARBARITO:

... Or can this go on indefinately?

No.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

What is that time line?

it differ ... is it standardized for all of the campuses?
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And does

MS. BARBARITO:
We issued a set of s
mocl i r i ed them

We have attempt

to standardize it.

e regulations.

d stricts just

including their name; dis

c

name, etc.

Others

were more creative and with those we have been trying to get them
to comply with the state's standards.

And, I think we arc down to

about two districts that still haven't turned in regulations, but
that's not ...
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:
MS. BARBARITO:

What are those two districts?

I'm sorry, I don't have them at the top

of my mind ...
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

It would be nice for us to know

as we come up with budgets for this coming year.

It is a nice

leverage to see ... it helps then to reach resolution on this matter
and I would really request that you get us that data.
MS. BARBARITO:

And, if I can add ...

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:
MS. BARBARITO:
a possible 14 more days.

Okay?

... The amount

f time is 90 days plus

And, that 1s

district has to respond and investi

e t

te

e

thin which a

t the results to us.

or 107?
107.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:
here?

We will ask some questions o

to legislation

z, would you join us up

Mr.
you.

r the funding of the

Colleges that I

carried two years ago and we will probab
this year, so it would be nice if you wo
MR. YOUNGBLOOD:

I would
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For the person that goes

be writing something new
d give us a clear slate.

ike to know do you have 'any

specific programs for recruiting, recruitment of faculty and staff
or administrators?
MS. BARBARITO:
district, Mr. Youngblood.

That's left up to the individual
However, we do encourage them to recruit

as widely as possible and that they should be announcing
administrative or faculty positions state-wide.
MR. YOUNGBLOOD:

•

of the openings.

So this is generally a publication

There 1s no focus recruitment or active

recruitment in
MS. BARBARITO:

Yes, we attempt to have them use the

affirmative action registry.

At one time we had every single

district superintendent sign a form that said they would use the
forms, the process, the registry In confidence, etc.

Ne also

attempt, through the regulations and guidelines, to require and
make recommendations to districts that they use minority and female
oriented recruitment sources and publications for their
announcements.
MR. YOUNGBLOOD:

Are there any training programs for

staff or administration so that they can train to move upward?
MS. BARBARITO:

What we have is, in the past we have had

three affirmative action consortium operating in the state.

One

that serves the Southern California area; Orange County/Los Angeles
for the most part.

We have a San Diego Council that has been rather

dormant and we have the Bay Area group; it used to be called SEARCH,
I'm not sure if they arc meeting anymore, but the same people are
meeting under a different name now.

And, through those persons

they share information on recruitment sources; what is or isn't
sources, returning results.

It is an informal process.
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MR. YOUNGBLOOD:
a ga rdncr to tra

So, there is no training program for

to become an equipment

crator or something

like that?
MS. BARBARITO:

Not to my

We do have ... we

~nowlcdgc.

had, oh approximately f-ive years ago,

in the Los Angeles /\re:1, the

district there did have an intern program that provided for persons
to ... that had achieved a coordinatorsh

level, to be trained

for ... to serve a year in an internship program and to my knowledge
all ten persons have been placed in the senior level, administrative
positions by now.

But, there isn't anything else to my knowledge

going on.
MR. YOUNCBLOOD:

In your statement, you had programs,

policies or hiring and screening applications.

Who actually does

the screening of applications when they are rece

ed, like at the

individual campuses?
MS. BARBARITO:

In the majori

o

arc personnel directors, that is done hy t
There arc committee structures in many
level positions the p

r screen

that consists of an admi

Personnel staff.

aces and for professional

is usual

istrator,

cases where there

done hy a committee

culty members, and staff.

In

the more liberal districts we have student representatives and I
think this 1s
presidents or

rticular

helpful when we

searches for

superintendents.
S:

~~~----~--~--

Thank you.

would like to add for the record?
Thank you very much.
l\1R. BRAY:

Ei

Do you have anything you
r of you.

Mr. Bray?

Your testimony has been helpful.

1Ve'l1 get that additional information th.1t

you requested to you.
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CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
M·S. BARBARITO:
courts.

I would appreciate that.
Thank you.

1 checked a couple

or ...

I believe it is still in the

I checked last month, I believe,

with our Legal unit, and was informed it was still in the court.
The person did not receive employment.

There has been a change in

the Superintendent; Doctor Lombardi resigned and went into private
industry;

There has been a new Superintendent selected.

He has,

through his staff, invited me and another person to come down and
provide in-service to them.

And, the earliest time that we can

all meet will be January 4th.

There have been, as far as I have

been informed by the College Staff, two Black persons hired since
this developed and I'm not sure if there has been one additional
minority, but there were ...
persons hired.

I was told there were two Black

I have met one of those persons.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUCHES:
MS. BARBARITO:

In what capacity?

One is 1n the EOPS Office and I don't ...

I believe the other may be a faculty member.

I'm not sure what

department it is.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Thank you very much.

Mr. Jeffrey

Stetson please.

I

MR. JEFFREY STETSON:

Good morning.

I am Jeff Stetson.

I am the System-wide Affirmative Action Officer for the State
University System.

In order to be as responsive as possible to the

kinds of questions that you may have, I will be very brief in my
or)cning remarks.

J will

not deal with statistics, although we have

statistics available for you.
CHAIRMAN rffiRRIS:

There will be submitted for the record?
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l'1R. STETSON:

consi

Let me dea 1 very b iefl y with what I

r to be some conceptual problems

that apply to

system or

WI

system

h A firmat

e Action

er education for

h

that matter.
CHAIRt,lAN HARRIS:

Before you do that, can you give us a

little overall statistics in terms of the

er of employees,

faculty, staff and some general statistics
r1R. STETSON:

staff in the system.

There arc approximately 30,000 full-time

I have for you a report that is broken down

by campus from 1975 through 1981 for every two-year period that
specifically looks at executive positions,

1

non-faculty, clerical, technical, skilled

, professional

service.

Essentially,

those categories arc articulated In ...
CHAIRt-.lAN HARRIS:

Arc those 30,000 equivalents are

actual bodies or what?
Both.

ou want me to break down some of

the figures in terms of ethnicity
~\IAN

HARRIS:

r'?

Please.
total number of tenured .

For

MR

down to 16.1 percent

faculty; 1,303 women, 6,780 ma es.

t

c

for women, 83.9 percent for males.

t'

the total number of

tenured facul
that we

throughout the system.

itted to

EEOC repor

the last report, we had a total of
a c

chan

t wa
cat go

in '75., In 1981,

,6 2 women

7,377 males for

nge of 18.4 percent women, 81.6 male.
ecifically,

one

the first report

s to

some of the legislation that in one wav o
regard to our a [ rmative act on e for

- 2-

a1n, not much of a
into consideration
another assisted us with
ticularly the early

retirement legislation.
Early retirement legislation in one way or another was
r.esponsible for something on the order of 1000 employees leaving
the system.

The overwhelming percent of those faculty leaving

were white males.

And, so having hired no one at all, we looked

better as a result of the attrition through the early retirement
b i 11.

For ethnic minorities, particularly for faculty, we
look even worse.

From 1975 through 1981, we actually experienced

a decline in the number of Black faculty and Latino faculty on
tenured tract and tenured positions.

And this is after seven

years of affirmative action efforts.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

But did you have a commensurate

decline in student enrollment?
MR. STETSON:

No not necessarily.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:
MR. STETSON:
enrollment.

No.

You didn't?

Again, we had shifts in student

Obviously we increased actually from '75 through

'77-'78 and started to decline at certain campuses from '78-'79 on.

But, again, there have been major shifts in student enrollment which

•

if the previous speakers have not indicated, I am sure that most
speakers will.

The shift has primarily been to the hard sciences,

computer sciences, business and so on which presents a major
difficulty in terms of recruiting.

We will get to that later on.

We made some progress in administration, but I think Assemblyman
Harris and Assemblyperson Hughes you may recall that AB 105 presented
some problems in making those comparisons because of major shifts
in definitions of management.

We, in essence, in 1975 and '77, had
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a very narrow definition of Executive

ement positions and as

a result of the AB 105 hearings we

e

consistent with ERA Collective Barga

1ng concerns.

orne sh fts in that also

went from something on the order of 303
to about 1300.
comparisons.

So it is very diff

And so we

ersons in that category

t to make reasonable

But, we have collapsed both the professional non-

faculty and the executive managerial categories so that at least
those two employment categories can be reviewed.
One of the things that I think needs to at least be
looked at is some of the problems inherit
looking at affirmative action programs.

in how one goes about
I

think some of the

members of the Committee may recall that several years ago we,
particularly Blacks, used to define the political terms "liberal"
and "conservative" in ways that said something about race relations
at the time.

And I believe the definition went something like we
thought Blacks inferior because

defined a "liberal" as a person

was someone who thought

of their environment and a "conservat

Blacks inferior because of their genes, but the bottom line was
both groups thought Blacks infcrio .
have failed,

I

failed essential
cat

think to a large de
because

ee

have, they have

continue to look at those protected

ries as having certain ki

s o

deficiencies are corrected or respo
problems.

If affirmative action programs

f

And once those

to, there will he no

As long as we look at affirmat

there is something wrong with the

ciencies.

e action programs as if

idual o

the group, rather

than the kind of structural change that need to take place at the
institution, we will continue to have fairly poor progress in
a!'Cirmativc actjon.
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The second thi

that is difficult to deal with,

particularly in institutions of hig

education, is the degree

to which we spent a great deal of time ignoring or dismissing the
reality of institutional racism and sexism, both to the extent that
we perpetuate that and to the extent that we create policy that
perpetuates it.

Academicians and trustees and regents have real

difficulties in coming to gr

•

education.

s with racism, particularly in higher

We look at a racist as somebody who stands on the

corner and throws a big hard rock at a small brown face on a moving
yellow bus; that's a racist.

But we as academicians and educators,

trustees and regents, do other kinds of things.
st:•ndards and legitimize quality.

We certify

We make decisions regarding who

gets access, who gets promoted and we do that all under the general
concern of quality education and standards.

And, yet the individuals

who determine standards are much more dangerous than the rock
throwing racist.

If affirmative action is to mean anything in

higher education in particularly, it will only have substantive
change if we take a look at the curriculum.
determine~

Because curriculum

the kind of faculty that we hire, it determines the kinds

of cclucational experience that our students have and it says
something about what we consider to be important and legitimate
scholarship.
of test scores

All of us have look
t our st

ents

at, with some concern, the kind
e been receiving, both our

pe spective students and the students have been receiving, both our
perspective students and the students that we have as well as our
st11dents that are graduating.

We are concerned about the degree to

whjch some of those students may be functionally illiterate with
degrees.

And yet, we have not taken a major look at those students
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0

had

ogram

lS

lty constituency

ns

fellows.

Seventy percent or the individuals in the program

are either Black or Latino.
i\SSEf,IBLYWOHAN HUGHES:

And how many of those are women?

Well, no I don't want to mix the two up.
you said there were 12 participants.

I want statistics for ...

Out of the 12 participants,

how many were women?
MR. STETSON:

There are 7 women and 5 males.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:
MR. STETSON:

Seven women ...

... and five males.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

And you said this is the first year

that the majority have been minorities?
MR. STETSON:
have been White women.

Yes.

The previous years the majority

They have been occasionally a White male

or two in the program and a relatively few number of Blacks and
Latinos.

We have had two Asians in the program over the last two

years, and one Asian in the first year.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
~IR.

STETSON:

What was the purpose of the program?

The purpose of the program was to respond

to the need to specifically assist ethnic minorities and women in
advancing in administrative careers in the system .

•

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Okay.

And the program's guidelines

were such that there were no restrictions?
MR. STETSON:

That's correct.

There are still no

restrictions, but it is worded in such a way that it is clear that
one has to make nominations consistent with the greatest degree of
underreprescntation at a given campus.

The campuses submit three

to four names to our our office and we have a system-wide screening
committee that reviews, interviews, and then makes the final
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termination.
AS

HUGHES:

these people

went t

ough

program, say ... you

s

ened to most of

inistrat

internship

d it f

MR. STETSON:

Some

s and what has happened?

ing on the order of 55 percent of

the individuals who have gone through t

program have received

some kind of promotion.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN

With

MR. STETSON:

your.system ...

That's right.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

... or in a ... okay.

There are a number that have left.
are a number ln

system that

not advanc

few who as a result of the program decid

There

There are a

that they were not going

to attempt to be in administration, that they would prefer to be
faculty.

We've had some who were

and decided what

nee

Student

irs as administrators

d to do was get a terminal degree in the

academic end of the house so that they could advance that way and
a number of

are still enroll

in graduate programs in an

attempt to get

.D.

successful in as

as that is a fairly good record of promotion

when you lo

at national

By al

c

arisons the program has

~een

llowship programs as well state-wide.
What were the ... out of the

minorities

knowing historical

as

don't

to tell you,

as you well know--that most minorities are overly qualified for
most

ograms

t

accepted to begin with.

get into anyway, or else they wouldn't be
Out of those ethnic minorities and/or

women who were admitted to the admjnistrative internship program,
how many of those people alre

had Ph.D.'s, but were just going
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on to try to seck some administrative position within the system?
MR. STETSON:

Something on the order of 40 to 45 percent.

We arc still collecting that kind of information, but the
information that we got from the first three years would suggest
that it was something on the order of 40 percent.

Now, again, we

had diffitulty in coordinating the program initially because when
the program first was established there was no system-wide
affirmative action officer in our office.
promoted.

That person had been

There was an interim of a year where no one was hired

and so those responsibilities got sent to different areas of the
Chancellor's Office.

This last year marked the first year where

both the selection, the training, the coordination of the program
came under my area as System-wide Affirmative Action Officer.
assumed training half-way through last year.

I

And, so we are

beginning to put together the records specifically looking at the
promotional rates, not only in terms of whether or not people got
promotions, but what kinds of promotions.

Some people who were EOP

directors went to other campuses to be EOP directors and while that
may be a difference, we want to take a look at what kind of
difference that really is.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

But you are going to have that

kind of information when you make a budget request this year to
continue funding ...
MR. STETSON:

That's right.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

... a program like that, because

I think it is really going to be crucial.

I personally would not

want to vote for a budget where you only upgrade EOP directors.
Alright?

And that is clearly my bias because I think that there
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are ethnic minorities and women in other fields of endeavor and
other disciplines who need to be so upgraded.
MR. STETSON:

Sure.

We

e,

in we made a consorted

effort in the past year and a half to specifically look at where
the greatest degree of ethnic representation was and ln some ways,
obviously, that meant we were looking at EOP Student Affirmative
Action - Affirmative Action Ethnic Studies Programs because that
is the largest concentration of ethnic minorities throughout our
system, by and large.

We did have a reasonable representation of

faculty who were coming on board.

We have now promoted

so~e

individuals in that program to levels of "Dean" and we certainly
are anticipating that one of those Deans is v

competitive for

Vice Presidency in the next year.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
about that program.

Let me ask you a couple of questions

I don't want to belabor it and I would hope

that you perhaps would give us an analysis o

e program and also

either your understanding or the system's understanding of the
legislative intent of that program
being complied w1
ogram, my

It seems to he almost offens

erst

, that the

ing of its intent, would have the

it had in terms of participation.
nomination process, whe
who want to in

or why not it is not

that

I am concerned about the

r or not that's

, whether all people
at opportunity or

t be considered are g

whether or not they arc filter

re~ult

out because t

in favor by the President or by the Ac

are not considered

emlc Senate depending upon

who in fact filters out those who would seek nomination.
seems to me that the program has obvious

But it

improved, and I

understand under your leadership in the past year or so, but I don't
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want to sec the program adhere to its past, what I think a very
woeful record, should you leave or should someone ... or should the
system in fact change its commitment.
MR. STETSON:

Well, the recruitment of the fellows is

not very different from the recruitment of our future employees to
the extent to which yon have a particular constituency that you arc
dealing with and that constituency is narrowed, you are going to
get a narrowed pool.

To the extent to which you make reasonable

efrorts to insure that folks out in the field are aware of the program and advised to apply, I think that's made a difference.

Not

only are we aware of the kind of diversity that we got last year,
but we know what kinds of individuals are already going to apply
for next year's program.

And, so we have been recruiting from last

year tor next year's program.

The thing that I want to stress,

however, is that it is significant that this program suffered much
more of a cut than any other program was expected to suffer throughout the system.

And, to the extent that we lost 7 to 19 positions,

I think is a very unfortunate situation and the system is now
attempting to get those positions back, but it is a question of to
what degree are we really going forward and making an honest commitI

ment to do that.

And, I think, given the current direction of the

system and the leadership that is there at this point, that is a
priority.

But, it was also clear that if we could cut out of our

budget 7 out of 19 positions for, whatever, reason we did not have
the commitment necessary.
The faculty development program is also an affirmative
action program and again a program that has given us every reason
to believe that it has made a difference in terms of the number of
people staying on board.
- 31 -

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Tell me a little about your office.

How many staff positions are there for affirmative action
system-wide?
MR. STETSON:

System-wide?

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MR. STETSON:

Yes.

The Legislature never supported a full-time

position at any of the campuses.

The best that we came up with was

half-time funding at a relatively low level.
CHAiffi~AN

HARRIS:

Okay, what about in the Chancellor's

Office?
MR. STETSON:

The Chancellor's Office has never received

funding for any positions.
that's full-time.

I had the system-v\ride responsibility and

Nhen I came on board three and a half years ago,

I was assigned a half-time Secretary.
to full-time.

The first week, that changed

She had been full-time, but she was working half-

time for another area and that proved to be
kind of workload.

ssible, given the

We then a year later, received funding from the

Legislature to develop our first system-wide program for employees
with disabilities and that enabled us to bring on another employee
who works primari

co

inating that pr

me in other areas of affirmative action.
our Acting V

ram but also works with
And we were able to have

e Chancellor transfer a position that he had as

Administrative Assistant to us.

And so we have had an Administrative

Assistant now for the last year and that has made a major difference.
CHAIR~IAN

HARRIS:

MR. STETSON:

So, you basically ... there are ...

... Three professionals and two secretaries.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Now, who makes the budget requests?

I

mean has this been a result of the budget request of the Chancellor's
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Office and turned down by the Legislature?
rcqtH·st

Or has in fact, a

ror aJd it iona I support hccll maJe?

MR. STETSON:

The request for additional support has

been made virtually every year except for '77 and '78, where the
System Office just felt that it was senseless to go ahead and
request it again.

When we put together packages, the program change

proposal for the disabled, we developed it, we lobbied it and got
it through with the support of the office.

The internal transfer

of the Administrative Assistant existed as a result of our own
individual lobbying effort with the Vice Chancellor at the time.
MR. STETSON:

We have sent a proposal a year and a half

ago for something on the order of a million and a half dollars for
personnel affirmative action matters and again I think that was a
position paper in essence that said we needed more individuals to
support this effort, but there wasn't a belief in the system itself
that we could get it and to that extent I think it predicted to the
degree to which we did not go forth and really attempt to give it
the busy argument as to why we should have it.

That may change in

the future.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Is affirmative action for students

handled differently?
MR. STETSON:

Yes it is.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

That is handled out of the Students

Affairs?
MR. STETSON:

It is handled out of Academic Affairs;

Student Affairs is part of Academic Affairs.
Soriano is with me.

In fact, Doctor

lle is the Sys tern -wide Student Affirmative Act i (m

Coordinator.
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CHAIR~~N

I see.

HARRIS:

action programs system-wide.

me about the affirmative

You are ment

is there an affirmative act
each of the 19

Tel

er
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the fact that ...

lf-t

or otherwise on

ses?

MR

We have approximately a third of the

campuses out of 19 campuses that for all intent and purposes don't
have

firmative action officers.

Every campus is suppose to

designate one person.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MR. STETSON:
as an affirmat

And has t

Yes.

been done?

Every campus

e action officer,

to which that person
issues, it really

s somebody designated
you look at the degree

s time to re

nd to affirmative action

esn't exist at a third of

ur campuses.

Many of the campuses have gone on and
half-time position, so they do

lemented the

1-time sta f and the

organizational development of those prog
you're at.

on which campus
coord

tors are vi

President's cab
are more a

ersh

Pres

to t

ent and so on.

Others

evel, paid at a salary that would not
are

s
roles.

istrators in the

y

t

a

attract ind
le

t

se affirmative action

Some o

as h

changed depending

Bu

t

ec

to

are

ally provi

major

e to provide technical

assistance.
CHAI

HARRIS:

emanates from your o

Is

re a stat -w

e policy that

ellor s office on af

ice or the

rmative

action?
MR. STETSON:

re 1s a trustee policy

Yes, there is.

of non-discrimination or affirmative
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t

c

s been 1n

existence s1nce 1974.

When I came on board, it was revised the

year that I was there and then we established the first set of
system-wide guidelines on affirmative action which have been in
existence now for almost two years.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MR. STETSON:

Will you submit a copy of that to us?

Yes.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

In fact,

I think I already ...

You already have that?

Fine, alright.

The other thing that I would like to ask in terms of the affirmative
action program-- are there any sanctions that are available to you
and have any been exercised?
MR. STETSON:
CHAIR~~N

No.

HARRIS:

MR. STETSON:

No.

There are no sanctions available?
In a practical standpoint, there are

none.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

So, if a campus for example just flat

out did not hire any minorities over a period of time, for example,
they had a hundred new hires and none of them were minorities and
your office said well that's unfortunate, that's not in compliance,
it certainly doesn't indicate good faith with our policies.

Would

that be pretty much it-- a slap on the wrist?

•

MR. STETSON:

If we could get a slap on the wrist.

Now

again, that has changed or at least the possibility has changed ...
giving a different kind of direction.

One of the questions that I

asked the Chancellor when I first came on board, is what would
happen if a campus simply said it was not going to institute
affirmative action, let's take it to the extreme, what kind of
penalty would be imposed?
take?

What kind of position would our office

And his response was he would ding the President.
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I then

Council Pr s
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given President or a given system.

The Chancellor is new, as you

know, and all of these roles are beginn

to change and whether

or not sanctions or rewards will be a part of t
rev1ew process, I don't know.
can only be measured if

It is clear

t affirmative action

is part of a per

rmance appraisal, not

only the individuals at the campus,
Chancellor and all the rest.
direction.

affirmative action

President, myself, the

I think we are moving in that

To the extent that w

have not had a very e

ective

evaluation mechanism of Presidents period, we are complicated with
firmative action as part of

regard to whether we can institute
that.
CHAIRMAN
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MR.
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an impact.

t it is not very happy

The Board has gone on record of s
with where we are.

s occurred about four

of the new Chance lor and that

the s

le

very positive tone

s

affirmative ac ion.

coincided with the need to get
the k

Board in the

fact,

affirmative action ag

s prior t

action?

ff

solutel

last several me t
Wl

f Trustees play any

Board

t

ink

t

s

s not taken a
ly has not had the

information to make those kinds of decisions.

When the Board was

given a package of information that looked at each campus by campus
from 1975 through 1931, and came up with the alarming finding that
after

s~ven

years of affirmative action we are worse off in some

areas than we were in the past, that made a difference.

And so to

the extent that you can give information to those policy makers
that in turn allows them to make the kinds of statements that need
to be made, I think that's a plus.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Have any investigations been made by

any federal agencies charged with affirmative action, like the
Office of Federal Contract Compliance?
MR. STETSON:

Yes, the Office of Federal Contracts

Compliance has been all through our system.

They have reviewed,

were in the process of reviewing fifteen out of the nineteen
campuses.

Some of those reviews resulted in conciliation agreements.

By and large, the reviews were not very effective because they were
dragged out so long.

We have at least five campuses that still

don't know what the final result is of the review that has been
going on for three years.

•

We had charges of findings of

discrimination, back pay awards that were proposed and nothing has
happened with those, so in those instances we are probably worse
off at those campuses because the position of the campus has been
to kind of hold off until such time as the feds come out with their
report.

We have been able to convince campuses as of late, that we

need to move regardless of what OFCC's position is.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

One last question.

describe the grievance procedure?

Can you briefly

Again, it's similar to that which

I request of the Community Colleges, if someone in fact files a
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MR. STETSON:
to be consistent.

i

Office of P
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severa
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of our campuses
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Contracts Compliance

s currently involved in

ith regard to Title 6 and Title

504.

RHAN HARRIS:
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So your office is primarily rcsponsjble

?
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MR. STETSON:

Monitoring, establishing the guidelines,

reviewing the affirmative action plans ...
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

But not the enforcement of affirmative

action?
MR. STETSON:

Well, theoretically, the Board is the ...

responsible, and the Chancellor's staff is responsible for insuring
the Board's policy is adopted.

Again, the question is-- to what

extent do you go to the campus, make the reviews, make the
recommendations and have those recommendations have any real impact.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

How many staff people do you think are

adequate to perform the responsibilities of your office of, in fact,
perform normal affirmative action responsibilities for a system of
this size?
MR. STETSON:

It depends if they are armed or not.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MR. STETSON:

Armed with what?

Whatever you need.

several things that need to be looked at.

I think that there are
One, not only in as much

as we are talking about a staff situation, but we are talking about
a funding situation that provides us funds simply to deal with
technical compliance.

•

We have not been able to assist the campuses

in even doing the studies that they need to do because we don't
have the computer time, we don't have the resources, the census data
that may cost $700 to get and $3000 to massage in such a way that
it is useful.

We don't have those kinds of funds available.

If we

had a hudgct of $25,000 for a one-time shot, simply to bring in ...
to purchase an Apple Computer, with the software that would assist
the campuses and a printer and a readout, that would assist us.
would probably need at least a coordinator that would deal with
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We

assisting the campuses ln terms of the resource, the computer time
and all the rest.
staff.

And a monitor, I don't think we need a major

If the staff had the kind of position where they influenced

policy before it became policy, we could probably get away with
fewer staff.
CHAIR~1AN

HARRIS:

Could you comment on the effect of

decentralized hiring on the ability to implement an affirmative
act ion pro gram?
MR. STETSON:

Well, it obviously presents problems if

the institution that happens to be the decentralized sub-system of
the system it is not committed to affirmative action.
within a decentraliz

But even

campus, there are problems with respect to

units within that sub-system.

If you've got a university that has

a medical school or law school, those schools may be as autonomous
as any campus in any given system.
freedom of autonomy.
one would want to

D

artments may have more

And again, essential

one would expect and

otect that kind of autonomy but build in a

system of accountability that provides for some kind of action.
CHAI

IS:

Well

t about

some kind of a system-wide recruitment pro
that all campuses would noti
or s aff,
certai
system, etc.

e establishment of
am?

In other words--

your office of every vacancy, faculty

your office would be charged with referrals or
ertising those vacancies to other, you know, university
other words, then increase the pool of applicants

from minority and women.
Well, that certainly impacts on the degree
to which you arc talking about an increase in staff.

If the

campuses send virtually all of their notices now and we do not serve
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as a viahlc resource for the campuses, given the nature of the
system.

One of the things that has to be viewed is the major

distinction between recruitment and advertising.

In the last

several years we have been becoming very sophisticated in
advertising and not so sophisticated in recruiting.

And until such

time as we have the ... either the commitment or the resources or
both, to do focus recruitment, to talk to individuals about the
benefit of working in our system or any other system here in
California, we are not going to make major inroads.

Again, part of

the difficulty is if we had ... if we had a majority of our
departments very committed to affirmative action today there are
still major problems ln recruiting given the kinds of resources
that are available.

If we bring somebody from the East Coast for

an interview or from Nebraska or from up north to Southern
California, we have a question as to whether or not we can pay their
air transportation, we are prohibited from paying any per diem
expenses.

We had a situation some years ago where we eventually

got campuses to talk about diversifying the pool and bringing
additional individuals in so that they would have an opportunity.
Now we have a number of campuses that won't be able to bring in
more than one or two persons for an interview.

And when you narrow

it down to those kinds of individuals typically, you're going to
have an impact on the pool.
CHAIRMAN IIARRIS:

Thank you.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

What kinds of requests are you

going to make in terms of the budget for this year, and what is the
procedure?

Do you sit down and talk to the Chancellor or just give

him a written request?

What kind of thrust are you going to have
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with the new Administration and hopes that this Administration will
be more sensitive to the needs for affirmative action system-wide?
MR. STETSON:

Well, we've already gotten the staff and

essentially the ... in the Chancellor's Office the budget planning
people develop the budgets, coordinate the request from each of the
departments,

and then meet in a room and make decisions about what

goes to the Board and what doesn't.

We have been able to impact

that to a large degree with regard to the affirmative action fellows
program and the faculty development program.
Last year the Legislature indicated that we ought to
include lecturers as part of the affirmative action faculty
development program.
position.

Well that was nice, in terms of a policy

It didn't make any sense in terms of the kind of

resources that we have available and the kinds of special needs for
the lecturers.

So in essence, you have an intent made by the

Legislature with no resources to assist those lecturers.

If we are

going to have that kind of approach, we need additional kinds of
monies.

The Administrative Fellows Program is simply requesting

that we get seven positions back.
from where we were in 1976.

We are not asking for any gain

We are simply asking to get those

positions back that we lost and to have the flexibility to use them
in such a way that makes some sense.

It may be, in a given year,

you don't need 19 Fellows, but you can take some of those resources
and talk about career mobility strategies or some of the clerical
persons to move into technical fields and so on.

We have not been

able to do that system-wide because we have not had the resources.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

Alright, are you going to be making

many recommendations for promotions or movement of people that you

already have on staff who have been doing a very fine job?

I

don't mean getting into the business of individual campus policies,
but are you going to come out with some kind of strong statement
for the upward mobility of minority faculty who are already on the
staff, because so much of it is left up to the individual campuses
and it would seem to me as though one of your jobs as a system-wide
affirmative action person is not only in terms of being concerned
about recruitment in staffing across the system, but also upgrading.
Are you go1ng to make any statements like that in your proposals?
MR. STETSON:

We already have.

In fact, part of the

executive order on affirmative action will require the campuses to
submit a summary of the promotion rate, the separation rate of
individuals.

It is also in accordance with your legislation.

But

what we have advised the Chancellor at this point is to take a look
at how the distribution of funds, the allocations of resources are
made to campuses specifically for affirmative action programs.

We

have had a fairly politically sound, but not organizationally sound
method of allocating resources to campuses.

Small campuses get a

half-time position, large campuses get one position, very large
campuses get one and a half.

When you allocate positions that way,

because it makes everybody happy and the Department of Finance
people don't have too much difficulty understanding the allocation
formula,

it doesn't make a lot of sense in terms of rewarding

campuses that have made certain kinds of efforts and so we made the
recommendation that given the limited resources that exist, it might
make sense to focus in on three or four or five campuses and to give
those campuses all the resources with regard to faculty promotion
opportunity and to look at the other campuses for the Fellows
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program for example.
One of the things that occurs in having affirmative
action development programs for faculty and staff under our
direction now is that we can look at the campus' affirmative action
plan, make assessments as to what those campuses committed and
whether or not they met those commitments and whether or not they
should get rewarded for their efforts.

That is a lot easier to

deliver than a sanction that may or may not be able to be imposed.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

Alright.

At this time you have

made all of your input, or have you, for this coming year's budget
in terms of your requests to ...
MR. STETSON:

No.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:
MR. STETSON:

. .. to the Chancellor's Office.

Well, yes, to the Chancellor's Office.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

What is the time-line after you

put in your request, then the Chancellor's Office reviews it,
accepts it, rejects it, modifies it, or what have you?

At what

point in time do you really know what the Administration is going
to ask for?
MR. STETSON:

Well, we know now that our Administration

is asking for the recommendations that we made for Fellows and
faculty development.

We will not know what the Department of

Finance's position is and the Legislature's position is for some
time, but we do know that the Administration and the Board has gone
on record as requesting the funds that we recommend for those two
programs.
individu;J1s

Now, what happens when the negotiations occur with the
involved,

T don't l<now.

But, at this point, we ;1rc on

record as requesting the funds that we recommended for those two
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ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

In looking at the budget ... at

the budget process ... I remember when I was on the Ways and Means
Education Subcommittee, we looked at the system-wide requests and
then the indiv

1

request and I am certain that you are

aware of any problems that might exist on ind
regarding affirmat

Is that true?

e act

MR. STETSON:

's true.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN riDGHES:
s that

two institut

Alright.

Could you update me on

am aware of where there have been problems

with affirmative action?
Cal State, Dominguez

dual campuses

One is Cal State, Long Beach, and one is

lls.

Could you update the committee on the

status of those two campuses

their problems?

We are aware that there has been a
system-wide suit by t

z

targeted Domin
system as a
official p

Black Faculty and Staff Association that has
lis specifically, but hasn't looked at the

le,

t we

not at this point received any

rwork from that organization or the legal staff.

so we are aware

e is a suit.

t

We are also aware that there

c heen several individual suits filed
at the c

s or were at

one stage or anot

And,

persons who either arc

s and all of those suits are in

r in litigation right now.

Long Beach's situation, if ... I am aware of a specific
case, there are several instances where individuals go back to ethnic
studies departments

f

e suits.

There is also a situation where

a lecturer who had been a lecturer at the campus for three years was
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e

0

iti
i

s own

problem.
omc campuses ~vhcrc there is

We have hcuJ a situation at

a feeling that

more autonomy than at others and there

e 1s

has been some reluctance at shar
consider to be a campus matter.

information on what they
While we have had those kinds of

instances, for the most part, even under the past leadership, we
have always been able to get some kind of input to the campus and
get information back.

But again, it 1s a very limited role with

regard to actually doing the review.

Now if there is an allegation

that indicates that there may be wide-spread problems or there is a
problem in implementing a provision of the policy that is not tied
into a specific discrimination complaint, then we can review the
campus.

And that is likely to occur in at least two of the campuses

that we discussed.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

Okay.

You review the problems at

these individual campuses and you come up with some definite
findings, then what is your next step?

Because I can ... for instance

hear those institutions say, I am Captain of this ship.

What then

is your recourse?
If
a report and hope that

best that one can do is simply write
t has some impact and you have the belief

that somehow you are not going to be supported by staff, then you
have a problem.
case.

But I don't think that has necessarily been the

For example, campuses will respond anytime an individual from

the Chancellor's Office visits the campus.
ASSEMBLYWO"ti1J\N HUGHES:
MR. STETSON:

Okay.

Now, whether that response is immediate and

positive or not is another question, but they will respond
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it

would have been clear y a gr evance that could have been
substantiated from
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Even the

le cases

e ind

ds didn't file and some
iduals who have gone on

for sometime with having major problems, file a grievance and t

sc

gr1evances get all the recognition and highlight and we discover
that there is no merit at a 1.

Now, I'm not suggesting

who file grievances have no merit.
the more public grievances
t

cases that real

t pe

le

I am suggesting that some of

t have gone on are not necessarily

highlight the kinds of problems that exist at

the campus.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:
to discover that in

past it

of the Legislature, at

It has been my limited experience
lS

very interesting when the Members

time of budget hearings, ask these

questions and then all of a sudden people come up with answers.
And I don't mean you
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a very difficult role.
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ividual is frustrated

es not move fast enough.
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But you are indeed

If I were one of

you advise me to do; to take

case to court, to file a suit or sit back and wait?

r.m. STETSON:

I would talk about the options that exist

some of the experiences that I've had in terms of seeing similar
circumstances.

If you file litigation then most of the time you are

going to put the institution in a position where it is going to fail,
for

tever convenient reason, to really sit down and try to
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t to resolve it

the

she
on

c

ct

reco

s a

to at leas

e.

l

t

c

to ge
r

0

e

ou

o

To at least go on
s

-so-

to

t

the EEOC, Fair
so on.

lo

any

I

t

WI

that he

the c

t

it depends

ivi

upon the
0

r

t h c:

[\

ls invol

r r rma t i v

1\c

s early enough

c

Some imes 1
0

0

rf

, or the Pe sonnel Director of the
reso

t c

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

y.

Let me ask one final question and

t

Chancellor ...

No.

MR. STETSON:

Personnel?

... or

S:

•

qu1

d

1s this; do you report directly to
MR. S

they get to our office,

e Vice Chancellor for Faculty and

To

Staff Affairs.
RMAN HARRIS:

Okay, do you feel

t inhibits your

ability to function?
(HESITATION IN ANSWERING)
I'm asking you a question that ought
to be valid?
SITATI
-=.:.::...:..::~...;::_:___;___:.:.___

_::_I-=-. S :

MR. STETSON:
doesn't inh

IN ANSWERING)

A1r i g

, I ' 11. . .

No, you're not putting me in a ... no, it

it me to function.
Okay.
If I were ... it presents problems with

I

to whet er or not in report

reg a

1n a position to
the

licy

t

ellor.

to the Vice Chancellor.
t

is

that is someth

recommendations given the new Chancellor.

I am

e by all Vice Chancellors
that we have now made
In some instances,

ellor 1 s' you'd be better off not

ending upon who the
reporting to him or her.
CHAIRMAN
direct

IS:

involve you and I t

Let me ask a question that doesn't
I can get an answer that will
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lp

me.
r

c
ort

ff

ses, do

personnel director o

ivi

or d rect

rela e to you?

te

es

0

How do

a so

rt

Some report to t
some report to a

the

campus

le r
or

ort

ce

es

CHAIRtv1J\N HARRIS:

I

see.

:tv!R.

aga

es that

o

at

to a

action officers

t

evel it is varied.

the

ersonnel d

ector,

now

0

rt

resident.

i vi

l

reports

l

ques ion o

o a

es

ent

campus.

er or not

s better off than the

reports to a personnel director c

one

whe

es

As a rule, you are better off report

ending upon the
to the President.
idual campuses

contact

?

lS

MR
or

nator.

seve

meet

Essent a

ive Action

t

ecause as of the last

more

re

commun ca ion

e lines of

ar that

t

o

s

ice have to be

up.

e

st

MR.

some c ses, g

f cer
WOU

A f

15

t real

be better off

al

ica

area anyway, so you

e

w

on Office s t

t ve Ac

e there are

0

t

a

do

e

c
VVC

tee

1 "
"-Y

OS

tive Action

f

sts at

ti

Affirmative

en t

d

0
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s of

e certa

k

are prov

ing
rot'

ograms,
il

lung

time.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
your testimony.

Thank you Mr. Stetson.

I appreciate

You were very candid and also very intelligent

and articulate.
MR. STETSON:
CHAIRMAN

I'll leave this with you.

~\RRIS:

Thank you.

Please.

I would like to interrupt the agenda one second, well not
for one second, for a brief time.

I would like to ask the

representative from the Post Secondary Education Commission to come
forward.

I have a couple of questions I would like to ask.
~1s.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
something.

Dickinson, I just wanted to ask

It is my understanding that all these systems report to

the Post-Secondary Education Commission as to their affirmative
action programs and also as to their success or failure in
implementing their programs.
MS. DICKINSON:

Is that correct?

They, under AB 105 they provide us with

a summary of their programs and their own assessment of the success
or failure.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
Leg slature?

Is t

And then you in turn report that to the

t correct?

MS. DICKI
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Yes.
Okay.

Do you make recommendations along

with those reports or do you simply serve as a transmittal agency?
MS. DICKINSON:

We simply compile and transmit the

information, data, and their reports on their activities.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Do you think that's an adequate system

or do you have any recommendations for change?

Do you think,

perhaps, they ought to report directly to the Legislature, or that
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111

to be sending additional

fact, they
b

you shou

requ

they are

od to send some rcco

1

t

g with public

rmation, or that
ion as to whether

icy as a result of the

report that you are receiving?
MS. DICKINSON:
doing is record

Well from my perception, what we are

that t

Legislature ...

Legislature has asked us for ... to the

it allows t

to make a j

gment as to whether

any further action needs to be taken.
So, that is not a role that your
Comm ssion ... you

ink your Commiss

would welcome; analyzing

and recommending on the basis of the submittals.
MS. DICKINSON:

If asked, we would make recommendations,

but at this time we are comfortable with the role that we are
playing.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

But t
go

g to have to g

function.

t's what I ...

Fine, thank you.

also means that we are
to perform that

e

would be

prob em that we are going to have.

ma

But it seems to me, Doctor Hughes, that
f

't

l

because we are unable to get the funding

eit

is not changed) that someone has the

to them or because the pol
res

a so to analyze
it seems to me t
agenc1es to g
what

re to not only receive

sibil

d be

is

le to have some independent
the statistics mean and

ective on

some per

information but

t the staff can do that, but

I would assume
t it

t

rovement or ...
We
ll

a longitudinal assessment of

prov
our

po
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under AB

05 and this

is

the draft.

r year

It is gc t ng t

year so ... but there 1s

statistics

information o
Cfli\IRMAN

S:

t.

Thank

Ms. Dickinson.

That's a l

wanted to know.
Okay, we are pleased to have Mr. Kliengartner, Vice
President, Office of Academic

ir and Staff Personnel Relat on,

University of California.
First of all, I am sorry for the delay.
know, obviously, this is not
But I really wanted to

I want you to

order of any prestige or authority.

r from you first.

If we hadn't gone off

the agenda that's what would have happened.
MR. ARCHIE

you.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Because I think the University of

California is certain

our most prestigious in the institution of

higher education

re

that the other

re we hope to be setting some standards

tutions will

llow.

Chairman Harris, members of the
Committee, my name 1s Archie Kliengartner.
r Academic

Staff Personnel.

Blakeley, Ass stant Vice Pres
Mic

lle Zak,
I

\AJOUld

With me at the table is Edward

ent for Academic Personnel, and

cial Assistant for
li

I am the Vice President

firmative Action.

to make a brief statement ...

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

All of you arc with the same unit and

they are members of your staff.
MR. KLIENGARTNER:

Right.

And I think it might be helpful

Mr. Harris, if we ... each of us made our statements before you go
into general questions ...
IS·

~--~----~-------

Alright.
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MR. KLIENGARTNER:

... because

do cover the same

terri tory.
This
employment.

ring is concerned wi

And I think it

action and

d be use

r me to make a few

comments about how the University 1s organized to carry out its
employee affirmative action respons

I mi

ilities.

say. first

of all, that we employ approximately 100,000 people.
than that in all of the locat
account.

Cali

s, not

But roughly 100,000 emp oyees
Of that 100,000,

Management Program.

500

Approximate

20,000 are what we call academic
our 1

wou d

wor

ty, but

out 75,000 employees
lude the

Cali

ratory loca

California is supported t

er

ty

are what we call staff employees

of

rnia.

e

t we call

e

would not be restricted to ladder

approximately one-

rnia, are taken into

n the state of Cali

employees that would of course,

Department of Energy 1

Slightly more

rce o

rnia.

Only

University of

t

riations of this

h gene

state.
re

Wi
clear respons

l

l

we ca 1 it,
ea

at

univers i
re

the Vice Pres
respect to a

ent

respo sib

Ener

y,

rtant,

terminat

trans er
0

f

c

Serv

laboratory,
es have with
level or at

t the

, to note that
s, reclassification,

ecisions

ti s

Chancellor of

t

crs

Brie

act

oratory level, it is

development, layo

level or system-wide as

D

ture

r

irmat

basically all

-w

sibili

Director of e

s'

e 1

loyee

re is

action, there is a

irmat

ct to

are
abor to

cl
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directors.

ses or 1

personnel policies in our
having to do with

irmative action.

responsibility
staff

1s re

Those persons

•

d.

they report to

those

They have a direct line

Each campus has some number of
oyee affirmative act

not report to anyone at t

respect we are

with implementing

oratories includ

1-t

work

t

ir ctor, the Vice President

Services 1s char

Univcr

riculture

r

ory

o , ea

c

system-wide level.

State Universities system.

1

n.
In

But rather,

Chance lor or someone designated by the

Chancellor.
What do we do at the system-wi
the responsibili
wi

of system-w

in which the campuses and other

units make specific personnel decisions.

the universit
to

on how we are doing and to represent

t

sure that
c

More generally,

action policies of the university

c ively carried out.

As the V

r Academic and Sta

Relations, my duties

I

We are also responsible

e in hearings such as this.

s as a

arc responsibly

Fundamentally,

is to establish the university-

policies and directions wi

for monitoring and report

level?

system-

1

Personnel

responsibility for employee

affirmative action.

turn report to President Saxon.

Saxon of course, is res

s

off

e is div

s

artments.

Academic Personnel, Staff
Barga
Un

ing Services, Ac
si

Benefits

e to t

Board of Regents.

President
My own

Let me list them for you:

Management Personnel, Collective
emic and Sta

Employee Relations,

Ret rement, and Affirmative Action Planning

and Review.
In re

e ... or the Committee asked for some indication
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of t

co

wit

my own

f

osition

I am respons
Of t

minor ties.

0

0

39 men

he

30

0

33

3

0

91 wo

t

r ties.

ers of ethn

ment

am jn many ways ve

grati ied Wl

t

rce

force associated wi

are

lo
144 ar

s

o

statistics
total work

1

tion

s

s 1700 but that

se 1700, some 580

act

25 or 22 percent are
women, 451 or

1

rities.
, 3

c

r

o

Of a total

ethnic or racial

s.

s
es

t

pract cal e
a goo

minority

1

-w

I

r system-wicle?

39 percent

as a

rn

c

0

ers of an

m nor

1

s

the syst

s ' you

sys

ties constitute

c

e

my own o

istr

are men

ino

t

for system-w

ercent are

e

MR. KL I

inc

30, 41

ion o

IS:

CHA

c or racial

et

t

1 ieve, of

tem ror

ers of

t

work

ement

s, 39 are men and 91

to

about 34 percent I

distribution of

st concentration is

0

r

ectly

es work 1n

l

Ret

Of

or racial

mi

c

0

le.

ethnic or racial

I

g

Un

t

are women.

come cl

1 0
Per

associated wi
1

own ...

es

s

Academic

loyees

rmal

0

of Ca

rn

e

0

c

c
s

al leg s at
0

h s
s

(J

b

began at the
to a large extent,
s .
wa
repo t

to pia e
of

And second y,

datn.

s s on extc s v

0

advertising of vacant posit

s.

these activities

ligated to

to do.

And

s we were

Universi

ticipat
as t

1n

re was a ne

er important these activities are, it did not take

long to discover that by themselves collection and reporting of
data and advertis
accomplish our a

o

irmative action

broader front-- espec al
we have tried to do

not and could not

vacant positions d
jective.

pol cy

t.

An effort on a much

programs, were needed and

Let me give some examples.

We have systematically reviewed our personnel policy to
remove any barrier that might serve to impede affirmative action.
Obviously, we welcome

stions for

cresting to note Mr. Cha

er change.

It is

I think, some things that

initially were extremely helpful we now find, in promoting
affirmative action, we now find actually retard it.

An example of

that would be not many years ago very extensive policies were put
into place requi

t

t

en vacancies occurred that they be

filled through extensive external
pol

y did

ef

formerly underr
now cant
force

w

t

careers and to

t of br

resent

c

tot e work force.

is to

qua ly

In many ways, that

very large numbers of

roups

my v

policies a

rtising.

ecognize that once in the work

e rcspons

a low

s

1n promotions wi

What we must

ility to make sure that

individuals to move up in their
t

University work force.

t then focuses new attention on making more complete provisions
internal rec

itment

again, that conflicts

internal promotion opportunities.
t

ano

er

oks.
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iori

But

which is still on the

ted an

c
c se ecti
the
c

ita

ess

d

ti

artie

o

m

am

ress

t

0

... point

....l.

t

wi

me

t and can

with

c

isms
ef

we

t

program.

yc

ement

s ago,

s

is

Fe

participated

h

1 ent program.

HARRIS:

ogram start?
in 1978.

t

We
lore

e

e

s

e

0

0

t

po ent a
s

s
object

ry we

sscs

c

e ence

ec

to

some
to

is

ave regional

sm

- 0-

1

a

so t

S

erne
wo

qu

cler

fessional level

icult move

v
t

ividuals

s

is

ogram.

s

leve
J

iversity

e

s been a

is specially t

into much

e

11

out

el it

t have an

ement area,

We

istrat

isms

d d

more policy devel

fellowsh

to

of design

f

ssionals is an

for monitori

is,

t

services

this policy

very

s ty's affirmative

l ok

ener

a lot of goods

ef

rtant
stu y

exec lent committee char
action

in University

i

v
I

am

d at increas

mprov

p og am for us.

0

pro

e

iver

entire

enters ...

o

and get this k

they can go there

cove

a sessmcnt of their own competency and

potential.
c t

We

Faculty Development Program.

comparable to a program

the State Un

junior faculty, pre
in that program.

ant

Doctor

Again,

sity System.

Over 300

ities and women have partie

ated

akeley will be talking more about that

a little bit later.
All campuses and laboratories have written and approved
affirmative action plans ...
CHAJRMAN HARRIS:

By your office?

MR. KLIENGARTNER:

Approved by my o

the Cognizant Federal Agency

ice and approved by

it is primarily the Office of

Federal Contract Compliance, but because we get our funds from so
many different places.
go to the

Some of our affirmative action plans also

tment of

rgy, some go to the Department of

Agriculture for approval.
Various s

ial committees have been established to

coordinate affirmative action activities at both the campus and the
system-w

•

levels.

un

a
Pres

lo

purview, bus
larger and

recently, we have restructured our

irmat

ent on affi

not only

the

Mos

e a

action advisory committee which advises
t

act on matters to be responsible for

irmative action

also to bring within its

ss and student affirmative action issues so that a
pful degree of coordination can be achieved across

1 spectrum of
I m

firmative action activities.

say that we have also tried to open our employee

affirmative action activities to general scrutiny.
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In June for

example, we submitt

to our Board of Regents a v

c

we believe

report on our a

It called attention to

been

t

calling at ent on t

insufficient progress had been rna

e net of all

the University of

1s act

li

i

I

ia, we
rities

been

but gains have been achieved, that

are

otect

can have

tat on of

e

the Univers

commitment.
alT
l

ations wi

Un

a report you

of Cal

feet on

YO

sity of Cali

s 60,000 st

rnia

esent

It is like

b

s

ar,

f

employees
ether

be vot

b

an exc

to be so Tepresent

s

ily dynamic

ementation of our

Tespect to collec

ey wish to be T

a

extraord

are wo

ivers

they vot

re is an

we ment on

c
of

e action

l enges;

Ri

e'

ement

irmat

the

c pTogram

l

, especially

persons recruited

area, there are always new needs
extrao

eved, not enough,

ial str

not only have a job,

otected

0

tant now, is assuring

s

and

in their careers Wl

elieve, is that

e greatly enlarged the

groups, but equally, but perhaps more

in periods of great f

e

our June report to

opportunities for recruitment of

that the gains ach

areas

t we also

been started on our

campuses and many of those were

with

e

other programs such as

the ones that I've mentioned

the Regents.

led and

action programs.

s t

tried to be very c

det

'

t

e
a

we

lS

agent.

ga

that will

no
e act

t

n wit in the

Tnia.
p e s

g
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If

,

ove

om1n

availabili

problems especial

ith respect to faculty, and

Doctor Blakeley will also...
commenting on that.

maybe Doctor Zak will also be

Increasing the supply from which future

faculty can be appointed.
A third issue of that type is how to overcome the
disproportionate impact on minorities and women in layoff situations.
There is simply no

stion that

public agencies generally,

whenever large-scale layoffs have occurred, there has been a
disproportionate effect on women and minorities and that is
something that we must guard against.

More generally, as was

stated in our June report to the Regents, and I quote here,
"Regardless of shifting priorities at the federal level, the
University of California remains committed to affirmative action as
a matter of institutional policy.

Efforts to achieve greater

diversity and pluralism are a vital and integral part of the
University's institutional mission.''
we are far from it.

Not to say that we are there,

It is not to say we are satisfied, but we are

committed to making this commitment succeed.
That concludes my testimony Mr. Harris.
might have Doctor Zak and ... Bl

•

If you like, we

ley give their testimony-- and yes,

we can all respond to questions.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Alright.

Sergeant could you ...

While

they're doing that ...
MS. ZAK:

Shall I begin now?

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. ZAK:
Michelle Zak.

Yes.

Thank you Chairman Harris.

My name is

I am Special Assistant for Affirmative Action to

Vice President Kliengartner.

I am very pleased to have this
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opportunity to speak with you today
particular po
Un

that we

rea

rsity of California.

June of 1982, this

t because of the
d

f irmative action at t

Doctor Kli

tner mentioned, in

st June we present

to our Board of Regents

a report on affirmative action at the Un

A report that was

many ways perce

and one that was touted, at
of
a

rsity of California.
as a self-critical report

east in some circles, as an admission

ilure on the part of the University of Cali

a in areas of

irmative action.
We do not look at that report as

testament of failure,

but rather an attempt to come conceptually
with future directions for affirmat
moment in the history of a

practically to terms

act

at a real watershed

irmative action.

I will describe some

of the reasons why we came to those conclusions in a moment.
think it would be helpful if I spent a
the history of

firmative action

s
f

n 1970.

discrimination
ent H

Pres

f

respect to employees on

Wl

A sec

action.

ersi
t

ef ects

orient

t

action and non-

c

two major themes

poli

f

The posit
tion

tted itself to t

development.

y.

st time, was that

its personnel actions,
positive steps to redress
Second was the compliance

storical discr
s of the po

1973 by then

to a clear emphasis on

mere avoidance of discr

b

stituted a formal

ift from

s t

affirmat

st

policy was issued

s
rst,

lead to the June report.

in 1973 reflect

t poli

e.

r to make clear

to now

The University of Californ
policy

tailing some of

moments

t the problems were that concerned

I

J\ l
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po

y

on a3ncd a

qua if cation to
1s en

w th

th s is very
compliance 1vi

c

h

irma

t

ve act on s

ty•s m s jon,

ivc

ts

s1c

ld be

concern, a

ame very important to us later was

rtant,
external f

eral and state mandates.

Two revisi

s

of that 1973 policy occurred between June and October of '75,

1975, Pres

ent

personnel program,

•

issued a revised a
licy and guidelines

irmative action
h serves as our

current policy .
The most si

ificant new feature of the 1975 policy was

its emphasis on development of written affirmative act
ividual campuses and major laboratories.
re

plans for

Again, this was a

e to federal requirements but it also reflected the

University's commitment to come to grips with the issue of
affirmative action, and we hoped and believe as a way of devel
ement tools for identification of specific affirmative action
pr

lem areas for the development of focus programs and strategies

to

ss such problems, and for systematic follow-up and review

of t

results of our programatic intervention.

li

rn

t

d

y become a le

ementat on of AAP's.

un versi ies
p

qui

s

we e a

re

step

we

By 1977, long before most
rat

At the time those affirmative action p an
encouraging a more focused result oriente

to affirmative action.
reveal

r among American Universi ies

that state, we had developed nine s

thin our system.
s t

The University of

Subsequent experience however

s

certain limitations, and those limitations are ones tha
e carefully analyzed and considered as we develop affirmative

action strategy for the future.
The main

blems are the following:
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First, a concern

th le

1 liabili

irmat

Because

e action plans are
e agencies, campuses

ission to external c
oratories

1

e some dif iculty

problem areas whi
re

at
f

action.

rmat

ar cou

lans

On the one hand they are e

law

se them to legal or
action plans, all

a decidedly s

iz

ted to serve

s 1

regulation and at

1 documents to
complying with

same time

internal planning tools.

Tools

areas

a focus

to provi

enic character.

e

eral government that we are

0

all the problems

As a result, our affirmat

action

ove to

reveal

a constant battle t

ected to be

ch p
r r

ecific problem
ial efforts.

the self-protective

There is

se in the

affirmative action plans and if they are to become truly effective
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rting substantive and

A third area, and T t
almost minimal nature

or

very important one, is the

ink

arrirm:ltive action plan compl iancc.

would like to point out to you ... that far from having failed at
affirmative action in terms of federal compliance standards, in
terms of our affirmative action plans, the University of California
h:ts cxccc'ded in virttwlly every ctse the technic11 expectations of'

those regulations and plans.

Let me offer you just an example l-rom

the faculty area.
Percentages of appointments made in our three ladder ranks
1n terms of the availability of women and minorities in those ranks.
At the assistant professor level, in 1979 we made 24.7% of our
appointments were of women.

The availability, the national

availability of women was 25.8%.

In the assistant professor rank

15.7% of our appointments that year were minority availability
nationwide was only 9.7.

At the associate professor level, women

were at 19.3% of' the appointment, availability was only 15.6.

OC

minorities, our appointments were 12.3%-- availability was only 8.6%.
At the full professor level, 9.7% of our appointments were women and
availability of 11.2%, that is the one area in which we fell behind
and appointment of minorities at the full professor level there were
10.6 the availability is unknown.

It is clear then that fulfilling

the letter of the federal requirement for affirmative action plans
and compliance

IS

not helping us to achieve the sort of affirmative

action that we believe we must achieve in order to regard ourselves
as truly successful.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

Excuse me, could you tell me that

when you talk about availability, do you mean nationwide or
statewide availability?
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to allow them

to ptnsuc scienti lie and scholarly research was geared to improve
their chances for tenure and thus to create a healthy movement from
the lower ladder rank into the higher which I will show you in a
moment.
CHAIR!vtAN HARRIS:

Ms. Zak, I'm going to ask you to

expedite your testimony because we're going to get this in writing,
and I would rather have you summarize, so if we want to ask some

•

questions, I think that's ...
MS. ZAK:

If you don't mind then Mr. Chairman, I will

show the several charts that I have that should give you an overview of the demographics of the University of California.

These

bar graphs as you see, are divided into the occupational categories
that constitute our reporting categories to the federal government.
The completely shaded-in bar on the far left is 1977, the middle,
I'm sorry 1979, the middle 1980 and the far right 1981.

Each is

divided into separate categories of women and minorities.
80, I'm sorry.

1977, 79,

In 1981, therefore you see the executive

administrative managerial category included 38%, around 38% women,
around 12% minorities, both figures generally above availability
in those categories.

•

Our ladder rank faculty includes about 12%

women, if I don't have these figures exactly, I'm pretty close,
the number, the little bars aren't sufficient on there.

The

minority ladder rank faculty are about 10%.
Professional non-faculty, over 60% women around 23%
minority.

Yes, each one of those categories show the consistent

gain for 1979, 77 to 81.

The only negative changes are in two staff

categories represented on this chart.

Women decreased by .8% in

the secretarial/clerical category and by .4% in the service
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Hispanic Ph.D.'s in the sciences, math-base discipline and in most
of the social sciences.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. ZAK:

Nationally?

Nationally.

That does not breakout to the

Chicana population, that is all Hispanic and those are the fields
in which, virtually, all the growth of higher education is currently
occurring.

So, there is an extremely severe availability problem.

The other factor is our low rate of turnover among ladder rank
faculty.

Only 4% of our approximately 7,000 lateral positions at

the University of California offered each year.
high tenure/non-tenure faculty ratio.

•

within the laider rank.

We have a very

At this moment it's over 80%

In addition, the average age of our ladder

rank faculty ...
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. ZAK:

We want you to define ladder rank.

Ladder rank are, those persons who are on tenure

track ...
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Would that be an assistant professor or

higher?
MS. ZAK:
low.

Yes.

In addition, the average age is relatively

In some campuses it averages age 46 reflecting the heavy

hiring that went on during the happy days of the 1960's and there
has been overall very little growth in the size of faculty.

All

these factors combine to reduce turnover and limit opportunity for
new appointments.

Even if women and minorities are hired at an

annual rate exceeding their national availability, the impact

lS

small and the change in composition is necessarily low.
What we are doing in a positive way at this, what I have
described as a watershed moment in affirmative action, is trying to
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re-evaluate directions that we can go apart from meeting the
minimum standard of the federal government--

imal standards

which, under the current administration, don't seem to be very
heavily enforced at this time in any case, but we are looking at
the problem of availability and trying to concentrate attention to
serving the cause of affirmative action by increasing the number
of women and minorities, especially in the highly specialized, high
demand discipline who can obtain Ph.D.'s and will be eligible for
appointment within the University of California or somewhere in the
nation and thereby be a larger contribution to affirmative action.
Toward that end, we are coordinating our employee) our student and
our business affirmative action programs under the egis of the new
committee described earlier by Dr. Kliengartner.

We are

establishing bridges between student and faculty programs, so that
faculty recruitment efforts are expanded, for example, at the head
of the pipeline.

That is in the process of ear

and recruitment of promising women

m nority graduate students

through a variety of means d ssertati
teaching fellowshi
pro

ssors

, post-do tora

identification

llowship, dissertation

fellowship, acting assistant

so on.

We are targeting graduate student programs specifically
toward department

disciplines where t

e is low availability

of women and minori

Ph.D.'s

sition

lty

finally emphasizing the importance of

we are

lty role models.

There is at least one clear reason why women and minorities
continue to gravitate towards fields like e

ation and social work

for their Ph.D. because they find their role models in those fields.
We wou

like to offer ro

mod

c~

l
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o to c

inoritics and

Ccmn1v

students in a variety of other h

her demand fields.

These and

other suggestions, which any of us would be happy to elaborate on
later, for improving affirmative action at the University of
California were included in that 1982 report for the regents.

The

regions expressed great interest in those proposals and it
requested that we return in January with a report on steps being
taken to implement those recommendations.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Thank you.

You will be submitting that to the

Committee:
MS. ZAK:

Yes we would like to mail it to you if that's

possible.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

The record will be open 30 days.

Can you

get it to us by then?
MS. ZAK:

Absolutely.

DR. EDWARD BLAKELEY:

Assemblyman Harris and Hughes, I'm

going to talk because we have talked a lot too long, I think, about
some constructive proposals and try to address Assemblywoman Hughes'
question regarding the production Ph.D.'s in the University of
California and California in general.
The University of California it is true, Stanford University,

•

University of Southern California and many of the Universities in
California produce Ph.D's.

The University of California is the

research institution and our recruitment is entirely from research
institutions or almost entirely from research institutions.

So even

within California, the number, the production of Ph.D.'s in those
fields from which we select is relative.
in California is very fierce.
California's industry.

The competition we have

That competition comes from

Minority group members and females feel
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more comfortable in taking their Ph.D. --the industry for several
reasons.

One, the lifestyle consideration.

that they make more money sooner.
don't have a tenure battle.

The second reason is

The third reason is that they

It's clear from the outset as to what

their career paths and alternatives arc.

Those are the kinds of

things that I think are matters that will change over time as
opportunities in higher education through role models like Michelle
suggest would be there and there will be opportunities for people
to choose that lifestyle irrespective of economic considerations,
but as you know minority group members are not getting that point.
There are many things that we are doing at the University
of California.

These have already been alluded to, but I would

just like to refresh your minds regarding some key issues,
particularly the issue of retirement and turnover.
While we are seeking to advance one part of affirmative
action, we may retard other portions by unc

ing retirement ages.

There will be fewer and fewer opportunities to a point.

Certainly,

we in the University and others are all for age not being a
discriminatory pattern, but as you unc

the retirement age and

people stay on the faculty longer, the number of opportunities to
appoint new people diminish and the competition for the few
available spaces increases.
think about that carefully

I think that the Legislature has to
any kind of

ogram regarding

retirement.
In terms of those proposal, constructive proposals that I
think would make some difference relat

e to the University and

other institutions of higher education in California, I'd like to
advance several.

The first is that un
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ersities are research

and the recognition comes from research, legitimacy comes from
research and the opportunities research, that are legitimized in
public ways.

Many minority group members and females are in fields

in which are untested and legitimacy is hard to come by.

We have

done certain things in California, some things I've been a part of
that provide legitimacy for some of the research that I think
minority group members and females could be involved in, in which
the Legislature could take a part.
One example is the California Policy Seminar, which the
Legislature designates fields of research, many of those fields of
research can be aimed at minorities and have minority input and
minority consideration, particularly this state becomes more
minority in its very consideration.

Let me give you some ideas 1n

which minority scholarship would be important.
unemployment and underemployment.

The whole area of

Minority scholars should go to

work at that regardless of discipline and provide answers that would
be legitimate and necessary to the state.
the resources for such a scholarship.

The state could provide

The restruction of state

scholarship programs and state aid programs so that they don't have
stigmas attached to them.
We are losing many students to Stanford and Harvard
institutions because students don't want to select EOP programs and
have the stigma of attending the institution in that way, and the
composition of boards and directors in California cooperations and
the like would be an interesting area of scholarship which I think
minority group members contribute.
provide rewards.

I think, it is also important to

Institutions that do a particularly good job in

the community colleges, the Legislature should recognize.
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ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:
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Alright.

I can't agree with you

more, hut what kind of recognition are you
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?

Do we give
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extra bottles for doing a good job?
DR. BLAKELEY:

think resources is the best form of

I

recognition.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

I want that in the record.

That's

the reason I'm asking you this question because I've long felt that
we should have some monetary recognit
DR. BLAKELEY:
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c

t

national status.

Finally,

I thjnk, it's important to hegin what Michelle talked ahout
regarding the head of the pipeline.

It's very important that we

develop programs, doctoral and post-doctoral programs in the
scientific discipline, business, engineer and economic that would
lead to more minority scholars being trained and placed in those
fields, because it's that hidden collar of being involved in the
fields that leads to the placement eventually in the college and
universities.

Those are the only proposals that I have at this

point and we would be more than happy to respond.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
if I might.

First of all,

I would like to stop here

Tell me a little bit about your office.

130 people divided into 6 operating departments.

You mentioned

What 1s the

nature of your affirmative action policy as it relates to
coordination?

I'm really concerned, not just about the University

of California but, about all of the systems of higher education
that we have in the state.

As to the decentralized nature of

affirmative actions programs.

How is that coordinated?

Are there

any sanctions, you know, find difficulty in trying to maintain any
type of conformity or standards among the various sites or however
you want to define the operation at your particular university.

•

MR. KLEINGARTNER:
adequate coordination.

Yes, there are problems in maintaining

Generally speaking, the policy governing

personnel and affirmative action are established-- all categories
of employees are established at the system-wide level.

Within that,

campuses andthe laboratories have a great deal of autonomy and
independence of implementing those policies on specific cases,
hiring, promotion, termination and reclassification-- all of these
actions that occur all the time.

The campuses do have a lot of
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e Council of

Chancellors, I would say that's not voluntary.
month.

They all come each

In the steering committee, Affirmative Action Steering

Committee chaired by Michele.
chancellors of each campus.

The members were appointed by the
The academic chancellors are part of

their job, but the academic senate and the faculty which are very
important to us in this area.

I guess that we have much control

over the membership of those groups than any other.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

What is their role of affirmative action?

MR. KLIENGARTNER:

Well, it is, I think the role, the

academic senate of the University of California has the standing
committee on affirmative action which meets.

I think, the role of,

the importance of the academic senate in affirmative action stems
from the very great, large importance of the role of the faculty in
the faculty peer review process and in the faculty promotion
process and hiring process.

It's very important that generally and

obviously they share in the responsibility for affirmative action
with respect to faculty.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

One of the biggest problems that we as

legislators have, I'm sure that any administrator or policymaker
has trying to trace down responsibility is always somewhere else.

•

One of the problems that we have noted,

I guess, on occasion,

certainly is legislators dealing with constituents who may in fact
be academicians and working for institutions in higher education
has been in the area of tenure for example and there have been
certainly, great complaints about the unavailability of tenure for
minority applicants.

I've had many more complaints for minority

applicants than women, although I'm sure it exists on both levels.
The response has always been academic freedom.
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MR. BLAKELEY:
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committees and

this nd hoc committee takes tl1at report back to the committee on
academic personnel which have the recommendation.

The Committee

on Academic Personnel then makes a recommendation to the Chancellor.
What we have attempted to do in dealing with these committees,
synthesize committees, for example, the Davis Campus run a training
program letting committees know what their responsibilities are.
I have gone to the campuses and spoken to the committees about
their responsibilities, relative to affirmative action.

In addition,

some of the committees meet with the affirmative action committees
on the campus and others to form a better impression of what their
needs and responsibilities are in the advancement of cases dealing
with minorities where they can get external reviews.

How they can

be sensitive to the public services and many other kinds of services.
Cr~IRMAN

HARRIS:

Have there been any changes or either

from the standpoint of the nature of the functions o[ these
committees or has there been an increase/decrease in the number of
complaints or regarding the process these committees used to make
these determinations?
DR. BLAKELEY:

What is the nature?
Well, the complaints continue.

I would say

there are probably fewer of them, but they are just as difficult-just as difficult to handle.
difficult thing to handle.

One or two complaints is an extremely
We've had fewer complaints in the last

couple of years than we had four or five years ago.

It's hard to

access the reasons entirely-MR. KLIENGARTNER:

If I may comment ...

It's my impression

that of the faculty appointed as assistant professors, and
therefore, on the tenure track, about one-half of them eventually
do get tenure.

And, I think, a very large portion of those who do
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not, it's obviously not

t they, in many cases, voluntarily left.

So, there is a lot of room there for dissatis
sure that

ction, but I'm not

e--

CHAIRMAN HARRI

So,

out SO% of those who get on the

track are actually tenured?
MR. KLIENGARTNER:
DR. BLAKELEY:

Eventually get tenure--

And the number--

MR. KLIENGARTNER:
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

--within the eight-year maximum period.
How does that compare to the overall

statistics, in terms of minorities?
MR. KLIENGARTNER:
CHAIRJ'V!AN HARRIS:
on tenure track.

Well, this 1s an overall-Oh, you're saying-- in terms of all those

I was asking about minorities.

DR

Minorities fair about the same as majority

on tenure; women fair a bit better.
MR. CHAVEZ:

Over the last five years,

University has made

a whopping increase of .8%-- less

one percent-- over five

years.

go back in the area of
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e
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ss the underlying
with the progress that

t's really dismal.

So,

MS. ZAK:

I think I'd like to make your case worse before

we answer the question.

And, that 1s to ...

Your figures are

predicated upon availability staying the same.

As I indicated in

my testimony, there is every evidence that availability of minority
Ph.D.'s in the University system is decreasing.
The turnover, also, of Latin American faculty is decreasing.
So, the number of openings that you'll have will be less.

So,

perhaps we're talking about two hundred, rather than one hundred,
years at the current rate.
MR. CHAVEZ:
question.

So, maybe it's two hundred years.

One last

And that is-- this, I guess, is more directed to

Mr. Kliengartner-- over the last four or five years, there have
been, I guess, four people who have held your position-- the
position that you're in, Special Assistant on Affirmative Action-and I can think of a number of reasons why that would occur.

One

is maybe, either were too competent, at least to the University's
liking, or they were not competent, or maybe they left because they
were just generally frustrated with what they felt the University's
commitment to affirmative action is.
It seems like there's a lot of turnover.

Knowing the way

the system operates, to what do you attribute such a high turnover
rate, in terms of your leadership spot for affirmative action?
MR. KLIENGARTNER:

Well, I think I can begin by saying that

seven years ago, there was no affirmative action office, as we know
it, at all.

That was established precisely within giving focused

attention· to the issue.
It was established, initially, in 1976, after the recruitment
of Walter Strong, who remained until 1979, I believe.
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There was an

"Acting" person for one year; after which, Ms. Martinez was
recruit

and you are aware, of course, that she will be leaving.
I

extraord

working in aff
1

diff
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ative action jobs is

I th

it is

strating.

In part,

it's frustrating because you are, 1n a very important way, an agent
of social change, and you are trying to move things that don't like
to be moved very well.

And, there's not an awful lot of-- in many

cases-- an awful lot of-- things helping you move.
difficult, as I think the Representative of

It is very

State University

also indicated.
But, I think in the case that you mentioned-- I think the
gentlemen who le t-- I think each of them earned on a neat set of
circumstances, but certainly did not have to do with-- I think it
would be in disagreement with what we're doing in our system.
Let me ask a question.

Tell me a little

bit about the system-wide administration, how it functions.
understand

there is a cabinet-- that is working with the

President-- consis

of Vice Presidents and who else?

MR. KLIENGARTNER:
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ture and University Services.

group t

t sometimes gets referred to

It's not a term we use, but we do--

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MR. KLIENGARTNER:
do meet-- try to meet
know, a full

I

But, does it funct

as a basic policy--

Oh, I think that would be correct.
ee t

We

s a week, as a group, in which, you

e of issues affect
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each office can be on the

table for discussion or decision, whatever is required.
Then there is another group called, "the President's
Administrative Council," a somewhat larger group that meets once ...
In addition to the people-- the Vice Presidents would be the
Special Assistant for Health Affairs, the Assistant President for
Coordination and Review, the Special Assistant for the Department
of Laboratory Affairs, and the Assistant Vice President for
Communication and Public Information.
CHAIRMAN

R~RRIS:

It's about a ten-member group.

MR. KLIENGARTNER:
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

It's about ten people.
Let me ask this:

I know that the

President of the University, President Saxon, has announced his
retirement in July of 1983.

Is the President of the University

like a ball coach, he heads all the assistants they have?
MR. KLIENGARTNER:

Well, I think I've had to answer that

question more than I would have liked in the last few weeks.

I

have not made a study of that, but it is my impression that the
University of California, when there has been a change in the
President, there has, at the time of the change, or not long
thereafter, occurred a fairly substantial turnover of the immediate

•

next level-- and only that immediate next level .
I think the reason for that is that the fundamental emphasis
of system-wide administration has to do with policy development,
policy explanation, and it really comes to a very integrated-- ln
many ways close group.

It's not-- we don't really run things.

We

kind of all work on issues which at some point all seem to be buried
with the President.

So, I think that probably

of the change in the top eschalon.
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accounts for much

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MR. KLIENGARTNER:
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
program and commitment?

So, that's likely to include you then?
Yes.
What is there to ensure continuity of
Do the people who, for example, work with

you on your staff-- are they, basically, protected by Civil
Service?
MR. KLIENGARTNER:
Blakeley, Doctor Saxon ...
program ...

No, they are not.

They are, such as

No, we do not have in the management

But, tradition of the University of California is that

the turnover of the kind I mentioned, tends to occur only at the
Vice Presidents' level.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

Let me ask you something.

a tenured faculty member of the University?

Are you

Could you, like

Doctor Saxon, go back to one of the U.C. campuses and teach?
MR. KLIENGARTNER:

Yes, I could.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

So, it's not that you would be on

unemployment?
MR. KLIENGARTNER:

That's correct.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:
MR

That is correct.

Okay.

I think, in general, we feel that

administrators who also have faculty appointments-- in a way, they
have an edge-ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

This is the point I'm trying to

make-- most of the individuals that we call "the team members of
the President's Cabinet" are also faculty who are tenured and will
still be with the University.
MR. KLIENGARTNER:

Most of--

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

At one campus or the other.
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MR. KLIENGARTNER:

Yes.

Most of the group of five or six

I mentioned do have faculty appointments somewhere at the
University of California.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

Right.

So, we can still say that

the system is going to absorb it.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Since the members--just the senior

member of your staff--is nobody on your staff Civil Service, or
protected?
MR. KLIENGARTNER:
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MR. KLIENGARTNER:

No, we are not part of the Civil Service.
Civil Service of the universities?
No, we have our own personnel system

which is what we all-CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

I'm talking about non-academic--

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

Which do you mean?

Like secretaries,

or--?
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Administrators.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

Administrators ...

Most of the

administrators are tenured faculty, aren't they?
MR. KLIENGARTNER:

Well, at the system-wide administration

there are, I suppose, seven administrators who are also tenured
faculty members--like, Doctor Blakeley is another example.

I think

you tend to find a so much larger proportion of administrators on
campuses who are tenured faculty.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:
like, management types.
MR. KLIENGARTNER:

Yes.

I guess you were talking about,

They're not-But, they're not covered by the Civil

Service of the State of California.

We do have our own set of

personnel rules and procedures and job protections, and things of
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that kind.

But, it's not part of the State's Civil Service--

CHAIRl\1AN HARRIS:

Let me ask you a specific question that

you, hopefully, can answer for me.

For

departure, what's the process of replaci

le
you?

with your
I'm very concerned

about that because you're in a very sensitive position.
MR. KLIENGARTNER:

Fortunately, that's one of the things

that I'm not responsible for.

I think what I can say ...

think the accurate answer is it w

Well, I

1 be large y up to the person

appointed President.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

I see.
He will--or--she--will need to make a

decision about the structure of the system-wide administration,
and then he or she will need to undertake an appropriate recruitment
procedure.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

When a person is named--say, the President

of the University--whoever he or she might be--says, "I want Sam
Jones to be Vice President for Finance."

Is that confirmed by the

Regents, or is that simp y done as a matter of course?
MR. KLIENGARTNER:
he or she would

No,

I

hink the procedure would be that

ecide that they want to recruit for a Vice

President-IS:
-----------------MR. KLI

They are requir
Oh, yes.

to recruit?
then they would establish,

probably, a search committee to actively recruit people, and then
nominations would be developed.

en, eventually, approved by the

Board of Regents.
HARRIS:
-----------------

The Regents then, do in fact, approve?
The Regents would have to approve all
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Vice Presidents-CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Although it's very unusual I would say,

[or the Regents not to approve whoever the President wants.
MR. KLIENGARTNER:

Well, I think by the time a formal

recommendation gets to the Regents, they're likely to approve.
CHAI~1AN

HARRIS:

Well, I think that the incoming advent

of a new President of the University presents some unique
opportunities in my perspective for some changes, and opportunities
for addressing a number of the Regents that I know personally, as
to reviewing particularly, affirmative action as a sensitive area
of policy that needs to be scrutinized.

And, certainly the

individuals who have primary policy responsibilities that would be
closely scrutinized and reviewed in terms of that procedure.
By merely instituting, again, the continuity--and, I'm
concerned about that ...

But, your basic conclusion that the

continuity is maintained because only the four or five top
appointees of the President are likely to be moved as a result of
the change ln Presidents.
MR. KLIENGARTNER:

Well, not "moved" ...

I think the comment

I would make again is that--just from observation--they tend to

•

leave at the time a President leaves--or not remain very long after
that.

And, the same kind of movement does not occur at any other

level in the system-wide administration.

I mean, people always

leave for one reason or another, but I'm not sure it would be
directly attributable to the selection of a-ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

You've already had two Vice

Presidents--or one Vice President who has indicated that they're
going to leave, so it's almost a voluntary thing--that they don't
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wait to be asked to leave.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Another question I'd like to ask is, what

do you predict-- I'm asking you, I guess, to put on a Swami hat-would

~e

any changes or the likihood of changes as a result of

collective bargaining, in terms of affirmative action?
make it more difficult, or more helpful?
MR. KLIENGARTNER:

Would it

What do you predict?

Well, of course much of it will depend

on how the elections turn out matters, it will probably be held at
the University of California, later in this academic year.

At the

moment, we do not have very much actual collective bargaining.

We

do have a couple of bargaining relationships, but the vast majority
of our employees are not in a collective bargaining situation.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

What I was asking-- collective bargaining

obviously, is an adversary process-MR. KLIENGARTNER:
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Yes.
--and I'm wondering whether or not the

University has a posture that would make a

point at the

negotiations of affirmative action.

I was very concerned because

of some of the state college and un

ersity collective bargaining

doesn't really
And,

ess that issue, in terms of grievance procedures.

I was wonder ng whether or not the University of California had

any adamancy.
MR. KLIENGARTNER:

Well, we have ...

Well, in one

negotiation that is under way now, we as part of our set of demands
if you like, or pr
action division.
nw k l' M r· .

osals specifical

included the affirmative

But, I think, perhaps the important point I can

1\ s s c mh I y Ill; 1 n ,

1s

t hc

Co 1 I ow i

11 g

:

the structure to carry out our collective
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Wc

l~< 1 v c

t r i cd

t o d c v c 1o p

gaining obligations,

and it is our determination that the affirmative action perspective
shall be brought in a very direct way as we develop our position
ln part-- as we prepare to go to the bargaining table.
No University position-- or the University positions will
not be finalized-- turned over to our negotiators-- without having
been reviewed from the affirmative action standing-- both for
inclusions and exclusions.
Secondly, it is our system, which we already set up in
anticipation of possible bargaining, that no agreement will be
consummated on the management side without the specific provisions
having been reviewed for their impact on affirmative action--and
for continuing contact between the negotiators and the affirmative
action staff, during the course of negotiations.

That is in place--

that's part of what we are committed to doing, but as I said, we
really don't have a lot of bargaining yet.

But, as that possibility

develops on our side, it will be our intention to make sure that
occurred.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

I have two other questions.

One, I

understand that in the University's policies, there are specific
exclusions of preferential hiring.

•

Is that true?

In other words,

do they specifically-MR. KLIENGARTNER:
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MR. KLIENGARTNER:
but we have a ...

No, we---include as the-No.

No, not at all.

Someone may help me,

when people are laid off, there is a period of

time during which they go on a preferential re-hire list.

During

that time, if a vacancy occurs somewhere else, they have to be first
considered to fill a vacancy.
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CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Well, let me read this from the

application of personnel policy:

"No appl cant may be denied

employment, nor shall any applicant be selected for employment 1n
preference to a more qualified candidate on the basis of ethnic
background or sex."
sentence.

In selection--?

I don't have the next

What is the next sentence?

MR. KLIENGARTNER:

Oh, I see preference in the hiring side.

In selecting from among candidates who are substantially equally
well qualified for a particular position, the appointing authority
shall be mindful of proposed affirmative action goals, to correct
any underutilization or potential disparity of minorities and women
and of the staff personnel policy related to Promotion in
University's policies, of University employees.
CHAIR.i'>'IAN HARRIS:

So, basically, you're saying that you do

that by recruitment--by widening the pool, making sure that you
have more qualified applicants, rather than-MR. KLIENGARTNER:
have a pool of c
among

Yes, as you recruit new employees.

idates

you have to make a selection from

e pool of qualified cand

policy is say

t t

lS

You

tes.

And I think what this

most qualifi

candidate shall be

selected, but in making that selection, hiring authorities shall be
mindful of the affirmative action obligations.
CHAiffiv1AN HARRIS:
question.

Let me ask ivlr. Kliengartner a general

I'm wondering what, if anything, you need from the

Legislature in order to achieve-- you know, a State policy based on
affirmative action?

Are you getting sufficient funding for

affirmative action enforcement?

Do you need more staff?

need the ability to exercise sanctions?
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Do you

Is there insufficient money

for recruitment?

What kinds of things do you think--?

MR. KLIENGARTNER:

I'd like to make a comment.

Blakeley and Doctor Zak would like to add ...

If Doctor

We have not--we have

never received any money--any substantial amount of money from the
Legislature for administration of our affirmative action programs.
I think in 1973 the Legislature appropriated $250,000, that
has never been increased.

We did receive from the Legislature-- I

think Assemblywoman Hughes was on the committee, at the time--in
1978 something like $600,000 for affirmative action development
programs--our faculty fellowship program, our--you know--faculty
development program.
That money has been augmented very substantially by the
Regents and it's a combination of the State funding and University
resources that have allowed us to initiate and I think, carry out
what, from my standpoint, has been an extraordinarily important set
of development opportunities for faculty management.
Obviously we could use more funds.

There is no question.

But, I think as Doctor Blakeley tried to indicate, and from my
standpoint--the single most critical need in the way that the
Legislature could help, has to do with increasing the supply of

I

minorities, especially--but also women--in some disciplines at the
Ph.D. level.

You know, get them into graduate school, keep them

there through the Ph.D. program, and then help in cushioning their
transition into an appointment on the U.C. faculty.

There are

programs--there are post doctoral programs; there are head of a
pipeline programs, but the funding in all of that has been so
minimal, that I think that is the single most pressing-CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

I would like, for the record, to have some
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understanding ...

You mentioned that--and I think it's very

important--the interrelatedness of s
recruitment

recruitment and faculty

particularly in the technical d sc

lines--the

engineering, the sciences, etc.--and I'd like to know what, if
anything, is being done to increase the pool of minority applicants
into the pipeline, if you would, from student status to faculty or
staff status in the University-- particularly from among the
University students themselves?

How much internal recruitment takes

place of some of the brighter students, and making sure that they,
in fact, are somehow put into that pipeline?
that that po

t wou

It would seem to me

have to be one of the real--I don't know--

opportunities for corrections.

The University is going to have to

almost create its own supply.
MR. KLIENGARTNER:

It's own supply.

I think that's

essentially correct.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:
major competition

un

rsity thinks its a

business, and that's the thing that we haven't

been able to deal
to give the un

I th

th--on the State level.

ersi

es t

recruit and keep t

kinds of

We haven't been able

s that they need to

r bright students.

should the students

want to go on faculties and do research in engineering or computer
sciences or an
and make big

h

li
s ri

that, when they can
away?

CHAI
HARRIS:
----------------terms of

to these businesses

Does the University have its own program

ernal improvement?

MR. KLIENGARTNER:
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
University of Ca 1

rn1a g

Do we?

Oh yes.

So, there is actual recruitment of
atcs and gr
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te students.

I can't help ...

MR. KLIENGARTNER:
just one other comment.

Assemblyman Harris.

But, if I could make

/\nd, 1 know you' I I r-org i vc me,

One of the ways to really help in this area

would of course, be for the Legislature to provide a substantial
salary increase for our faculty generally.

There was none in

'82-'83.
There's simply no question that when you have the Silicon

•

Valley competing against ...

We have a--it's a very serious problem .

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

You know what I'd like to see us do?

I'd like to see us evaluate good teaching in the way that you meant.
Those institutions--and I don't want to say the universities,
period; I'd want to say individual campuses--whether it's at the
State university level or U.C. level ...

The best teaching campuses

should get those kinds of differential funds as far as I'm
concerned, because they're the ones who are going to prepare them,
not only to be at the university, but also to go to business too.
And if the students are successful and if the students learn from
your people, I think that's more important than anything else.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

I just wanted to mention, personally,

that when I graduated from undergraduate school, I was offered a
job by Kaiser Steel Corporation as Assistant Advertising Director.
At the time, it seemed like a lot of money--about $1,000 a month.
After three more years of graduate school--I'm sorry--four more
years of graduate school, including my Masters, I was teaching at
Sacramento State University.

They offered me $10,000; so, I lost

$1,200 in four years.
MR. KLIENGARTNER:
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

So, you understand our problem?
No question about it.
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No question about

it.

Is there anything else you'd like to add for the record?

me ask you someth

Let

We asked about--it was off the federal

contract compliance ...

I'm particularly concerned about that

report because I think it docs have great impact on the funding of
the University, and I'd like some information relative to that.
I don't care whether it's for internal use or what.
think, very pretentious.

That is,

I

I don't know what the status of that is,

but I do know that the public generally is aware that it exists,
and I'm interested in it-MR. KLIENGARTNER:

I could make a comment, but I would ask,

Mr. Harris, if you can just give us a little bit more time to get
complete information.

It is in the process of being finalized

between the Berkeley campus and the OFCCP.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

You already relayed it to the Berkeley

campus?
MR. KLIENGARTNER:
period of f
process.

Yes.

And they

agreed during this

lization and negotiation, to do it in a deliberate

I think that can actually

than hurt it.

lp affirmative action rather

But, obviously when it's completed, it will be

available-CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Do you have any idea time wise?
Well, I th

It was 45 days

om the time t

my impression is ...

it's ...

There is a clock.

negotiation process started, and

Well, I don't know the exact date--we're

getting near the end of it, and can make sure that you are fully
info

briefed on it, I'll be talking to the Chancellor again

about that.

We'll

CHAIRMAN I-L'\RRI S:

sure that that occurs.
Thank you very much.
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MR. KLIENGARTNER:
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MR. KLIENGARTNER:
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

You're very welcome.
Your testimony was very helpful.
We appreciated the opportunity.
Thank you.

We'll continue to watch your

office, and hopefully this transition will be as positive as you
indicate.

Alright.

Now, I'd like to move very, very quickly.

We're not going to stop for lunch; we're going to try to get out
of here within the next hour and a half.
I would like to ask a group of witnesses to come forward,
if I might.

Mr. Hernandez, Joan Miller, please?

Dr. Samuel Henry

and Eugene Stevenson, Affirmative Action Officer, Division of
Agriculture, University of California.
We would like to begin at this time.
of the agenda.

We will go in order

Since Mr. Hernandez is not here, Ms. Miller will

.you please come forward?
MS. JOAN MILLER:

Thank you for giving me the opportunity

to appear before this Committee.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. MILLER:

Nice to see you.

I have been given the responsibility to

recruit minority and women applicants for staff positions.

•

Most

recently, that has been changed to suggest that I concentrate my
efforts of recruitment on minorities only.

I was not happy with

that, but nonetheless, I have a responsibility to accept the
directions that I'm given.
I must say that I am personally concerned about the status
of women and minority employees on the staff on the Davis campus.
Perhaps other campuses are doing better or quite successful in their
efforts, but I would suggest that there are some real problems at
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the Davis campus.
CHAiffi>1AN HARRIS:

Let me add to t

record.

I'm a graduate

of University of California at Davis and I'm very familiar with the
problems that are on the campus,

so you don't have to feel awkward,

I'll ask you enough questions that ...
MS. MILLER:
have changed,

I'm glad you can recall those days.

Things

some things have changed for the better but,

nonetheless, there are still some real problems.

The reason I feel

very comfortable in talking about the problems that exist here, is
because of the present position and responsibility that I have of
recruitment of minority applicants.
individuals on t

I'm in a position to work with

campus and the community as a whole, but, mostly

my efforts are in community, to go out.

It's an outreach kind of

thing.
Cr~IRMAN

HARRIS:

statistical profile

Can you tell us roughly what the current
d be of the Un

ersity of California campus

relating to the staff or whatever information you might have?
MS. MILLER:

I am not in a position to respond to questions

that pertain to statist
therefore,

s because

I m not

edge

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. MILLER:
not with t

numbers.

'm not involved in them and

le.

We will request those later.

I am the individual that works with the people,
One of the th

s, and I did appreciate

hearing Dr. Kliengartner say, that persons wor

in affirmative

action are in a pretty difficult, frustrating position because of
the frustrat

s that exist.

You go out and invest a lot of time,

a lot of effort, a lot of public relations concerning the
institution that you work for

you go out, at least I'm very much
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committed to the improvement of definitely qualified people.

I do

not go out and recruit the typical stereotype minority person that
statistics seem to think that you need to go out there and find.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Does Davis campus recruit in an immediate

area, state-wide or how do you recruit?
MS. MILLER:

My area is restricted to the local area, that

of Sacramento County, mostly Sacramento and Yolo County and the
Davis community which I reside in.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. MILLER:

How do you recruit?

I recruit by the telephone, by going in the

community and establishing personal networks with individuals and
on a first-time basis and then after the establishment of that
network, then I draw on that network via the telephone because I
can get a lot done that way.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. MILLER:

Do you advertise as well in the media?

I do not personally do the advertising.

The

personnel office does the advertising.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

You do in fact advertise.

Do you advertise

to minority media?
MS. MILLER:

I think so, probably not as much as it should.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. MILLER:

But they do some?

I think the only minority press that they use

probably is the Sacramento Observer and I'm not sure that they even
use that but, it seems mostly in the Sacramento Bee, the Davis
newspaper, that sort of thing.
part.

Again, I'm not involved in that

I am involved again, in talking to people fact-to-face.

That is where I'm most effective.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Let me ask a few questions then you can
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go back to your organized testimony.
MS. MILLER:

I would prefer the questions.
Once you,

in fact, have recruited a

person, do you recruit generally or do you recruit for position?
MS. MILLER:

I recruit for positions.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

So,

in other words t

re's an open

position and then you look for a qualified applicant for that
particular position?
MS. MILLER:
a mixture of things.

Yes, but I also recruit generally.

I do just

There may be that I may be able to contact an

individual who I determine to be a very qualified person for a
particular type of classification which may or may not exist at
that particular time.
I would say that we have a cross section of staff positions
and I would say that we have on an average of about 30-50 positions
that are open on a daily basis.

We arc the largest employer in the

area, especially in Yolo County, but, they are predominantly
clerical, laboratory-oriented type of positions.
important to unders

the kind of

It is also

loyment opportunities that

exist at UC Davis.
Once you recruit,

t's the hiring

process?
I'm sorry.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
out the appl

Once you recruit an
ocess?

ation, what's the hir
Let me,

by sharing with you the f
pertaining to a part

I think,

ividual, they fill

I can answer that question

1 experience of my day yesterday
position, whi
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ens to be in a

department I had recruited, a person-- an applicant that I had
been in contact with earlier and was aware of her existence and we
discussed, that's another thing, I show the position to the
potential applicant and then,

it's sort of a mutual decision as to

whether that person is comfortable with that position, considering
their knowledge, skills and abilities as they relate to the
position.

I determined that this person was indeed a very

qualified applicant and re-submitted the application.
When we come to the final conclusion of the submission of
that application, I initial that application with my name and Staff
Personnel Office/Community Personnel Services.
on,

Then, I forward it

I submit it and it goes into the pool, the total pool of

applicants.

It is my understanding that there is going to be an

effort that is now understood that all applicants that I refer will
be automatically referred to the Department.

That was a real winner

for me, that was a real battle that I won.
Alright, fine.

Now they are no longer screened out.

They

are automatically referred to the Department, but getting them
interviewed was the next problem.

That's the next problem.

So,

the Rep. had left a note with you and my boss said she wanted to

•

discuss this particular applicant.

I went to her and she indicated

to me that the person at the Department level had said that she
discovered the application, and I guess, she didn't know me
personally, but I guess she had seen the name Staff Personnel Office.
His question was, did he have to interview her, so the Rep.
said that she went through a number of questions

that she asked of

him to find out if he was comfortable in not interviewing her and
apparently she was convinced that it was perfectly alright.
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The

ultimate result of that,
vo

ed out.

interviewed

in terms of my efforts, have been totally

applicant is totally unaware that she's not being
will not know that until s

receives the card in

the mail that say that another applicant more qualified was chosen.
That's an example of investment of time and energy on my part as a
recru

er and then, from the public relations end of it, with the

minority person, because I have establi

d a rapport and conferred

with that person that that person was comfortable on the Davis
campus and is really not being considered.
ASSEMBLYWO~~N

HUGHES:

Do d

artments also recruit at the

same time that you are recruiting, would they be recruiting too?
MS. MILLER:

No.

All vacancies that occur, all staff

vacancies that occur on the campus come
The Personnel Off
the employment.

to the Personnel Office.

e is like the middle man, the middle process of
I receive every vacancy, listing a copy of it.

We

have a person in our office that codes the vacancy listing for
undcr-utilizat

n information, in terms of

That's my first clue
review to determ

t

I look at.

ective groups.

The first information thai I

what my actions are go
one of the goals.

particular person did
there may have

en a need

Black female

t

is trying to f
CHAIRMAN

to be.

sort of
span
fL~RRIS:

r a male Ch
ing.

This

For example the goal,

ano or a male Asian or a

One of my greatest difficulties

clerical wo

rs.

Do you just recruit clerical workers or

for all staff or what?
As I said,

I rcce

e a copy of every vacancy

listed but, some are more difficult to recruit for than others.
S:

-----------------------

Alri
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t, when you say you recruit

for all staff, do you also recruit then for the professional staff
like, well, that's what I want to know; all staff at what level,
at the undergraduate school or ... ?
MS. MILLER:

We do not, the staff personnel office does

not recruit academic personnel.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. MILLER:

Alright.

Or administrative?

Or administrators in the management program

We have classifications that are considered to be management but
they are not management program.

However, many of our vacancies

are in the professional schools, that are staff, they are staff
positions.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

But, they are not professional

positions?
MS. MILLER:

They are support.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:
CHAIRMAN

a~RRIS:

They are support staff.

Alright, fine.

What about, let me ask one final

question that I would like to know about.

What about promotion?

How is that dealt with internally, as to minorities and women in
particular?

•

MS. MILLER:

Very subjectively.

You see there is another

thing that one needs to understand that we may have a very
magnificent, elaborative, impressive process that is in, it's on
paper and it's in the report, but what is actually happening on a
day-to-day basis and to individuals.
been on the campus,

All I can say is that I've

I've lived in the Davis community 20 years,

been on the Davis campus 18 years approximately.

I'm basically

where I am when I started, well let's say in terms of staff
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I've

personnel office.
at t

I was there in 1970, I applied for the position,

t particular time you could apply

opportunities.

t process does not even exist anymore.

if I applied for
successful.

r promotional

position in that office today,

Probably,

I would not be

I applied for an assistant analyst position and I was

advanced to the personnel analyst position approximately two,
possibly three years later and have been there ever since, but
there are others who have been there less time who are at higher
levels.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:
levels?

How do they get to these higher

Is there a committee or some
That's the

ing?
jcctivity t

t

I'm addressing.

I don't want to turn this into a !!Miller Grievance Session," but
I must say, well, the selection of people for promotional
advancement in-house, within a Department, it occurs through
mentorship really.
much assured t

If you are one of them, t

t you will

able to

Now, let's say that
a position somewhere else on t
is at a

g

1

you can be pretty

e.

I applied or a person applied for
campus

it is indeed a position

level you are in and then you are

el than

successful in being selected for that position, then you have
received a promotion as
of the pe

as t

system is concerned.

le are not in a position to

kind of advancement is really avail
level clerical
positions.

The majority

le to do that.

That

le to people who are in lower

e of positions where t

A person, like myself,

re is an abundance of the

a professional classification,

docs not have that kind of option.
CHAIRMAN liARRIS:

Dr. Kl i
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tner I would like to ask

you while you are still here.

We would like a breakdown, if we

could, by campus of the positions and also hires, promotions, those
kinds of statistics would really help us in terms of just seeing
what's going on by campus, if it is broken down to be centralized.
System-wide, I think we have a good understanding as a result of
what you have given us, but we would like to have a breakdown and
I think that would help us to understand what's going on on the

•

individual campuses.

Is that possible?

MR. KLIENGARTNER:
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Yes, for the staff?
I think that

Well, faculty and staff.

both of those statistics, since they are separate, but ...
MR. KLIENGARTNER:

We can certainly provide the informa-

tion that's showing where people are located and the different jobs
and job categories but I think we did that last year.
Cl~IID~AN

l~RRIS:

Well, I'm really interested in, also,

there's two separate things that I'm interested in that I'm also
interested in getting some perspective on internal promotional
opportunities and I think statistically you can get some indication
as to whether or not there is, in fact,

some movement.

Whether

it's through mentorship or whatever or not, it seems to be
restricted by group.

If, in fact, you find that the statistics seem

to bear out or that minorities and women are moving up the ranks
equally with other individuals and that certainly is one indication
of whether there's affirmative action or not, but at least they, in
fact, are moving up in a representative way.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MR. KLIENGARTNER:

By campus.
May I make a comment?

level ...
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At basic entry

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Could you speak into the microphone

please?
MR. KLIENGARTNER:

Basic ent

category, let's say secretary ...

levels start in the staff

I think there's basically two

ways that people hired into management levels can advance.

One

would be if the job secretary II takes on new duties, or
responsibilities then what could happen is that a study of the job
to be done by the personnel office on that campus, to see if the
duties have expanded in such a way that that person should be
re-classified from Secretary II to let's say, Secretary III, that's
one way of moving up and getting more salary and more responsibility.
The other way would be to apply for a vacant position somewhere
in the same department or elsewhere on the campus.

Let's say a

Secretary III position is open in some other department.

All

campuses, I believe, on a weekly basis should provide vacancies
listed for which people can then apply

I th

was saying that that process, well, o

doesn't always work well

in practice, but one of the problems we
want the Committee to

aware of it.

what your witness

that area and I
It is a problem that when

vacancies occur, we st 11 have a very substantial emphasis on
opening it external
That's

, opening it completely.
older policy, rna

vacanc

some of the minorities and women from outsi
apply for those jobs.

s known so that

the University can

Because so much of that still occurs and I

think in some way that limits the internal promotional opportunities
that your witness was speaking about.
systematically try
large increas

poo

We are trying to, we are

to modify that poljcy to take advantage of the
of minorities
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women.

CHAIRMAN fli\RRIS:
MR. KLIENGARTNER:
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Within the system?
Within the system.
And currently there 1s no preference

for those, is that right?
MR. KLIENGARTNER:

Well, sometimes jobs can be declared

for internal recruitment but it's still more complicated than we
would like it.
CHAIRJ;1AN HARRIS:

That is helpful.

Thank you.

Anything

else you would like to add?
MS. MILLER:

Well, I'm sure that Dr. Kliengartner is very

sensitive to affirmative action programs and is very supportive of
it, but, I think he is somewhat at a disadvantage in terms of where
he sits and where the action takes place, and which perhaps things
that do occur in terms of the {nterpretation of policy and the
practices, personnel practices inhouse are really not exposed.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

I'm sure that's true.

any recommendations as to how that can be improved?

Do you have
I think that's

the case for almost any administrator and the higher up he is,
obviously, the more distant he is from the actual problem.

Do you

have, is there a policy or program or a process that you think
would make a ...
MS. MILLER:

I'm not sure that I can recommend, make a

recommendation on how to overcome that.

I will try to make a

suggestion as something possibly to take in consideration, I guess,
it's accountability, is to have a better process of accountability
for what is going on.
also,

In particular with affirmative action, and

I think that people who really are responsible for affirmative

action should certainly have some authority that they don't now
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presently have.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
DR.
I too am

Dr. Stevenson.

STEVENSON:

Thank you very much Mr. Chairman.

pleased to be wi

s afternoon.

As I think

most of you know, I've been with the Division of Agriculture
University Services now for two years.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
DR. STEVENSON:

No, I'm not.

CHAIRMAN BARRIS:
DR. STEVENSON:

~lmost

You are system-wide?
Yes I am.

CHAIRMAN BARRIS:
DR. STEVENSON:

Are you still 1n Davis?

Okay.
But as you mentioned, I was at Davis for

ten years as an Assistant Vice

ellor.

Agricultural University Services is a very ve
It encompasses 48 counties, a majori
Davis campus, Rivers

The Division of

complex organization.

of the personnel on the

campus, as well as Ber

ley campus in terms

of the academics.
t I would like to do is to share with you some of the
things that I

we have accomp

think have been

s

some of the things that I think we need

to concentrate on

to

I f
thing that I not

ove the situation.
officer, the first

st became an affirmat

ed is the fact that the division was not involved

as other campuses although we in that d
of a campus, we

, some of the things that I

ision are about the size

re pretty near 2500 people.

but AUS was not really a part.

Labs were considered,

So, my first move was to become a

part of what we called the Office of Planning and Review.
words, we r

orted to the /\ssis an

Vice Pr sidcnt
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In other

for Planning and

Review.
ASSEMBLYWOJ'v1AN HUGHES:

Alright.

May I ask you a question?

I thought that I heard Dr. Kliengartner say that there is an
academic vice president of agriculture.

Is there?

Alright, so

that would be the person that you would be responsible to.
DR. STEVENSON:

That's my line, line relationship.

I

report directly to the Vice President.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

Who is that person?

What's his

name?
DR. STEVENSON:

That's Dr. Kendrick.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:
get some structure.

Alright, fine,

I just wanted to

Thank you.

DR. STEVENSON:

My first move was to make sure that we

had a plan, so we developed the first University of California,
Division of Agricultural University Service Internal Action
Personnel Plan.

This plan was approved by the Office of Planning

Review and the general council.

One of the concerns I had because

of the history of problems that existed in agriculture, was to not
come in and do a lot of advertising but to get out and actively
recruit, so I took it upon myself to travel throughout the country
and to visit those institutions that are called "1890 Land Grant
Colleges," which are basically Black colleges.
I have gone to Tennessee State, Southern University,
Alabama A&M, Alabama State and Tuskegee.

In order 1 to recruit,

\

actively recruit qualified minorities, particularly in those areas
that deal with academics, I've also performed several onsight
reviews in the county director's offices throughout California.
must say that this is quite a task moving from places like Modoc
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I

County to Imperial County to Del Norte County and Butte County and
Orange County

Kern County.
IR"t-.1AN HARR S:

DR. STEVENSON:

Do you

security guards?

I tell you

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
DR. STEVENSON:

's not an easy job.

I heard that.
That's one part of it.

to synthesize or become involved with

The other part is

g to synthesize or make

an attempt to synthesize the administration and I think, a long way
in accomplishing that particular feat.
years with students.

I have been active for 24

In fact, when you were at Davis, I was

actively involved as the Assistant Vice Chancellor so I'm very
sensitive to the pro

ems of students.

I'm very sensitive to the

problems we have 1n terms of graduate students.

I think, in

agriculture, that's basically one of the problems.
impossible to involve, go to, say

come in contact wi
with hardly any

r example,

It is almost
Davis campus and

a Ph.D., in fact, I haven't come in contact
ten

s,

.D. s

nts in the area of

agriculture, so that's a problem.
CHI\IRMAN
often

1 s

ternat

DR. STEVENSON:
agriculture s
increase

t

that I've run into have been

IS:

s.

s .
Absolutely, they are not American

So, I'm very much

ol so

places like exper

t they can
station

erested in trying to

lify to become involved with
cooperat

most others, would p efer for you top

extension.

I, 1 ike

s ask me questions and

not for me to just speak.

l;i

t''~t

or

, how many employees?

T :1ssumc that your recruiting is
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basically faculty and staff.
DR. STEVENSON:
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Yes.
How many employees are we talking about

within this particular division?
DR. STEVENSON:

From the academic point of Vlew, we are

talking about approximately 499.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
DR. STEVENSON:

Okay, how many minorities?
Minorities, I can give you the percentage.

In 1979, we had 59 minorities which is 11.9% and by the way, that
has been increased from 7.9% to 11.9% in the two years that I've
been on board.

For women, it was 96 when I first came aboard.

17.1% and it's 19.4% which lS a 3% increase since I've been
involved.

I could leave with you the statistics involving.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

I would appreciate that for the record.

How about the staff?
DR. STEVENSON:

Staff, I do not have the statistics, but

I can get those for you.
Ct~I~~AN

HARRIS:

Do you have a rough estimate overall of

the number of people that work for this committee at the University?
DR. STEVENSON:

I would say approximately 2200.

I would

like to add Mr. Chairman, as most of us know, the Division of
Agriculture has been very controversial.

I have concentrated on

what I could do for the future and I'm not concerned about what has
happened in the past.

I felt that perhaps you would like to know

that.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Thank you.

I would like to know this.

What staff or assistants-- and also, what kind of coordinating
authority do you have as relates to the agriculture picture?
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DR. STEVENSON:

I'm basically a person who monitors.

do an awful lot of traveling.

I do an

I do an awful lot of lecturing in
staff--a short sta

lot of recommending.

ing to sensitize.

of four people.

I

I have a

We should have six.

I'm basically like most affirmative action offices.

But,

And, I'm not

in a policy-making stage--more or less, to monitor ... which is
"betwixt and between."
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

And, you are a tenured faculty

member?
DR. STEVENSON:

No, I'm not.

ASSEMBL YWOf\1AN HUGHES:
DR. STEVENSON:

You're not?

No.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

So, if the administration changes,

you could very well leave?
DR. STEVENSON:
Kliengartner,

Absolutely.

that respect.

I am not like Vice President

No.
Nor 1

Mr. Blakeley--

No, I'm not.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:
HAIRMAN llARRIS:
position you were
you're now

In terms of position?

llow were you recruited out of the

to this position--this frustrating position

?

Yes.

11, I'd been involved in the Davis

campus for almost ten years as an Assistant Vice Chancellor.
this position was ac
was som

t

lac

challenge, which

ly
in.

amotion.

And,

I am in management, but I

I could not, in a sense, see any upward

ich presented a different

id more
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kind of challenge.
CHAIRMAN IM.RRIS:

I see.

You're one of the few people

we had in line for becoming a chancellor.

We don't have any

Chancellors at this University of California.

And, I think if

many of the people at the University of California have their way,
we'll never have one.

But, nevertheless, that's my own personal

grievance with the University of California.
DR. STEVENSON:

Well, I appreciate your comment.

CHAIRiv1AN HARRIS:

In fact, how many Vice Chancellors are

there--minority Vice Chancellors are there?
Dr. Kliengartner?

Do you know,

Because I only know two--now, I only know one,

because you're no longer Vice Chancellor.
MR. KLIENGARTNER:
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

No, there are actually more than that.
I'm sorry--could you speak in the

microphone?
MR. KLIENGARTNER:
tion to you.

I'd be happy to provide that informa-

I would guess that the number would be somewhere

around ten.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MR. KLIENGARTNER:

•

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MR. KLIENGARTNER:
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
only ... I've never known any.

Okay.
I can provide that-Okay.

I'd like to know that--

We'll provide it to you.
Yes, I'd appreciate that, because I
I've known some Assistant Vice

Chancellors, but there are only two that I knew--certainly, the
only two Blacks that I knew--were at U.C. Davis and U.C.L.A.

And,

I've never known one, for example, at U.C. Berkeley, and I've never
known one at U.C. Santa Cruz ...

Okay.
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Well, I'd appreciate--

MR. KLIENGARTNER:
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Well, we'll provide that information-Thank you.
--to you.

CHAIR~~N

HARRIS:

Thank you.

MR. KLIENGARTNER:

Excuse me.

Did you mean the entire--

you meant the entire U.C. system, didn't you?
CHAIR~~N

HARRIS:

you'd like to add?

Yes.

Yes sir.

DR. SAMUEL HENRY:
Henry.

Yes.

Okay.

Do you have anything

Doctor Henry?
Good afternoon.

I'm from San Jose State University.

My name is Samuel
I'm the Affirmative

Action Officer there, and I'd like to make about three brief points.
I think, though, I should say by the way of introduction that I
have a slightly different perspective.

I'm an eclucator.

educator from a long-standing career, as it

I'm an

education.

And,

I believe that without affirmative action, there is no quality
education; that is, in places that a

irmative action does not

exist, there is no quality education.
Perhaps I come to that becaus
desegregation be
including the ci

t, and because I've been at four universities,

re
un

rsity system of New York, Massachusetts,

Columbia University,

now at San Jose State.

I am a presidential appo
designa

I was in school

powers of the President.

ee at San Jose State.
I

policy decisions, I cover the appo
staff and faculty sides.
Cl--IAIRMAN HARRIS:

on some kinds of

sit
s

t are made on both

I can aff

've met before, haven't

Excuse me.

we?
DR. HENRY:

I have

Briefly, we have
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ye

•

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
DR. HENRY:

When I was in Washington?

Yes.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
DR. HENRY:

I thought so.

I was working with Title IV then.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
DR. HENRY:

I know.

Good to see you again.

Good to see you again.

I will furnish what

I call "the body count" to you by mail.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
DR. HENRY:

Thank you.

There are three different kinds of areas of

problems that I would like to get at.
out one kind of solution.
about first ...

And, I would like to throw

And, the kind of solution I'll tell you

Obviously, there have to be some kinds of rewards

for affirmative action to work.

If I may draw the brief analogy of

being in school desegregation prior to this, at least we had the
old carrot and the stick.

In affirmative action, we have neither

the carrot nor the stick.
Most of the power that affirmative action officers have
are negative kinds of power.

I have veto power; that is, I can

block the hiring, if I can justify that to almost everyone on
campus.

•

I can block the hiring of any particular person.

I sit on

all the executive--that is, executive managerial kinds of search
committees.
of those.

In the past two years, I believe, I've sat on about 12
One of those has resulted in the hiring of a minority

male; one of those has resulted in the hiring of a woman.
The program cannot continue in precisely the kinds of ways
that it does, even though we have a President who is rather
supportive of affirmative action, given some kinds of constraints.
CHAIR~~N

W\RRIS:

Were you recruited specifically to
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San Jose State to be the Affirmative Action 0
DR. HENRY:

I was.

I was

inc

icer?

e of federal

desegregation from New York, New Jersey, Virgin Islands. and
Puerto Rico.
The hiring that goes on--and I spoke with Mr. Youngblood
very briefly about this, and he indicated there were two kinds of
things we needed to focus in on.

One has to do with the critical

kinds of areas in engineering, in business, and in the so-called
hard sciences, and the other has to do with, perhaps, a more
descriptive look at what happens within the hiring process--and
that is in terms of faculty.

That

As you know, faculty hiring is very decentralized.

means for each of the departments that has a particular kind of
opening, there is a departmental so-called search committee.

This

means that the prerogatives of that department are to do certain
kinds of advertising, to go out and make certain kinds of approaches
and certain kinds of recruitment.
firmative Action Officer,

From my perspective, as t
I

am requ

ed to mon tor some of

virtually an

of recruitment.

t

It is

ossib lity for me to monitor that effectively,

particularly when you have very diverse k
We se

--that is, probationary

1

for permanent

faculty--positions on a nationwide basis.

We search for full time,

sis, and varying other kinds

temporary positions on a nationw
of regional decisions arc made

s of searches going on.

terms of the search.

There is a wide amount of latitude between the various
search committees as to whether or not that is,
kind of an effort.

From my perspcct
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indeed, a gootl faith

, I have the position of

monitoring most of the paper work, and mostly trying to deal with
the kinds of complaints that come in.

I don't know what everyone

else's experience is, but I am receiving more complaints than ever
before.

And, part of that is, obviously, due to the economy.
Prior to any confirmation of appointment or, really, the

extention of an offer, I do, really, a compliance audit.

This is

to ascertain whether the steps have been followed in the procedure.
I turn back about one out of five auditees, which 1s different for
a number of reasons than what happened, let's say, two years ago.
The second area I'd like to discuss very briefly is our
critical problem, 1n terms of finding faculty--the engineering, the
business, and the science faculty.

I think it has been brought out,

at least one or two times prior; I'd like to add just a little bit
more emphasis to that.
We are in Silicon Valley.
we try to compete for

We are Silicon Valley.

When

someone who has a Ph.D. in business, sciences,

engineering, we are not only trying to compete for someone who has
that kind of expertise, we are hopefully, God knows, looking for
someone who can teach, which is probably limiting that one out of
maybe two or three hundred persons.

I

And, we are looking for

someone who can put up with what it takes to be in an educational
institution, which means that one has to deal with some of the turf
issues and a variety of other issues in order to make themselves a
successful candidate for the period of years necessary to even be
there when tenure comes--if it comes.
There are a number of positions--! myself was in one when
I was at U Mass, which we in the trade call "revolving door
positions"--where every two to three, maybe four
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years we have a

new and different minority or female in that particular position.
The reason behind that is that in order to satisfy the body count,
they need the numbers, but there is no clear

ention of that

person ever getting tenure, or that person ever being allowed to
make a contribution there.
There has to be some kind of reward which provides
attention to the kinds of behaviors that help people from different
cultures and different genders learn to deal with one another.
Until that happens, legislation, in

s global sense, will not be

effective; we will not have the kinds of outcomes that are necessary
for change to come about.
Most of the kinds of complaints that I get, aside from
the persons who are screened out in the process, are complaints
from persons who are not promoted from within the system.

They are

not promoted from within the system because they do not look, act,
or reflect themselves like the other pe

le

e.

scr

through a lot of nice sounding ways

I could go

ing that, but that's

the basic reason.
Until we can address those
not go1ng to have

kind of

inds of behaviors, then we're

ct that we need to have.

I'll

entertain questions.
S:

----------------You seem to be,

I'm interested in this.

obably, more support

action officers I'm familiar with,
administration of the institution.
support?

support.

Tell me ...

than most affirmative
standpoint of the

Tell me, do you have staff

If so, how much?
DR. HENRY:

That's a good question.

I have a

1 time secre
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I do have staff

I have student

assistants, as the budget deems.

I do have, though, access to the

President's staff; I do have access to the staff of the personnel
office.

As I remarked before, I report directly to the President.

And, I do feel that I do get a larger measure of support.

I can't

imagine the number of affirmative action officers working without
reporting to the President.
CHAIR~~N I~RRIS:

What about the overall coordination?

Do you think that there is sufficient coordination of affirmative
action on the campus, i.e.--we talked about the integration of
affirmative action--students, faculty, staff ...

Do you feel that

you have a handle on all of that, or do you think that it's a
properly divided, or what?
DR. HENRY:
become obtuse.

I think it's so divided as to sometimes

There is an Associate Dean who handles student

affirmative action.

Obviously, --and you've discussed this with

prior witnesses--the tie-in needs to be much more effective.
I think by personal contact, that happens.

Title IX, for

example, is coordinated by someone else on our campus.

And, as I

said before, I think we are one of the better campuses, in terms of
some of the kinds of ways that we handle this.
There needs to be a re-look at what happens throughout
the entire process.

Obviously, if we're not going to even have

undergraduate students

of significant proportions, of minority and

female, then we're not going to end up with putting people in
tenured positions who are going to be effective.
critical area.

So, that is a

I think we have to keep in mind looking at the

statistics that we have to move a step beyond that.
start to look at how everything is integrated.
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We have to

In terms of the system-wide level, we get a good amount
of support from the system-wide coord

tor--and, you already spoke

with Mr. Stetson--and yet, there are a variety of other kinds of
things that are needed.
needed.

He spoke to some of the resources that are

Obviously, we need to be able to handle the same kinds of

data and handle that effectively.

I would lend, again, creedance

to his suggestion for some kind of technological input.

Yet, if we

put the emphasis in those kinds of technologies, we're doing
ourselves wrong.

We need to emphasize the social technologies of

people dealing with other people.

We run training seminars, which

we sometimes can persuade--bamboozle--people into attending.
Obviously, many people on campus don't know how to deal with the
new worker, if they want to call it that.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

There are two questions.

Is your

priority basically faculty, rather than staff--basically, with staff
simply monitor

in recruitment and

--or are you, in fact,

overseeing all of the hiring?
DR. HENRY:
they'r

a dual kind

have the k
kinds of
can't have

oth, s1r.

I'm involved
priority.

of curr cula c

ious

And, I think

, you're not going to

ges, you're not going to have the

t that are necessary without the faculty; and yet, you
t k

of

ort if you can't f

the kinds of

staff.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

You mentioned support of the system-wide

Office of Affirmative Action.
that take place?

What about inter-action?

How does

Do you have any recommendations as to how it

might be improved?
DR. HENRY:

I

't

ve a p
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lem with it.

Some people

might.

I get on the phone and I call--or I make sure that there's

so IIJ(' co 11 tact--

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

I understand the communication.

Again,

I'm talking about inter-action from the standpoint of-- functioning,
from the standpoint of the way the responsibility trickles down or
trickles up.

I'm just really interested in the de-centralized

nature of affirmative action, because it seems to me it makes it
difficult to trace down responsibilities.

I mean, I call Mr.

Stetson, and he's very likely to say, "Well, you know, if you want
to know about what's going on at San Jose State, you better call
Doctor Henry, because I don't really ... "

Okay?

I'm just trying to

see how it all inter-relates, whether or not you think that system
makes sense.

It certainly might at your campus with the President

is, perhaps, is more supportive than the Chancellor might be.

But,

I'm trying to get, overall, your feelings about the inter-action
between the two levels of administration.
DR. HENRY:

I think there's a problem there.

I think

there's a problem that has a lot of historical roots in it.

As

long as you're going to have each campus that perceives of itself
as at least as autonomous, then you're going to have a variety of

•

different perspectives about what affirmative action is, can be, and
how it should be implemented.
For each of the executive orders that come out of the
Chancellor's office or the trustees' kinds of resolutions that are
passed, there are 19 different interpretations as to what that means.
Obviously, there's affirmative action schizophrenia.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
for the record?

Thank you.

Anybody like to add anything

Okay, we'll keep the record open.
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We'd like the

statistics from

s--

c

DR. HENRY:

I will send them to you.
some

S:

happening

all ve

ication as to what's

much

r your testimony; it's

been very help
I'd like to call Miguel ... is it "Ceballos?"
come forward?

I

Would you

you could summar ze your testimony, and allow us

to ask and answer questions, it would be most helpful.
will submit the entire statement for
MR. MIGUEL CEBALLOS:
Director

record.

For intro

tion, I'm the Social

e representing students.

U.C. Student Lobby,

r

I make several points in

terms of how

testim

student and employee affirmative action inter-relate.
there's many

s; I will mention just three.

been discuss

IS

the issue of a pool

future universi
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oro

te

Un

ersi

prov

rl

women
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to thei

rc
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t

!!
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cs.
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need

row w lson National Fellows
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programs
by the Wo

sic

with faculty who

ntcrest area.
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for more
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s
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minorities and women to en cr
b

The f
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oyccs.
is

Sec

And, \ve

uc t on.
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a study done

foundation on Hispanic
s

s a

1 i forn1a study clone

which included U.C.L.A. and U.C. Davis campuses.

They found that

mcntorship programs were very important in helping,

in this case,

Hispanic graduate students .get through graduate school,
Second is a graduate teaching program which would hire
graduate students as part time teachers while completing graduate
study.

This exists presently at U.C. Santa Barbara in the Chicana

studies program in what they call an "All-But Dissertation Program,"
where presently their work is with Chicanas who are working on a
discertation.
one year.

They are able to teach two courses in the field in

The program has been operating for approximately three

years, and has been rather successful.
The third recommendation under programatic is an interest
in fellowship programs, which presently exists--I don't know to
what extent, but it appears that they should be expanded to include
more minorities and women in these programs.

I think what's needed

here is more testimony from the Student Affirmative Action area of
the University, and they're working on that area.
In terms of coordination, the U.C. Student Body President's
Council has made recommendations to the U.C. Regents that U.C.
affirmative action coordination be improved by forming a blue ribbon

I

committee, which would review all affirmative action, including
faculty, staff, student and University procurements.

This is pretty

much along the line of that which was presented by Doctor
Kliengartner.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Do the students play much of a role ln

the affirmative action process at present, or is this simply,
basically, a futuristic kind of a goal?
MR. CEBALLOS:

That's what we'd like to ...
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There lS

student participation 1n pretty much each of the committees--in
many of

a

actually

e

irmat

action committees.

r or not they

act in affirmative ac ion 1s really the question.

I would argue

t

y don't,

actually they were allowed to

sit on the committees, more in terms of just kind of ... so the
University can, during budget time, say
participation

t

t they have student

University government.

reason for the existence of the

That's part of the

Lo

it very difficult to gain partie

--being that we find

tion in the University itself.

You have to go outside to get some impact.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
University relat

What 1 s been the attitude of the

e to such pro

ams as the mentorship situation,

for example, in Santa Barbara, where it obviously had some success-! don't know what

numbers are, but at least you indicate that

there s been some--?
it, but it appears
that t

monies come

monies,

the o

Science.
reason.

comes

So, there

s support, at

i

30

of this o

o

sec r

pro
r

t

11 ge of Letters and

east

those areas, for some

sta

e

u, if you could, either during

Will

record is open, give us some analysis
y would like to

overall improvement of affirmative action, both

hiring--?

opportunities for s

Lo

ams that the U.C.

of--well, part

from the st
that

m

t know

I

IRMJ\N HARRIS:
the next

m affirmative action

om, on the one

arly as it relates to the fact

unders

the

or-relatedness of

ts through graduates of the institutions
stit
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1

ions upon graduation?

f'd

1 ike to sec

if you could comment for us on the has1s of either

survey or just input from your President's Council what the interrelatedness of recruitment and also specific programs that you
think would help to increase the pool of available faculty and
staff in future years.
MR. CEBALLOS:

Okay--

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

I think that Mr. Chavez' comments about

the length of time that it would take to reach some degree of
parity should be sobering to all of us, and certainly to the U.C.
Student Lobby, I would hope.
MR. CEBALLOS:

Yes.

Well, we're very well aware of that,

and contend that's one of the reasons that we've been very hard
from the student point of action, at least.
I think one more point I want to make ln getting back to
my testimony and the final point,

in terms of recommendations,

lS

that in order for affirmative action to be effective, it must he a
priority in the University's decision in distribution resources,
particularly in terms of right now with the budget crisis.

When

the cuts come down, I would suspect that affirmative action would
not he one of the highest priorities for being maintained.

And,

assuming if there are cuts ... if affirmative action is to be
successful, the University has to make some sacrifices in other
areas and maintain those programs, during that process of selection.
I think, basically, that when you talk about student and
faculty affirmative action and their inter-relationship, what's
really important is whether it's a priority and whether there's a
commitment.

No matter how you work it, it is a commitment to it,

that's the only way it's going to really work, the way I see it.
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CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Thank you.

Thank you.
I appreciate very much your testimony.
Doctor Robert

field, Doctor Carlene Young, and Doctor

J. Owen Smith.
DR. CARL

YOUNG:

name 1s Carlene Young, and I'm at

San Jose State, Chair of the Afro-American Studies Department.
Is your name spelled C-ll. ..
DR. YOUNG:

No, it's spelled C-A.

IS:

CI1/\

I hear you.

But, I respond to all

I understand, I understand.

I wanted to make sure I wasn't mispronouncing it.
if that

"H" was silent.
No.

It's "Car cne. 11

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
DR. YOUNG:

Thank you.
I'd just like

s

Doctor Henry stepp

out, because he is

assume our Presi

1s a fine person, too.

know, Ca 1
1

I

I wanted to know

ton.

1

have a co

But

of

think it

that many times

Jose State Un

en

s

And, I

It's a female, you
te, in terms of-firmative Action.

I'd 1 keto talk about today--

inistrators and other p

m Davis, are real

mentioned

Cine person.

when you look at t

strates partially

... I'm sorry

le, as my colleague

not well versed with what's

sort of, out with the troops.
At San Jose State, we have,

want to lao

t, out of a campus almost 1,400 faculty, we have 33

who are Black, 40
:1nd one Nativ

n terms of numbers, if you

are

i\mcric;Jn.

ican-American, 95 who are Asian-American,
Out of our dcp:lrtmcnt, which is what I'd
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like to present today as a case study of a profile of decline in
the University of minority faculty and students there are only 11
females--Black females-- on the campus.

We've got three of those.

We used to constitute almost half of the minorities, but there's
been a consistent decline.
So, I'd just like to say that the situation with all of
the amenities of personality is still pretty desperate at San Jose
State.

My assessment of that, overall, is that there is, by

definition of affirmative action, something adherent 1n the problem,
because as I have observed it--and I'm not an expert 1n that matter
but that it has served to satisfy whatever kind of federal
guidelines there were and whatever kind of express policy positions
the institutions take.

But, in terms of serving any real function

for minority faculty and students on the campus, they seem not to
be able to do that.

And, I don't blame the personnel so much as I

think it's the position that they're 1n, 1n terms of what they're
designed to do.
I think I'd just like to briefly state something that all
of you know.

Looking at the Afro-American Studies Program at

San Jose State, I think, sort of provides us with a microcosm of
what's happening in the society.

Sometimes we forget that

Afro-Americans are still the largest racial group in the United
States.

I say that only because they constitute a base for tax-

payers, so their children have a right to receive education very
much as any other taxpayer.
There seems to be an implicit assumption by some members
of the academic community that Afro-Americans are not taxpayers
and therefore have no claims on the institutions.
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In light of that,

we also have to remember that Afro-Americans constitute a unique ...
and do experience

the American socie

based on the legal

segregation, as well as their inter-action
you have components of both phenomena t

the society.

So,

place.

Another thing is that the institutions have never been
held accountable, and there has always been a lack of institutional
commitment to minorities, Afro-Americans, as well as others.
what we have today, I think, is where the

So,

titutions continue to

subordinate minority issues to other concerns and since our
affirmative action figures on the campuses

think all of the

I

people who have testified today have supported that, in one way or
another, indicate that we, whatever minorities we represent, are
not there in the decision-making groups, that we're not there to
establish policy, we're not there to determine what is a meaningful
curriculum and so it continues on as it has where
standards of the institutions wh

ect no

h re

norms and

even all of American

society, but essentially white Anglo-Saxon, Protestant Society and
the middle-class norms.
look at is what is
minorities.

So I think one of
responsibi

exper1ence.

institutions s

uld m

possible

se minority students

ac

r

t the

I

ing the best job

imally be responsi le fo

em1c institutions of hig

that s

to guarantee access

of education and to provide an

to assure some kind of atta
environment for success

institutions to

of
is one

one I would s

questions we have to

r e

even mana
at ion.

e World War II, the universities

It s

to enter the

interesting to note

opened up their gates

to all kinds of people, not necessarily minorities, but they've
opened it to

military, to big

ss
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to the CIA, but we

have not, you know, been included in that entree.

So we need to

look at again, I think, to what extent Afro-Americans have been
represented in higher education

Ill

California.

And one of the

questions we could ask for each of the constituencies--the students,
teachers, counselors, administrators and staff--what is their
educational access and attainment and what are the factors which
influenced their educational development?

•

I've heard a number of

people mention mentoring and with as many other things, minorities
are always the last to sort of get involved in certain kinds of
things, but a little while ago Charles B. Willie, who is currently
at Harvard, came to Santa Clara and the topic of the symposium that
was sponsored jointly by Stanford and Santa Clara and, I think, was
a useful task, dealt with mentoring methodologies for minority
faculty and staff in white institutions.

And he made some very

potent points which seem to be self evident, but have not been
taken into consideration by the institutions.

And one of these is

that mentors involved service, sacrifice and suffering.

And that

mentoring relationship involves the belief in another and that a
mentor shares the dream of the protege and he made the point that
you can only help people if you have some faith in the fact that
they can succeed.

And mentoring, like I said, has gone on

historically in the institutions, but it has not been used for
minorities.

And another point that he made was that success can

only come to those who are sufficiently secure enough to risk
failure.

And if you don't have someone who believes that you can

succeed, then you can not even risk the chance to fail.

And we see

that happening, I think, with the high turnover with the minority
students who leave.

And his other point was that belief in another
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enables the other to believe in himself

that when most

minorities come to the institutions,

are involved in a trial

relationship as opposed to a trust relationsh
be secure in a trusting relationship,
trial.

and that one can

fear

when one is on

And so those are some of the factors that enter into as

minority students are attempting to forge
institutions.

Now for those whom

s

ir way through the
, well, you know, white

students have the same problems, I would agree.

The difference is

that the whole institution is geared to accommodate the needs of
the white students and to respond to their needs and since minority
students do not have a history of be

lved in these

institutions, the

sti 1

stitutions have not

to meet those needs.

not continue

And that's one of the roles that ethnic

studies and minori

programs

ay

stitut

e

111

to serve 1n those mentoring relationsh

s, to prov

to attempt
e the support,

as well as a strong academic program--to support students as they
attempt to manage the bureaucracies

some kinds of critical

skills which will make them productive -citizens which will thereby
improve all of our existence in soc e
avai

ility pool an

it's

discussion about t
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I'm sure most of

s encounter

the

students, I always

s as really symbiotic

I sec the two
r because

1 Report on the

an excellent job of pointing

And when we talk about minori
faculty,

graduates from high

s

ents will not be there

if the faculty arc not there to give them the support and help as
Willie says, one of the roles of the mentor with minorities is to
interpret the institution to the students and the students to the
institution and you have that ongoing process.

But looking at the

data of the availability pool that 72% of Blacks graduate from high
school, but only 29% even attempt to go to college.

And for

Chicanos, it's 55% who graduate from high school, 22% American

•

Indians is the same as Chicanos, but only 17% and so that when
again, when you have a lack of representation in the academy I think
that one of the problems that occurs from that is overlooked because
most of the people in decision-making decisions positions are from
the majority society is that you deny all students--white and
minority--of the interacting with people of different background
cultures perspectives so that you never break into that pattern of
presenting just one point of view.

So the whole matter of governess

recruitment hiring, you see, all of this you know become problems.
Let me just give you one little quick example in terms of the
built-in bias that happens in the institutions that they are not
even aware of and if you don't have someone there to alert them to
it, then they continue to be perpetuated.

We received a notice a

year ago that the Chancellor's office was proposing a change in the
Title V, Section 40404 Requirements in U.S. History Constitution
and American Ideals and they asked for input from the campuses.
And what the Chancellor's office had proposed was that U.S. History
would begin with the time frame from 1750 to the present.

Now I'm

not an historian--Sociology and Psychology are my field--but it
becomes apparent once you know the history of your people that that
is a built-in bias because surely if you're going to study from
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1750, then what you preclude is the entrance of Afro-Americans here
prior to slavery

th certain kinds of

tioning and you set

them up in an entrenched denegrating s

ate position which

doesn't allow anybody--white or black--to

rstand that there

was any other kind of functioning or experiential hase outside of
the slave experience.

So it would preclude any discussion of what

happened prior to that and I'm sure

t whoever did this was a

scholar and well meaning and well intentioned, but the important
contributions of major national ethnic and social groups should be
required, we think, for all of the students, and a noted African
historian, Benjamin Quarles, has stated that American Studies,
which is what we have, American Studies in the universities it's
not titled that--but that's what we have,

om a particular

perspective very much is like you'd get the Civil Way from a North
or a South perspective is that American Studies properly perceived
must be viewed throu
America, what

role of Blacks in

a multi-racial lens.

cy have done and what

illuminates the past and

forms

e

s been done to them,
resent

t's the end of

his quote and what we have to recogni e, and I think the Legislature
as best it can, ne

to be sensitive to, and I know you are, but

it's an educational process that many of our colleagues on the
campuses don't have

s

American society lS racially and

ethnically pluristic and yet our content of our curriculum doesn't
reflect that at all.

One of the

erest

statistics that we

found generally is that the higher the quality of undergraduate
institutions, the greater minority s
BA.

Now that's an interest

it's not all that

ris

of completing of

s

g kind of phenomena isn't it?
l

so
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I guess

cations are that if

we would upgrade our state colleges and even the university system,
then our students coming through would have a better chance of
graduating.

Now let me say quickly what is happening at San Jose

State in terms of what I have tried to give you a little frame of
reference for.

I'll begin by stating that the Chancellor's office,

again, has a report out of "Report of Project Team on Academic
Progr~ms, May 1979,'' which states that there are

•

some academic

programs at the undergraduate level that were so fundamental to the
University,

I'm reading from the document now, that they should not

be required to meet

the need and demand criteria established as

prerequisite for offering other programs.

The function of accord

is equally critical to both campus and system, this is getting at
reviews where discontinuation is being considered.

And what they

spell out is that there is some areas like humanities and arts,
art, foreign language, music, theater arts and drama, biology,
chemistry, geology, political science and at the bottom they have
a little addendum that says other programs where an individual
campus may define its basic to its mission such as ethnic or
interdisciplinary studies may also be included.

The reason I

mention that is because what we have to understand, I think again,
is that we hear a lot of talk about objectivity and standards.

And

that exists in the society to what we have to look at is that
objectivity exists within a framework of value-laden choices so that,
yes, you can be objective once you have selected out what kinds of
things you feel are important.
time.

And this is what happens all the

Another thing we forget is that the traditional disciplines

are no more than 60 to 80 years old and at some point somebody sat
down and decided that these were vital to the mission of the
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University and included them.

The moving finger of God did not

write them in and so we're at the same place with these
non-traditional disciplines.

And I think that people forget that

because they approach us all the time, well, you know, this is new
and this is different.

So what data across the country has shown

that if you do not have these programs, if you don't have role
models, mentors, support people for minority students, they are
guaranteed not to succeed in the institutions and I think most
people in these administrations know that so you don't have to do
anything else but to bring them in and not do anything and the
students will not succeed.

We, again, getting at the overall goal

that would accomplish in terms of having minorities, a Newsweek
article has indicated that there is an increasing decline in Black
student enrollment this year and the minority that is increasing
is the Asian-American in the universities so we'll get a different
kind of patterning, I think, in who's bei
minority status.

represented in the

But what I think would happen in looking at the

figures again, you see, and our Dean has mentioned at our school
that even he felt bad, and I don't know that he's been an
affirmative action advocate, and I don't say he's been a negative
person, but I don't know how forceful he is, that in the

SlX

years

there in our school, not one minority has been hired outside of the
ethnic studies program and I think
throughout the University.

you can see that reflected

That where you don't have those programs,

yo11 have a dirth of minority people on the campuses.

And we're at

the position right now at San Jose State where we have been called
with a review towards termination--this is San Jose State, it's not
a system-w

ki

of thing--because we have not generated at least
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ten graduates each year with a B.A.

Now that, as far as it goes, 1s

an accurate statistic, but what it doesn't look at ... ves?
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:
DR. YOUNG:

You have not had ten .. .

No, not B.A. degrees, but if you look at a lot

of other programs, they haven't either.
physics, philosophy, I don't know.

You might look at chemistry,

You see, there's some

departments ...
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

What you mean is that major in

Afro-American studies?
DR. YOUNG:

Yes, exactly, but our enrollments are good

like we have right now, I should say starting with 1969 and we're
known nationally for having a good solid academic program ... yes?
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

Do you have any white students who

have majored in Afro-American studies?
DR. YOUNG:

I'm not sure that we have had them.

We've had

Japanese Nationals and we've had--not many though--but we've ...
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

The only reason I ask you that

question is that I'm aware of a few that graduated this past year
from Santa Barbara, white students who have majored in Afro-American
studies and I was wondering why not at San Jose?

•

DR. YOUNG:

Well, we don't have large numbers of majors.

One of the dynamics that's happening is that we have, I think, a
considerable number of double majors, but no records have been kept
on that.

What happens in the traditional, in the reporting, the

traditional department gets the credit for the major and in the
department, we didn't keep records--we will now.

But I think if

you look at or compare us to other departments in our school, like
anthropology and some of the others that arc comparable or our s1ze,
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we don't have to take a back seat to anybody 1n terms of the numbers

of students who are enrolled in our classes,

terms of student/

faculty ratio, we have had on our campus, one of the highest
student/faculty ratios in the University, not just in our school.·
We have a good student, full time equivalent student number so that
on all of the criteria that generate resources to the University,
we are in good shape, but in terms of majors and degrees which can
be explained in lots of different ways, but I think the point is
that I don't think it gives an adequate picture to take one
quantitative criteria on any program and use that as a measure of
what the program does and especially what we would call
non-traditional programs in terms of having to look at what of
services are provided and, in addition, the bottom line is that we
do an academic program.
and beyond that.

I mean that's a given, the others are above

That we have to develop courses, teach courses,

we have to write, publish, be reviewed by all criteria in the
University.

I mean no exceptions are made for that.

But above and

beyond that, providing serv1ces to the students, in terms of support,
tutoring, response to overt and not so and covert acts of racism by
various faculty members to the students and trying to keep them in
school.

We think that it's important, not just for minority students

to be exposed to these courses and programs, but all students and
especially in light of California's diversity of population.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Let me stop you right there.

want you to go with that, and let me tell you why.

I don't

I think it's

very important that we really need to look at ethnic studies
because it has changed over the years and I think we need to look at
how ethnic studies programs were born in the first place.
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I know

how they started at the University of California, know how they
started at state colleges, in fact, I remember the first course
they ever offered at Cal State Hayward was a course in affirmative
action-- they couldn't find anybody Black to teach that--I'm sorry-Afro-American History--and they couldn't find anybody Black to teach
that.

But my concern, I think, goes beyond that and, like I said,

I would hope that Dr. Hughes, you might look at the erosion of
these programs and whether or not, in fact, the ethnic programs
ought to be mandated the way they mandate ...
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

You've never got an opportunity to

vote on my bill which requires, as part of general education
requirements, that all students graduating from U.C. and CSU ...
CIMIRMAN HARRIS:

I never got a chance because it didn't

get to the floor, isn't that right?
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

That's right, but it did get out of

my committee I want you to know.
CHAIRMAN

r~RRIS:

I'm sure that it will get out again if

you introduce it ...
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:
to go that way.

But, I think that we certainly have

I was, you know, delighted to see that there were

white students graduating with Afro-American studies majors because
I think ethnic studies are for all of us no matter what we look like
because we are deprived.
DR. YOUNG:

I think it's increasingly important and I've

always felt that it was important too, but in light of the whole
interaction with a variety of the peoples of the world who two-thirds
of the people of the world are non-white so that I would think it
would behoove most educated people as to the responsibility of
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public institutions to provide a comprehensive full education that
the students are, in fact, being deprived in that if you're not
exposed to information and different ideas in the institutions of
higher learning, I don't know where you would get that, and that
this would be a fine place to do that and even as we talk about
Silicon Valley, I would venture to say that every manager is going
to have to have some contact with some person who is different
culturally and racially or ethnically than himself and that these
programs would do a much more effective job of facilitating the
whole society so that even in self-interest, it would seem that it
would make sense to move in that direction rather than retrenching,
and lessening the resources that are available to provide that kind
of information.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Okay, I'd like to ask you if you might,

1n the 30 days the record would be open, if you might have some
specific recommendations as it relates to recruitment, the role of
affirmative action and retention of faculty and substantial
opportunities are particularly minority/faculty, the role of the
academic senate.

I think one of the problems you have is, in most

institutions--traditional institutions, where there is insignificant
minority input, is that those institutions can tend to perpetuate
themselves and I know that's been the case, for example, in
government contracting opportunities and I don't see why it should
be any different in the academic world where you have people making
judgments and assessments based upon their own cultural and other
kinds of biases and total input from minorities and I really would
be interested in as it relates to faculty recruitment and faculty
retention.

I'm sure that you're right in your assessment that
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ethnic studies programs have been the primary source of entry for
most, in certainly recent years, most of the Black and Hispanic and
to some extent Asian, faculties.

I know that in my initial entry

into higher education teaching, that that was my source of
opportunity and if those programs are, in fact, threatened, then
I would think that affirmative action for faculty is, by the same
token, equally threatened.

•

DR. YOUNG:

Thank you very much.

I'd just like to say that

J. Owen Smith had indicated that he expected to be here, but I
think with the rain and the planes, he had some trouble and since
I'm also Vice President of that organization, the only thing I
would say is that I can't give you any more specifics about the
lawsuits other than its concern with the quality of education that's
available to Black students which has many of the same dimensions
that I elaborated in terms of what's happening in San Jose State.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Would you extend to Dr. Smith our

invitation for him to submit written testimony for our records on
behalf of the organization?
DR. YOUNG:
CI~IRMAN

Okay, I will.

f~RRIS:

Thank you.

Okay.

Moving right along,

Dr. Hosley and Dr. Cal Rossi, Director of Higher Education,
California Teachers Association.
DR. C. T. HOSLEY:

Cal Rossi and I have to sit on the

opposite side of the table because I negotiate from management and
he's on that side.

(laughter)

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
of the table?

Oh, okay, do you want to sit on this side

(laughter)

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

It's about time you guys got together.
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DR. HOSLEY:

I think maybe I can
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to perhaps help

, even in certificated,

and we can do this in our own layoffs in which there is specific
competencies in special fields which are necessary for a program or
a service.

Those people can be skipped over.

We did this on one

of ours where we had a counselor who happened to be physically
handicapped--we didn't skip him because he was handicapped, but
we did skip him because he had the only expertise we had in the
field of counseling.

I think most of all, there's been a very

great increase in the understanding of affirmative action and how
it works and what we need to do about it as opportunities for new
employment arise I think that we will see some positive things
happening.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

What about direction, coordination of

support from the Chancellor's office?

I'm concerned about the need

for some kind of state-wide policy and certainly as it relates to
interaction on the local campus.
DR. HOSLEY:

Well, we've had, as you're probably well aware,

we have affirmative action of law, then we've had the affirmative
action Title V requirements and now the Board is getting ready to
act on the final guidelines to go with those which pretty well spell

•

out what we can do then.

I think that there is still a great

diversity of kinds of situations in the state where there's a large
multi-campus districts or the very small single ones in that the
affirmative action programs are going to be best served by the
attitudes and the sense of responsibility that each of the campuses
take and I don't think that something at the state level and other
mandate will really solve that problem.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Let me ask a question.

In terms of the

need or lack of coordination, I guess or whatever, how you might
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present law.
I'm Director of

s Association.
ot been

We would

resscd by the

Committee to date.

first of all, the Legislature has attempted

mightily to meet the needs of the citizens of California, since the
advent of Proposition 13 and has succeeded to a degree because of

the surplus with the elimination of such surplus through that
support program, the crisis climate in which the State finds itself
and, therefore, all of the local jurisdictions, particularly
education, has created a climate which is not the optimum climate
for affirmative action and many of the other social and economic
and other kinds of programs which the State should be providing for
the citizens.

Therefore, the first suggestion we would make is that

this climate of fiscal crisis where the State finds itself a billion
dollars or two billion dollars or three billion dollars short of
meeting responsibilities be turned around by considering an adequate
and equitable and progressive tax program through which these needs
can be met and we will support legislators in that regard.

Secondly,

we feel that the climate of fiscal crisis may cause some to take
actions which, again, would exasperate the affirmative action
program and the access of students to public institutions that would
be through the imposition of the student registration fee.

We feel

that would be detrimental and we feel that that would close the

•

open access door, particularly to the disadvantage of the minority,
to re-entry women, to the poor and we feel, therefore, that the
Legislature should refrain from adopting any system which would
impose fees which could close that door and which we feel would
close that door.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

I don't want to get off on a tangent on

that, but I think that one of the realities is that we don't have
the 54 votes to increase past progressive taxes, then you are going
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to be caught up in the realities that you are going to have to
impose fees and you are going to have to cut back on programs and
at some po

s

than simply s
certai

o

1s going to have to

ing that

se are

ess that reality

jectionable because I think

I wouldn't deal with that, but I wouldn't be caught up

in the realities without making decisions bas

upon fiscal

realities rather than desires.
MR. ROSSI:

I understand that
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on that and of course, the other aspect of

1 work with you

should that

eventuality become necessary would be an extremely adequate student
financial aid

ogram because current

Cal-Grant ABC Programs

are not fully funded and are inadequate and so we would address
those at that time and we want to pl
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e, but as a result of
a bill which we supported,
of the employment
was passed, the study was

made, the study was reported to the Legislature and does have some
interesting statistics which Ms. Porter will comment upon.

The

other piece of legislation that I would like to mention that is
dear to the heart of one individual sitting upon the Committee and
that was AB 1626 offered by Dr. Hughes in which there was a
moratorium put in for a two-year period on the relationship of
full-time faculty to part-time faculty in the community colleges.
That particular provision of law will expire with AB 1626 on June
30th, and therefore, it's an issue with which we need to look.

In

order to discuss the specifics of the implication of the part-time
employment issue as it relates to affirmative action, I would like
to present Sandy Porter who is a part-time instructor at Coastline
Community College and has been an English and Mathematics instructor
for the past three years.
MS. SANDRA PORTER:

As Cal has pointed out, we feel that

any discussion of issues that affect employment practices in the
community colleges has to deal with this part-time issue.
copies of three documents for you here.
Cal mentioned.

I have

One is the 1550 report that

One is the annual report on staffing salaries out

of the Chancellor's office which will tell you which colleges do
and don't have Blacks by the way and the State Task Force on
Availability Data Progress Report which I think is clear evidence
that our Chancellor's office is concerned with this issue and doing
some positive things in the right direction.

From the documents,

you find that we have 16,650 full-time faculty in the community
colleges, and 29,633 part-time faculty.

So 64% of us who teach in

the community colleges do so on a part-time basis.

When you teach

on a part-time basis, you have to take some things into
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much the case system-

grant use of part-timers

existing.

There are 1,597 of us and 600 full-timers in Coast

Con~tinity

College Districts, so there is a bit of a noticeable

difference there.

What happens when you look at the affirmative

action figures, if this population of

part~timers

was so flexible,

why haven't we even met some reasonable affirmative action goals 1n
that area?

The statistics show that the numbers of women and

minorities in the part-time teaching population parallel those
numbers in the full-time population.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

Yes.

I would like the record to show,

Mr. Harris, that from the extensive hearings that I have been a
part of, that many of the community colleges will hire part-timers
and many people who teach part-time in community colleges make their
living by teaching part-time in more than one community college
and most of those people are women and ethnic minorities and so that
should go into the record.
CHAIR~~N r~RRIS:

When I graduated from law school,

I

taught part-time in the community colleges of two different campuses
and they paid me $12 an hour and I figured by the time I worked out
the research time, the preparation time, I was making less than the
minimum wage.

I

MS. PORTER:

The average pay right now 1n our community

college system for part-timers is $20.50 an hour, so it has improved
somewhat, but it is still not where it should be.
CHAIRMAN

r~RRIS:

It still hasn't kept pace with inflation,

in over ten years.
MS. PORTER:

Oh goodness no.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Well, I go from being underpaid, I can't

seem to ever get into a profession that is going to a-- I am going
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back to Silicon Valley.
MS. PORTER:
obviously.

(laughter)

You haven't found the right money maker yet,

(laughter)

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. PORTER:

No.

I'm going back to Silicon Valley.

The fact is we're sort of raising a-- we're

coming up with a generation that doesn't have any academics in it.
Thirty percent of our part-time faculties arc under 35.
12% are full-time positions for those people.

But only

In a time of crisis

as Cal was indicating we are in, my own district is discussing not
cutting some of those 1,597 part-timers, but cutting programs, so
that they can cut SO full-time instructors from just one of the
three campuses.

It seems to me that any reasonable person that's

looking at this would have to assume

under those circumstances

it makes more sense to cut some of those part-timers.
no, but programmatically, yes.

I would recommend

Financially
t we take some

action, that the Legislature take some action to see that some of
these part-time
I

don't believe

for women.
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er kind of second class
to you today is that

if we are going to see affirmative action really work in the
community colleges, we have got to solve this part-time problem.
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is point, or their address

has been inadequate or what?
MR. ROSSI:

The Board of Governors has addressed the

problem from the standpoint of saying that they believe in equal
pay for equal work.

However, they have not had control over the

employment practices of the individual districts.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MR. CHAVEZ:

•

Mr. Chavez.

I may be inaccurate.

I know that in

discussions with people at the CSU system, they've informed me that
when it comes down to layoffs that the layoffs are done on the
programmatic basis so let's say if there has to be layoffs that
they're made programmatically.
community colleges.

I guess is that the situation at

Let's say that, let's say that there has to

be some layoffs that will occur and let's say that there's a
particular area in the program where they don't need faculty.

Is

there bumping rights that go across disciplinary lines?
MR. ROSSI:

I can respond to that.

Yes this is true

because there are two ways that you can layoff.

One is if there's

a decrease in ADA and at the higher education that's almost an
impossible situation to do so we consider programs or services are
to be reduced and then based on seniority and competency which
includes credential or whatever else is agreed upon that is the
competency and wherever that person has seniority rights then they
can bump over into another discipline or wherever else.
MR. C.HAVEZ:

So it's conceivable that because someone In

P.E. has more seniority, that person can go over and bump somebody
who is a math and science teacher?
MR. ROSSI:

Yes, as long as the competency is there and

this competency thing is getting more and more of a major issue now
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as to what that defines and how that is defined and how you test
it.

MS. PORTER:

I thi

th s relates to

at I've just been

trying to say to you and that is when we talk about programmatic
cuts versus across-the-boards or proportional cuts, one of the
things you can do in a district like mine, like I said, is that way
you can rid of yourself of 50 full-timers who cost you full-time
salary and benefits, the 30,000 whatever average and the 1400 and
some odd dollars for benefits versus the $20.50 you pay a parttimer and a hundred, I think on the ave
So when I'm talk

g to my district ri

e, $193 a year in benefits.
now

that problem,

it's quite clear that this, that we're not necessarily making these
decisions on the curricular basis that we'd 1
terms of where we can cut to meet

to see but in
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ry quickly and that

MR
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to an optimum level, then

when you come to the disemployment basis you take care of it.

The

problem is that it has not worked on an optimum basis so that what
happens on the disemployment side, if I may coin a phrase or a word,
that there's an inordinate impact upon the minorities and the women
and so one of the things that has been discussed is, is there a
way to provide protection and security rights for all including the
women, minorities, the majorities and so on and at this precise
moment I cannot tell you that the California Teachers Association
has a new policy but they do have under consideration this very
issue taking a look at what can be done to make this an equitable
situation.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

What about some kind of early

retirement for the community college people like my bill gave to
the state university system?
DR. HOSLEY:

Would CTA be supportive of that?

An early retirement incentive program, I

believe so.
CHAIR~~N

HARRIS:

So as far as the bottom line as far as

affirmative action in terms of layoff is that you're still under
study.

Is that right?
DR. HOSLEY:

I

That's correct because our policy remains 1n

place but it is under consideration for modification.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

I see.

So in other words the current

policies are somewhat in conflict and there's no resolution as to
that conflict?
MS. PORTER:

I don't believe that CTA would allow us to

let that statement go by because both are included in the same
policy.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

But they're obviously in conflict.
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You can't have one ...
Would you like me to read you the policy--

MS

because we are really stuck with it.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

In other words, when your mama don't

dance and your daddy don't rock and roll.
MS. PORTER:

You've got it.

(laughter)

"CTA

clares its unwavering

commitment to the affirmative action concept and supports school
district adoption of affirmative action programs that will eliminate
discriminatory practices and further declares its strong opposition
to any and all schemes to abolish seniority and tenure.

CTA urges

the State Board of Education to amend Title V regulations of the
Administrative Code to provide for strengthening of the affirmative
action policy with viable means for state evaluation monitoring,
review and sanctions to guarantee district compliance of approved
regulations.

The application of affirmative action programs is

often cited as being in conflict wi
Education Code.

seniority provisions of the

With this thesis used to rationalize and justify

actions to waive, eliminate or otherwise subvert the seniority and
tenure s

tern.

firmative action

to insure equal treatment wi

d

seniority are vital elements
ined means to assure equity and

due process for all members of the profession."
That was wonderful.
It's there.
CHAIRl'vlAN HARRIS:
We're

et

good at that.

It sure is.

I don't know what it said.

You guys are also excellent, excellent,

excellent.
MS. PORTER:
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bung with that one.

MS. PORTER:

No, but I •..

CIL'\IRMAN !IAIW. IS:

You

111
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gvt
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tlp

hut you

\IIOtll

dn 't

die.
MS. PORTER:

I think that's there and that's clearly I

can't say a conflict but it's clearly there and there is clearly a
problem that a creative solution has not been found that can take
care of both of those at the same time.
CHAIRJ'vlAN HARRIS:
MR. YOUNGBLOOD:

Mr. Youngblood has a question.
Yes, I'd like to know are the part-time

faculty being organized into any of the bargaining units?
MS. PORTER:

In Coast Community District we have the

un1que situation where our full-time faculty is organized into one
bargaining unit and our part-time into another and as it happens,
the American Federation of Teachers represents the full-time faculty
and I am Chapter President for Coast CTA-NEA which represents the
part-time faculty.

In most of the other agreements in the state,

the contract deals with both as a unit, the full-time and part-time
on any given campus or district or in any given district.
DR. HOSLEY:

If I may just add one word on that.

When a

local jurisdiction seeks a bargaining unit from PERB, they will
either seek what's known as a wall-to-wall which would include all
full-time and part-time faculty.
community of interest.

We have a commonality or a

Throughout the state now I would say that

the incidents of wall-to-wall units versus the incidents of only
full-time faculty units is about three to two in favor of wall-to-wall
type units.
CHAIRMAN .HARRIS:

Thank you.

I appreciate your testimony.

Very helpful and anything you'd like for the record, it will be
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open 30 days.

I appreciate your help.

DR. HOSLEY:

Thank you very much.

We look forward to

working with you.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Thank you.

I'd like to ask Stephanie

Allen, United Professors of California.
MS. STEPHANIE ALLEN:

Ms. Allen.

I'm going to condense what I have

to say a great deal because you must be

ed out especially with

no lunch.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. ALLEN:

I think everybody's suffered.

Well, I had a chance to sneak out and get mine.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

If you ate on the campus, you have my

condolences.
MS. ALLEN:
end of the agenda.

It's one of the advantages of coming at the
I've given you a copy for both of you, a copy

of my testimony and several other pages of documents and I'll try
and just summarize it.

My name is

ep

1e

len, I'm a field

representative for the United Professors of California and I'm
speaking for UPC today and I'll skip all the explanation about it
but before I answer the questions

you asked we address

ourselves to, I'd like to make a few general remarks about the
problem and since UPC is a union, we are in what you call the
adversary

sition with the California State University

administration and perhaps I can be a little more frank and blunt
about the problem than some of the other people who have spoken
here.
We feel that the CSU administration and the trustees must
take primary responsibility for the dismal state of affirmative
action,

ring, retention and promot
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the academic ranks.

The lack of any firm, consistent and system-wide policy in these
areas has resulteJ in the current lack
faculty and academics.

or

ivorncn and minority

In a state where our future student body

population is rapiJly becoming a majority -- Asian, Chicano, Black,
Latino or other ethnic groups, it is unconscionable to have a
faculty and professional services system dominated by Whites most
of whom are male.

Additionally, the failure to have any measureable

or consistent commitment to affirmative action in the academic
ranks is reflected by an equal failure for students and as my
colleague, Dr. Young pointed out, programs to get such students into
the California State University and help them complete their
educations are either underfunded or under attack.

Departments

such as Dr. Young's would provide educational incentives to such
students are often held up to a double academic standard by
administrative review committees, faculty come under severe
criticism and attack often from the administration and even their
own colleagues.

We think the problem is reflective of what's going

on in this country as a whole today that affirmative action is now a
luxury that we can do without, that it's an expense we can't afford
any longer and, in fact, many faculty and professionals who are

•

minorities and women feel that they're the targets of hostility and
fn1stration on the campus and those attituJes are shared by students.
We don't think those feelings are subjective.

Without making this

personal, we think that the Legislature and the Governor's Office
have to share in the responsibility for this situation.

The

consistent underfunding of the California State University system
has only exacerbated these problems and given an excuse to ignore
a weakened affirmative action and while we're aware of the state's
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fiscal crisis, quite aware, we don't intend to see it resolved by
destroying the last great free public higher education system in
this country.

This is the system of access for most California

youngsters and as such it has a responsibility and a public trust
that we intend to help uphold.

If there's not enough money to run

our system properly then it's the responsibili

to find that money.

We think that the tax burden has to begin to be shifted off the
shoulders of individuals and back onto the shoulders of corporations
and businesses.

The share of the tax burden has been systematically

declining over the last 20 years.

There is not enough money to run

this state and the answer is we simply have to get it from the
people who have it and that means a fundamental tax reform.
not saying this as rhetoric or simplicity.
problem is in that.

Our next chance is

ing to be in 1984.

Yes.

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MS. ALLEN:

I understand what the

We're prepared to take part in that process.

CHAIR"tv1AN HARRIS:
MS. ALLEN:

I'm

Start prepar
since 1980 and actually

We've been prepar

we missed one this time around.
the underfunding problem

Anyway, given that situation of

ich sort is the frame of reference 1n

which we exist we see the real problem that we're dealing with here
today is the 1

of commitment on the part of

administration

to affirmative action and I don't want to identify individuals.
That's not my task here especially s

e our relationship with Jeff

Stetson has been an extremely good one.
respect for h

We have a great deal of

and we think that he's done an extremely credible

j o b a n d so mc o f t h c

i mpro v c men t s t h a t

largely because of his ef

ts.

We
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11 ave b c c n rna c1 c h a v c com c a h out

t he's got a difficult

job and

~ve

appreciate what he docs do.

In the area of recruitment, the major problem is there's
no state-wide standard or program of recruitment.

Each campus is

allowed to essentially go its own way and while we think there's
a real role for campus autonomy, we have to say that that autonomy
cannot exist in a vaccuum.

There must be system-wide guide lines

that are enforceable especially in an area as sensitive as affirmative
action and while I understand what the ramifications are of saying
something like this given the Bakke decision, I think it is time
to examine the question of goals.

We simply cannot talk about

affirmative action in the abstract.

Affirmative action officers at

the campus level who often are conscientious individuals have no
power to enforce any affirmative action policies.
the need for carrots.

I appreciate

I simply don't think we can do without the

stick either and I would applaud both of them.
An example of this, the role that these affirmative action
officers frequently are reduced to is a collector of data and
statisticians and not even that role is a particularly effective one.
For example, UPC has asked the Chancellor's office several times to
measure the impact on affirmative action of potential budget cuts
and the answer has always been, they can't because they don't have
the information.

Well, what are they collecting out there if they

can't answer that question?

Now there are several organizations 1n

terms of recruitment that like the NAACP, the Black Faculty and
Staff Association, LULAC to name three who have submitted pools of
qualified applicants to the University to consider so we don't have
the problem of not enough qualified applicants which I don't want
to hear from anyone.

To date, those kinds of recommendations have
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been ignored on the campus level.

The idea of using current

women and minority faculty and students in recruitment would be
appropriate if there was an active recruitment policy going on for
such candidates.

There is none.

Too, also when a tenured slot is

opened in a department, there's a lot of joking about the need to
post a national notice, which you've heard about here today, to
comply with affirmative action candidates when everyone knows that
the successful advocate has already been selected.

In the academic

support ranks, those who provide the professional services to the
student, women and minorities are concentrated in the lower levels.
Last year when UPC supported legislation to require the system
offer positions to people in the system first, to open up those
positions, the higher paying positions to those in the lower levels
which would guarantee that affirmative action candidates who are
already on the job would have a chance to move up out of the bottom,
the CSU administration opposed that bill

helped to kill it.

Now we have to ask what possible rationale could there be for such
a position if there were any commitment to affirmative action and
that's one of the recommendations we'd like to make, to have that
kind of action considered in the system and I could provide you with
a book of case studies that indicate the problems.

But the

statistics that are available to us and the last ones we have are
from March 1982, a study entitled, "Employment Utilization of Ethnic
Minorities and Women Throughout CSU from 1975."

I believe Mr.

Stetson referred to it earlier this morning -- are not particularly
useful because they do not tell you where people are, we do not know
overall on the whole faculty, how many women and minorities are
tenured and how many are lecturers,
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many are at the assistant

professor level.

We don't know who's where, how much they're

making and what arc their chances of moving up ar1ll tlwt's the only
way to measure affirmative action.

You can say that there are a

great many women and minorities among the faculty as long as you
don't say that the majority of them are concentrated in the
temporary ranks which means that they have no opportunity to remain in
the system and gain tenure.

The other area that we represent is

in the area of student affairs and we did manage to do a breakdown
which I have given you in my statistics there that indicate the
problems we're dealing with.

We did this breakdown based on the

statistics that the system itself put out, but they did not do this
breakdown.

What we found is that

women, and this was done by male

and female since we are only able to do it by name and we could not
do it by race, but we suspect that the same thing would be true if
you did it by race.

Women were concentrated in the evaluation

technician and student affairs assistant levels (1) bv the rate of
174 to 11 and 104 to 54.

Those are the two lower paying positions.

When you get into Student Affairs Officer IV and V, men outnumbered
women 97 to 47 and 137 to 16 respectively.

That was my point about

opening up those higher level positions to people within the system

•

first.

We have the affirmative action candidates already on the

job--what we need to do is give them an opportunity to move up.

And

we think that if you did that and you also looked at those same
figures, you would find a similar bias in terms of ethnic background.
Now, I just want to mention very briefly two cases that deal with
the question of promotion and tenure.

They both come from the

Hayward campus, but I don't want anyone to think that I'm taking on
the Hayward campus--they're no better or no worse than any of the
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a grievance on his
rae

1 bias, not

only against his course mater

, but his "unorthodox style of

teaching and his choice of materials and his presentation."

He

did not present his material in the traditional academic manner.
Now ultimately, that faculty member was promoted to full professor
and he was granted back pay in recognition of that wrong, and
through an extensive determined battle on his part, it also took a
significant effort on the part of UPC and it took help from a

•

member of the Legislature to convince the campus administration to
back off and grant that situation.

At San Jose State University,

we were approached by a Black woman who was hired as a reading
specialist, she was a published recognized poet who had just had
her first novel printed, and she'd been denied reclassification on
the grounds that she wasn't qualified.

~~en

we began to process

her grievance, she received a writer and residence grant from
Stanford and the offer of a year's fellowship at another university
and yet she wasn't qualified to be reclassified at San Jose State
University.

San Jose State is also the university that tried to

reorganize the educational opportunity program out of existence and
it took the Legislature to intervene in that situation and prevent
that situation going on.

I

San Francisco State's EOP program has also

been the target of a number of grievances most of which have been
solved in favor of the grievants because people in those programs
feel that they were deni

promotion and advancement.

It just--what

I'm trying to indicate to you is that those people who manage to
battle their way into the tenure ranks don't have the fight stop
there.

In order to be promoted, 1n order to achieve some success,

in order to carry out their mission in the academy, they frequently
have to fight through grievances and lawsuits--constant, constant,
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ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

Is it 15 units on a semester, or

on a quarter system?
STEPHANIE ALLEN:

On a quarter system.

What you have to

do is carry 12 units of teaching and 3 units of advising and
committee work.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Okay.

ASSEMBLYW01'.1AN HUGHES:

That's what I thought.
AI right.

STEPHANIE ALLEN:

Excuse me if I'm racing through this.

CHAIRMAN !IARRIS:

I'd like you to race ... keep going.

STEPHANIE ALLEN:

I'm almost there.

On the question of

early retirement, we supported very actively the golden handshake-it was partially our legislation.

However, we have no accurate

record of who replaced those people who retired and in many cases,
we discovered that instead of opening up a tenured position after
retirement, the administration instead divided up those positions
and hired three to four temporary lecturers to cover the same courses
so it defeated essentially the purpose of that.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

May I ask you a question?

Would

you have that information available since you are the affirmative
action officer state-wide?

The information about who reolaced those

people who retired early?
MR. STETSON:

We collected information regarding whether

or not the campuses ...
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:
MR. STETSON:

Took advantage of it?

We indicated that each campus had to establish

goals ... for hiring ... what occurred was that many of the campuses ...
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:
MR. STETSON:

Could y.ou speak into the microphone?

Many of the campuses utilized replacement
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te Un

sity

administration to keep accurate, timely and useful data on
affirmative action compliance and no affirmative action policy can
work unless we can check the results and measure the problems.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Why can't it?

STEPr~NIE

Well, I think that's a situation we're

ALLEN:

in now.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

What you're saying 1s that bargaining

can't do that?
STEPHANIE ALLEN:

Well, we can't write into the contract

that they -that's essentially Legislative ...
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

You can't ask for reports on certain

STEPHANIE ALLEN:

Yes, we can and we will, but it's not ...

CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

If they don't submit those reports,

things?

they're out of compliance with the contract.
STEPHANIE ALLEN:

It's one of the problems that we'll take

up, but I don't think it's going to solve it completely.

I think

it's going to take a joint effort with the Legislature to do that ...
CHAI~~N

HARRIS:

I don't want to say you can't do it, you

may not be able to do it, but you can do it.

•

STEPI~NIE

ALLEN:

Right.

Okay.

One thing we can't do is intrude

into some of the academic areas that I mentioned and that has to do
with what curricula is and what programs are taught and so on.

We

can certainly try to protect the faculty and the people who are
involved in those programs if their rights are violated, but in
terms of whether or not there should be an Afro-American Studies
Department we won't be able to handle that under bargaining, and we
see that problem is intrinsically tied to our ability to protect
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, improving it is
especially the
receive.

Thank you for

CHAIRMAN IIARRTS:
that.

Thank you.

That was very wC'11 put.

I appreciate

Alright, Mait and, Ms. Carterand Schafer?

Nancy Menal then please.

How are you and welcome.

CHRISTINE MAITLAND:
opportunity to testify.

Okay,

Thank you very much for the

My name is Chris Maitland.

I'm here on

behalf of the American Federation of State, County and Municipal
Employees.

•

To my right is Nancy Menal, she is active in the

AFSCME local here on the Berkeley campus.

I occupy a rather unique

situation from all of the other witnesses here in that I have
worked in all three systems of higher education in Californ
am also a product of the higher education system in California
having graduated from a community college and also received two
B.A.'s and a M.A. from California State University at Long Beach.
In 1974, with great hopes, I began my career in higher education
as a part-time philosophy instructor in the community colleges.
I assumed that working part-time was the way into a full-time
position.

How wrong I was.

After several years of doing other

odd jobs, being a clerical, truck driver, sales person, in order to
support myself in my part-time teaching positions, I realized that
I was going nowhere.
I

And that teaching at several community

colleges and being what we call a three-way flyer, was not even a
dead-end position because there was no position.
every semester.

I was out of work

I carne to the realization that I was going nowhere

and that if I wanted to change what I was doing, I was going to have
to go get some more education.

Part-time teaching was not even

going to lead to an administrative position which traditionally
faculty can be promoted into the administration, but if you're
part-time faculty, forget it.

You would never even be considered.
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art t

in the community

colleges.

Right now I'm teaching two classes--Ethics and Eastern

Studies.

But my whole perspective has changed.

I'm no longer a

part-timer with my main career teaching--I've now got a full-time
career in another organization and that's my focus--my career is
my focus and teaching has become secondary.

You've received a lot

of statistics today and what I'd like to do is highlight some of
the things that I see in the U.C. system as well as what we see as

•

solutions.

The top echelon in the U.C. system is white male.

the chancellors are male.

All

All of the vice presidents are male.

When Dr. Kliengartner was talking about those inner counsels, the
inner workings of the U.C. system, it is all men.

And I hope that

now that they have a new president coming in, they will take on the
responsibility of putting some women and minorities into key
positions.

The CSU has done that--we now have a woman chancellor,

there's a couple of campus presidents that are women and the system
is going quite well.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

It would be very interesting to see

whether or not the statistics improve at CSU as a result of a woman
who, one would think, would be a little more sensitive to the
situation.
MS. MAITLAND:

Yes, and they also have a very good woman

president on the Fullerton campus, a Black woman, who is very
committed to affirmative action.

Okay, if you add up all these

numbers that you have in the various documents before you, in the
U.C. system, you will find that the total work force is 60% female,
40% male (I'm talking round-off figures), yet only 13% of the
females make over $16,000 a year while 30% of the males make over
$16,000 a year.

So you can see we've got a discrepancy in terms of
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comparable worth.

There arc a disproportionate number of women in

the clerical ranks and the technical paraprofessional ranks and
also

the

o

ssional non-faculty.

Now what you may not be

aware of, but what AFSCME studies have revealed is that these
clericals in the U.C. system are well educated.
them have either an A.A. or a B.A. degree.

Sixty percent of

Forty percent have a

B.A. degree and yet they are kept in dead-end positions for which
they are over-qualified.

And I'd say that's ridiculous because in

a system of higher education, education is supposed to be the key
to being promoted and they've got people that are qualified to be
promoted, but they aren't doing it.
topped out.

Two-thirds of the staff is

That means that they're at the top of their salary

classification and they can go no higher so they receive no merit
raises or step increases.

Dead-end jobs are the number one complaint

that we receive from women and minorities

the UC system and it is

the very thing that is going to lead them to organize.
that bargaining is necessarily an adversar
studies show that the support staff

1 relationship and our

he UC system do not want it

to be an adversa ial relationship,
career development addressed.

I don't see

they do want things like

As an example of how ludicrous

career development is, I went for a meet and discuss with management
on the Santa Cruz campus because they wanted to take their steno
pool, all their secretaries, and make them into word processing
people and also work at video display terminals.

They wanted to

down-classify, downgrade is what they called it, these positions
from secretary to word processors.

I said, you mean to tell me

that you expect these women--and they were all women--to come in,
learn new technology, and yet you want
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to have less money for

it.

1\nd they said, this is a system-wide po1 icy, they should be

willing to learn this new technology.

And I said, they would be

very willing to learn the technology if it meant a promotion and a
pay increase, rather than a decrease.

But that is an example of

what we're facing because when an employee does go out, retrain,
get some new technology, it doesn't mean career advancement, it
doesn't mean promotion into a better position, it means you're
supposed to be willing to take less pay.

In terms of solution, I

see that the number one thing that's needed is a commitment among
the faculty and administrators because in their own report, they
admit that affirmative action has a low priority and the absence,
to quote their own report, this is their affirmative action report-the absence of commitment will have a magnified impact as current
and projected budgetary constraints are felt.
some urgency in addressing this problem.

There is, therefore,

I do think that collective

bargaining will address some of these issues and, in fact, we arc
preparing to address some of these issues.

I'm very idealistic.

I think that the university system should be used, that people
should have time off work to take classes and when they take classes,
then they should be promoted into new positions.

I just think that

it's ridiculous that we've got this vast system of higher education
out there and when employees want to take time off from work to go
to class, they're denied.

They do have policy on the books to

provide for education--you're supposed to get time off from work-but if you're a clerical in the geography department and you want
to go take computer science classes, your boss will tell you, that
does not relate to your job and therefore you cannot have time to
take those classes.

Again, bargaining will address that and I also
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think there should be in-house posting of positions and promotions
from within because I think there's a lot of qualified and very
capable people already working in the university system that have
not been utilized.

Another thing that interferes, particularly

with women trying to take classes, is child care.

The University

of California system on each campus has child care facilities.

The

students are first, faculty are second, and support staff have
what's left over and, again, it's another issue we intend to tackle
through bargaining that the support staff should have access to
child care and the kind of child care that would allow them to take
off from work and take classes.

Also, that there be a fee waiver

for staff taking classes in the university.

That concludes my

comments and I'd like to turn it over to Nancy Menal.

She worked

with a group of women here at the Berkeley campus and they did a
comparable worth study on the salaries of the support staff here at
Berkeley.
CHAIRMAN HARRIS:

Ms. Menal, I'll just ask if you'll

summarize your testimony as well.

I got a particular problem I

don't want to make public--I've got to catch a plane.
MS. MENAL:

I'm also a member of the Executive Board of

AFSCME local hear on campus.

First, I have a number of hats to wear

so I'll try and switch them quick.

First, the comparable worth

study- I have copies here and I'll leave them with you.

We feel

that the support staff at UC Berkeley who are non-management and
non-faculty are 69% women.
arc women.

The people that make this paper mill go

Only 31% of the support staff are male.

If you look at

the way salaries end up getting divided, the male craft workers
earn on the average of $200 a month more than the women support
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staff.

In this preliminary study, we try to point out the fact

t this is a traditional bias.

If you go back and look at the

duties the women are performing in the university setting, the
highly complexed required a great deal of skill--they're
undercompensated for the skills that they're expected to know.

I,

myself, am a Library Assistant III, I work in the third largest
research library in the United States, I have a B.A. in German and
I don't quite make what an entry level carpenter would.

I think

that's an issue of discrimination for women, not only on the UC
Campus, but nation-wide.
dealt with.

We feel that issue must be looked into and

Collective bargaining is one way to raise wages for

the support staff at UC Berkeley.

Other legislative means would

probably have to be followed in the future.

In terms of my ...

I'd like to talk a little about affirmative action here at
UC Berkeley and the problems that our local has had in trying to
win and defend the basic affirmative action policies.
writing, a very interesting affirmative action policy.

UC has,

in

It looks

great, however unfortunately, when it comes down to implementation,
it's an entirely different story.

In the past, our local has

grieved failure to hire the qualified affirmative action candidates
and won back pay awards for the individuals.

In the SnrinP of

last year, while certain claims were being made for the Universitv's
openness and commitment to affirmative action, as far as Regents
were concerned, at the same time, the UC Berkeley office decided
they were no longer going to process affirmative action grievances
in the hiring process.
particular consequence.

They threw that out as a remedy to that
We reacted by involving a number of

community and political leaders and filing an unfair labor practice
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against the University stating that they were violating a past
practice.

We settled that unfair, we won back our right that we

had had before to file grievances on failure to select affirmative
action candidates.

A month after we settled that issue, UCLA's

personnel department started to do the same thing that the Berkeley
personnel department had done just a few months before.

Campus-by

campus, each has to defend whatever affirmative action policies
there are and that's totally insane ...

The other, in terms of the

affirmative action policies also, in the personnel book, who gets
to take classes remains entirely in the hands of individual
department heads.

It is at the discretion of the department head

to say okay, I'll let you go for three hours a week to take classes.
There's no unified policy.

If one year the supervisor decides okay,

I like this guy, I'll give him three hours off.

The next year he

goes back, doesn't like another guy, not the right color, sorry I
can't afford to lose you from my work place and the personnel
poljcy supports that kind of attitude in the department heads across
UC system-wide.

That has to be addressed.

Also the affirmative

action goals that the University sets for itself are set on a
campus-by-campus basis and not related to the individual departments
so individual departments are not required to set goals for
themselves and meet those goals.

The University only has to come

up with an overall meeting of its goals so it has a few places on
campus where they meet their affirmative and exceed their affirmative
action goals and other departments are allowed to flagrantly violate
them and nothing happens to them so I think in terms of goal setting
those have to be, those priorities have to he looked at again in
the University system.

Also the University's grievance procedure is
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ire workforce in order to search for undocumented workers. The Court found
does not have the
to violate every employee's
as guaranthe Fourth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution (each person has the
search and seizure).

•

of Illinois in the case of
tion and Naturalization Serfactories and homes and then
Americans on the r ci
status unless
icion that the individuals were illegal

of Minneso
1n t
to the plainof 2 years

s act
the university alleg
sex and national
in violation o
of 1964 and 42 U. . C. section 1981 and 1983.

3
8~-

2, Los

Fal Convention,
Dr.
Cordova,

Conference, November l-13,
. Gloria Valdivieso,

, 9
search for

- $32

s s) - Facu ty
Contra
for consultant work.
The
Kern
Technology Instruc
sons interested in
a position app
trict, P.O. Box 1437,
of reference
before

ns rue
The Chaf

- Insti

a

Office, Wes Kern Community
Phone: 805) 763-4282.
date
fi e app ication is

i

Community Co ege
instructor to teach

$17.12/hour.

983,
II,
application, current
must be submi
1
ty
'
Alta Lorna, California 91701 •

•
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ve Order
there is
assistance,

400

MAT!ON: (21 3) 590-5506

mformadoo Item

'"'"'""'"'rF!i""''MI:l''l!:' ON FACULTY AND STAFF AFFAIRS
OF ETHNIC MINORITIES AND WOMEN THROUGHOtJT

EMPLOYMENT
CSU FROM 1975 to 1981

Vice Chancellor

Robei't E.
Faculty and

I

Jeffrey
Affum.ative Action Officer
Faculty and Staff Affairs
Summary
information item.

coJ:lStl·ru~=s

assess affirmative action

nm,mr!!!!l.<~~

specific job category tluou:gb()Ut
As part of the f~
campus within the
every other year since

rl"'''nrtln.:? !'l'!n'nin"Yff"'~t!':

imposed on institutions of higher education, each
employment reports to appropriate regulatory agencies once

The report prese~~.tea
for information purposes. reflects employment trends by
category, di!l:1!'lia•~red
campus for the
1977, 1979, and 1981. Employment figures have.
also been ........................
am,rooria.te to compensate for inconsistent defmitions of employment
categories from one
to another. Specific analysis is also included regarding
employment trends of
mi'l'lnnh- and women within various faculty categories.
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AND SE..."'{

t:n:tnliQVIDelrU "'"'""~"'..,."

submitted by
Office for Civil
1979

for each of·
minority.

''Executive,

what appears to be
enruticms. Prior to 1979, the
Ex1ec1J:tive' category were those
utilized that definition.
leg:lsl~Ltiv'e

'"""';.,_, regarding emotovm,ent utilization of ethnic
decision was made to
resulted in
shift of
"Professional
mallafl1em:ent cla:ssiflcatiOlilS ctumged as a result of reviews
between the two

F&SA

Of classificatiOnS
the
and "Professional Nonethnic minorities a.'ld women
campus with a
summary.

lllC:OillSlSH::IIL uo;;;uun<VAL'>

"'""'""'''"'""""''"r utilization of ethnic minorities

SeriesCand women
Lecturers.

Non-Tenured on
svs:ternwu1e summary.

and

is difficult to determine
In
the
the
women m<:re:ued from 32oro to 38.6oro.
b.

The percentage

c.

The percentage of Blacks incre:ued from 6.5ore to 7.9oro.

d.

The percentage of

msp~1m1=s

incre:ued from 4. 9oro to 7.1 oro.

2.
m\:tU<Jes all full-time
tenured, non-tenured on track
mc:iu£1e
information by the three respective categories.
The

occurred within the full-time faculty category:
from 20.6oro to 21.7oro.

I
c.

to 2.6oro. The overall number of Black

2.1. Tenured

a.
b.

incre:ued from 16.1 oro to 18.4oro.
increased from 7. oro to l0.6oro.

5-

4
F&SA

d.

2.2.

17.6il7o.

c.
d.

to

73).

seru;e that increases in the
'"'"'"'"_.,...tenure while decreases in the
m,..,._<~_ in advancement or separations.
is
the decrease in overall
''"w"""""~'"' Slgm.nc:mtly in the future. Given

a.
lS.6il7o.

c.
to

64).

3.

The

92.3ll7o.

5
F&SA
1982

5.

have occurred within this category:

The

increased

a .

The percentage

b.

The percentage

c.

The percentage

d.

The percentage of

has increased
Hi:sp~t.ru.c:s

.711Jo to 54.6!1Jo.

4.911Jo to 6.411Jo.

has increased from 4.311Jo to 7. 11Jo.

6. Skilled Crafts
special manual
of the processes involved in work,
tl'n•nn•<rl'l apprenticeship or other formal
occurred within this category:

The

a.

• f1Jo to l2.511Jo. It should be
1979 and 1981
to 12.511Jo) and that much
shifts from the "Technical/Paraprofessional"
"Secretarial/Clerical.. categories. This was due in large
............,.. evolvement of some classifications heavily dominated by women.

ln"l'!atf".~t nl=,=-~:~" or!rv~li'ITI'!d !'l,f'f'll~i!'".l''n

'b.

inc:reased from 18.91JJ'o to 27.3117o. In addition, in 1975 there
In
, the number had increased to thirty
the greatest shift took
between
"'"''"'"''" .JIJJ'o to
minority women 3.211Jo ).

c.

to 8.611Jo. The percentage of Hispanics

7.
The

occurred within this category:

a.

The percentage of

b.

The percentage of minorities has increased from 44.51JJ'o to 55!1Jo.

has increased from l5.911Jo to 22.711Jo.

has increased from 22.611Jo to 25.311Jo.
d.

The percentage

has increased from 15illo to 19.211Jo.

- 9 7-
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F&SA

a.

c.

d.
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SA~TA

BERKELEY • DAVlS •

BERKELEY, CAL!FOR:-;L\

BAHHARA .. SA:STA

94720

Relations
January 1983
ASSEf'BLYt1EMBER ELIHU HARRIS

Dear

~r.

I am submitting the following
record:
the Universitry of
, and

(a)

of
promotions, and separations
job classifications: Executive/Administrative/
, Ladder Rank Faculty (Professor, Associate Professor and
Professor), Professional/Non-Facultyr Secretarial/Clerical,
Technical/Paraprofessional, Skilled Crafts, anCl Service ~1aintenance.
I am
anCl

the prepared testi!TK)ny of Assistant Vice President Blakely
Assistant Zak for inclusion in the written record.
to participate in the hearings, \vhich I
in identifying basic issues facing affirmative
with you the concern to preserve affirmative
as California higher education now moves into a
"""'·r>-·on,-,hrru:>r>r as well as collective bargaining, and I hope
the
ture can work together with us in
aim.

and Staff Personnel Relations
cc:
r~rditti
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J',i'Uf"'lBER OF BLACK ADr'lUUSTRATORS IN VICE G1ANCELIDRIAL POSITIONS,

UNIVERSITY OF

According to a recent survey of the nine campuses, there were three
black Vice Chancellors and four other black administrators in Vice Chancellorial classifications within the UC System.
breakdown by campus
are for black administrators
Note that the
only, and do not include members of other
groups.
Los Angeles Campus
1 black

Vice Chancellor

Riverside Campus
1 black male Vice Chancellor

1 black male Vice Chancellor
1 black female Assistant Chancellor
2 black male Assistant Vice Chancellors
Santa Barbara Campus
1 black male Assistant Vice Chancellor

- 23 -

•

T'l'omen as
of
Minority as percent of

24.4
11.1

31.6
10.5

46.2

40.7
22.2

27.0

7.7

San Francisco
vla>1en as percent of total
Minority as percent of total

44.6
25.5

47.4
26.3

58.3
12.5

46.3

46.2

24.4

.o

Davis
vla:nen as
of total
Ninority as percent of total

37.9
6.1

69.4
19.4

100.0
100.0

37.0
7.4

.4
7.1

Wanen as percent of total
r1inority as percent of total

38.1
11.7

34.7
16.3

58.8
11.8

43.8
10.9

44.
14 3

Riverside
vJanen as percent ot total
Minority as percent of total

39.2
8.9

42.9
14.3

--

28.6

42.5
11.3

San Diego
Wanen as percent of total
Minority as percent of total

33.5
10.2

41.9

SS.l

16~1

12.2

34.2
5.3

41.0
11.2

Santa Cruz
Women as _p2rcent of total
t1inority as percent of total

16.7
8.3

28.6
23.8

--

22.2

--

24 7
13.7

Santa I3arbara
Women as percent of total
Minority as percent of total

28.7
10.9

8.7
17.4

44.4

--

18.9
13 .• 5

33.3
13.5

Irvine
Women as percent of total
Minority as percent of total

29.7
15.2

30.11
11.1

60.0
20.0

36.6
16 9

33.1
12.8

27.2
12.6

25.0

15.0

50.0
11.1

26.9
.4

29.3
115

.o

Los Angeles

N

lN
U1

55.6
-~

I

SA

& AUS
Women as percent of total
Minority as percent of total

50.0

2

of New

as oercent of total

-

4.1
6.1

3.2
16.1

5.9
5.4

--

14.3

4.1
9.1

5.9
23.5

5.5
7.3

11.1
11.1

San
as

total
of

l'icmen as

as

total
of

as oercent of total
of total
1'7anen as oercent
Cruz
l'!cmen as

total
of total

3.7
11.0
3 4

-8.3
16.7

--

4.2

4.5
6.3

--

--

8.5
5.3

25.0

4.3
8.8

--

--

6.7

3.4

7.6

5.0

5.0
12.4

5.9
5.9

3 4
8.5

--

total
of total

5 6

--

11.1

narbara
v7anen as percent of total
as percent of total

4.3
6.4

25.0
25.0

--

\':'men as percent of total
i 1inori ty as pPrcent of total

3.3
8.6

13.3
13.3

7.8

7.1

--

9.5

8.3
5.3

5.6
9.4
5.9
8.6
Action Planning & Review

-

•
3

of

1979-81

Women as percent of total
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A comprehensive strategy for affirmative action that recognizes the
intricate interrelati
concerns in a hi

Federal Compliance

ips of employment, education, and administrative
education environment is needed.

Orient~tio~

University policy and practice has been weighted

•

analysis of numerical data

discovery of possi

vily toward the collection
e race, sex, or. national origin

of numerical and timebound hiring and

discrimination and toward the establi

promotion goals to redress the effects of such discrimination.
statistical outcomes is a
discrimination
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early suggests the need for ways

efforts" -- that transcend hiring and
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academic or research areas in \vhich they are underrepresented should, for example

furnish a university "credits" in a compliance revie\•1, as should a \';hole raft of
student affirmative action efforts that contribute little to the University's immedi
recruitment needs, but which constitute a signi
action as a natiom·lide policy.
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Need for Improved Coordination of Affirmative Action Efforts

Employee, student, and other related affirmative action programs have tended to
suffer from a fragmentation of effort.
ship between student and facul

af

This is particularly true of the relation-

rmative action programs. An illustration of the

need for better coordination may be seen in the rel
graduate student affirmative action.

onship between faculty and

Under current procedures for setting

affirmative action goals and timetables for faculty recruitment, goals are based
on the availability of minority and Homen Ph.Ds v1ithin different fie1ds and
disciplines.

Thus, irl fields like education. where there are substantial numbers

of minority and \'Jomen Ph.Ds,

employment goals are higher than in fields such as

engineering, where minority and women Ph.Ds

are relatively scarce.

Indeed, there

are so fe\v minority and \'/Omen Ph.Ds in engineering and some sciences that frequently
irony of this method of

zero goals are set, following current regulations

setting employment goals is that it results in the least attention being paid to
disciplines and

fi~lds

where it is most needed.

Problems such as this underscore

the need for greater emphasis on graduate student affirmative ;' · ·
increasing the supply of women and minority Ph.Ds from

lt~hich

action --

future faculty appoint-

ments can be made.

To correct this situation new approaches are needed to improve the coordination and
comprehensiveness of affirmative action programs.

1.

Establish "bridges" beh1een student and facul

programs, for example:

expand faculty recruitment efforts at the "head of the pipeline," i.e.,
early identi

sing vmmen and minodty grad-

cation and recru tment

uate students throu

post-doctoral
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, dissertation teaching

(9}

fell

ips, acting assistant professorshi

2. Target graduate student programs specifically toward departments and
disciplines
Ph.Ds for facul

is lm·1

1

ility of

pos tions -- graduate student

should augment facul

rmative action

~·Jomen

nority

rma8ve action

increasing

labili

pools in

high-demand disciplines.

3.

Emphasize the importance of faculty "ro1e models" -- e.g .• in student

advising activi

es -- as a legi

mate consideration in faculty

promotion and tenure decisions.

improving affirmative action at the University

These and other suggestions

of California were included in the 1982 Report to The Regents.
expressed great interest

and have requested that

~ve

The Regents

return in January with a

report on steps being taken to implement those recommendations.

•

I men

on these developments to emphasize that the University is now undergoing a

od of intensive

nation

June Regents' report and its
nation.

I \JOuld hope that

respect to the affirmative action issue.
are manifestations of this self-exami-

s subcommittee can join vlith us constructively in

the same effort, as has the California Postsecondary Education Commission in their
latest report, soon to

released. The University and the legislature need to

establisiJ a more cooperative, nonadversarial relationship with respect to
rmJ.tive action, in order to develop a mutually agreed-upon agenda for
addressing problems and prospects facing affirmative action in the 1980s and beyond.
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•

Leo You
lood
Assoc ate Consu ta
Select Committee on Fair
District Office
Room 5027
Oakland, Ca 94607

oymen

Practices

Dear Leo:

a

in Los Ange s wen very well, I thought.
e
ul and informa ve for me to be there.
And
i ted the
ft to the airport.

I am forwarding to you
materials you requested regarding the a firmat
action program at the University of
Cal fornia.
Included are a list of affirmative action
officers, and a copy o the Universi
's formal affirmative action progra~.
It is my understanding that you
ave a copy of our most recent affirmative action statement -- that included
the June, 1982,
to The
egents on Affirma
A t
in
oyment.
11
happy
t
to answer
questions you m
have abou af irmat
action
the Un
rsity of
Cal fornia and look forward to receiving a copy of
ions for the November 30 hearing when you have
formu a ted th
1

regards,

Assistant
A f rmative Action
and Staff Personnel Relations
cc:

Vice Presiden Kleingartner
en
Administrative Analyst Rios
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AFFIRMATIVE ACTION ADMINISTRATIVE FELLOWS PROGRAM
1.

Program Description
In 1978, the Affirmative Action Administrative Fellows Program
was initial
proposed with the
assumption that
traditional career ladders had led to certain inequities resulting in
availabi
and, therefore, a shortage of
women and minori
candidates for executive and administrative
positions. This situation contributed to an underrepresentation
of women and minorities within the higher levels of the CSU
work force.
In order to increase the pool of qualified women and minorities
for these higher level positions, the Administrative Fellows
Program was developed to ensure that women and minorities are
given equal opportunity for
and advancement within
the system. The program, therefore,
a non-traditional
career vehicle which allows individuals an opportunity to gain
a sound basis of
and experience to develop knowledge,
skills and administrative talents.

II.

Program Costs
Since 1978, the Trustees' Budget has supported this Affirmative
Action Program.
Initial , it
for 19 Administrative
Fellows per year, however, due to
budget reductions,
this number was lessened to 12 in
Table I provides a
breakdown of the total budgeted allocations per academic year.
Program funds have been utilized to cover Fellows' salaries,
campus personnel replacement costs, tra
, conference and workshop fees, materials,
and other related services.

III.

Program Participation
Each year, academic and administrative
in tenured,
permanent or probationary positions are
to apply for
fellowships.
The program is directed toward individuals who have
demonstrated their potenti
for
level administrative
positions. Table II
and ethnic data regarding program applicants
Table III provides a summary
of program
, mentors and types of
assignments.

IV.
The program has proven to be a valuable
of the CSU
Affirmative Action Plan and has maintained Board of Trustee
support since 1978.
It has enabled individuals to increase their
administrative
and enhance their upward mobility and
it has provided CSU with positive role models for other employees.
In the long run, this program has contributed toward a more diverse
work force.
Table IV
des preliminary summary information regarding
program partici
one year fol
their fellowship experience.
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In light of annual evaluations of the program, it is evident
that continued progress has been made in meeting individua
career objectives as reflected by the number of program participants who have received expanded assignments, reclassifications,
promotions or appointments to higher level positions. On the
basis of its success, recommendations for the program continuation
remain strong .

•

•
1

2/82
-2-
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TABLE I.
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION ADMINISTRATIVE
FELLOWS 1978/1983 BUDGETED ALLOCATIONS
Personnel
Year

Operating
Expenses

(Supplies, Services
& Travel)

$297,441

*1978/1979

I

N

No. of
tions

Total
Allocation

I

19

1979/1980

$430,110

$19,000

$449,110

19

1980/1981

$475,162

$52,984

$528,146

I 19

1981/1982

$307,538

$34,419

$341,957

I 12

1982/1983

$307,927

$36,140

$344,067

I 12

ific breakdown

0\
0
I

November 8, 1982

not available for this year.

WI'

TABLE II
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION ADMINISTRATIVE FELLOWS PROGRAM
1978-1983 APPLICANTS AND SELECTIONS

No. of
Program
Applicants

Total of

1979-1980

1980-1981

1981-1982

1982-1983

100

43*

38*

46*

I

281

I

81

-"~~~-----~-~-

No. of
Persons
Selected

19

19

19

12

12

17

19

19

12

10

-~~-

Total

77
59

(76.6%)

I

49

t63.6%)

I

75 (97.4%)

15

(88.2%)

14

(73.7%)

13

(68.4%)

9

(75.0%)

8

(80.0%)

14

(82.4~¢}

ll

(57.9%)

10

(52.6%)

6

(50.0%)

8

(80.0%)

117(100.0%)

18

(94 ,_1~L_19

noo. 0%)

10(100.0%)

12 (70.6%)

7

(36.8%)

14(73.7%)

9

(75.0%)

5 (50.0%)

47

(51.0%)

4 (23,5%)

5

(26.3%)

2 (10.5%)

1

( 8.3%)

1 (10.0%)

13

(16. 9%)

14 (18.2%)

Females
-----Minortty
I

N

0\

......
I

Total Persons
Women or
£1irior;j.;t;i~§

ll (91. 7%)

Types of
Positions Held at
Time of Selectton
Faculty
Academic Related
Administrative

!

0

(0. 0%)

5

(26.3%)

3 (15.8%)

2

( 8.3%)

4(40.0%)

Support Staff

I

1

( 5. 9%)

2

(10.5%)

0( 0.6%)

0

( 0.0%)

0(

*Nominations by campuses to Chancellor's Office

0.0~6)

I

3

( 3. 9%} ,,

j

Aff!RMATI'IE ACTION ADHINIS!RAT!Vl FELLOWS PROGRAM
PARTICIPANTS, PLACU£NTS, 1-l:NIORS, ASS IGNI<NTS 1978 - 1983

,,___,____,___,________ ,,,,_,____

r,-~------~----,,-------.-------

_____

-,---~--,---------.--------,-------.-----~roriii

-~~,

1982-SJ

§

:::;

:::z

!;!

"'

z

Vl

~

w

!!l

""

:Q

u
-'

0..

!i!
;?

19

19

lZ

l.L

~

<ll

,_
H

-'

0,.

"'

"'
;;;:,

i:
<C

u

~

"'

"'-

'ii

Vl
,__

0

;z

~

Vl

0

"'

0
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u
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YEARS _______ ,_

•
TABLE IV.
AFFIRH.i\TIVE ACTION ADMINISTRATIVE FELLOWS PROGRAM
SUM.t'1ARY OF RESULTS

Totals
To
12_80/1981

Total

P~rtl

lpants

.
to an
adnunis tra tl ve
position in the

17

19
12

19

19

10

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------·
8

3

*

*

14

3

2

4

*

*

9

4

l

0

*

*

5

1

c

0

*

*

1

1

1

0

*

*

2

_Q

*

*

*

*

3

csu
Acting or
appointment to an
administrative
pos1tion in the

csu
Appointment to an
administratlve
posltion outs1de
N
C)'\

csu

V-l
I

Promoted/Reclassification
Expanded

Assign~ent

Working on doctorate _l
or getting additional
faculty experience

TOTALS

13

(76.4%)

November 9, 1982

* Information not yet available.

15

(78.9%)

7

(36.8;;;;)

------------------------------

35

(45.4%)

82-05

From:

is

and

the
selection
forms.

Academic Senate
Senates

4-

FSA 82-05
January 22, 1982
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The format of the 1982-83 Administr
Fellows Program will
be essenti
same as it was in 1981-82, although some of
the activi
within the Program are changing.
The

ram continues to be modified
acquired from mentors and fellows
evaluations of the Program by the staff.
A signif
res t of the comments was the inauguration of
an orientation workshop held in June for both mentors and
fellows to
t them to become acquainted prior to the
fellows go
to the host campus and to provide information
and advice about the Program to all those participating in
it. Another consequence of
from participants has been
the establishment of an advisory group consisting of a
President, Vice Presidents, a Dean, fellows from two previous
programs and members of the Chancellor's staff. Also, the
workshop speakers and leaders are now selected so as to provide
greater repr
of minorities, women and executives
within the
• Efforts are being made to coordinate the
workshop sess
with activities in which the fellows are
involved on the campuses.
In an effort to provide continued
growth, the campuses are encouraged to provide opportunities
to fellows who return to their campus to utilize the knowledge
and experience acqu
dur
the. Program.
In achieving midyear and final evaluations
mentors and fellows are encouraged to submit written assessments of the Program as a
whole as well as evaluations of the progress of the fellows.
Candidates

•

The Program s directed toward individuals, especially women
and minorities who have had administrative experience, or who
have demonstrated the
ality for administration by leadership
other experiences which are nontraditional
in academic administration, campus or voluntary activities
which, for
~ave involved organizing work, accomplishing
work through
s, decision making, or problem solving .
We have a continued interest in attracting along with those
mentioned above
ts who have had appreciable experience
in academic administration and are seeking development for
executive positions and who could benefit from the opportunity
to work in an environment which involves styles of management,
geographical locations community involvement, academic programs
and governance that are different from those on their home
campuses. Those who have had significant administrative
experience in positions such as Associate Dean, Deans, Business
Manager, Director etc., and are seeking the opportunity for
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s

In

the reprelevels of adminisike to attract
strative
an and, if
be formulated
objectives of

for the

to
for the
the paperwork
that are

ion c

teria are
idates in
idents, and
esident
fi 1 out a
to
on

FSA 82-05
January 22
In evaluat
s from the
ications references
and in
consider
all other factors,
the ways in
successful fellows' experiences can be
utilized if
when
return to their home campuses
following the Fellowsh
Although some fellows have moved
to other positions or to other campuses after their Fellowships, others return to their home campuses. Since it is
desirable that the "post fellowsh " experiences (such as
special or interim ass
ts) bu ld on the year of trainand
t of
fellow (as a benefit for both the
and the.campuses
is factor should be considered
as recommendations are made
the campus committee, the
Pres
t, and the systemwide committee.
Mentors
Presidents should submit to the FSA Fellow'
ram Coordinator,
the names of
or 4
would be good mentors.
The
persons recommended
hold positions at the Dean's
level or above.
The FSA
inator is available to answer
any
about the role and responsibilities of the
mentors and discuss the
of the Administrative Fellows
Program. As
are
by the Chancellor's
Committee, the Presidents will be asked for further assistance
about
of fellows with mentors on their campuses.
Attachmen 2 s a statemen on the Selection Process for
Mentors and the responsibil ties of campus mentors.

Follow

is the imetable for· the 1982-83 selection and
tment process

March 1, 1982

Announcement of the Program will be made
all campuses.

March 29,

Deadline for applications to be filed.

April

982

6,

i l 26, 1982

selection committees make their
recommendations to the respective
Presidents.
President sends 3 recommendations (ranked l,
2 3)
the Chancellor.
President
submits list of recommended mentors to
the
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FSA 82-0
22, 1982
May 17,

982

-5Administrative Fellows Selection Committee
recommends candidates to the Chancellor.

Latter part of
May, and early
June, 1982

Offers of appointment are made to the
after consultation with Presidents
of host campuses.

Early June, 1982

Meeting of fellows and mentors.

Information for Reports
The Legislative Analyst's Office has asked us for extensive
information about the Program.
Please keep records that will
answer the follow
questions and submit them by July 1, 1982.
Female
White Minorit
1.

No. of application
packets

and filed.
2.

No. of
by campus

selection
committee
to President.
3.

If

about this
Mr. Stetson
ries from potential

RET:JS:ep
Attachments

-26 -

ase call Jeff
ased to respond
cants also.

FSA 82-05

ATTACHMENT 1
-1-

DRAFT

&~NOL~CEMENT

for continued support
am. Although the
review by the legisthe State, there is at this
islature will not support

The Trustee'
for the CSU
Trustee's
lative and
time
this

It is
that
in the final

that all
icants understand
cont
t on funds being provided
will not be signed until June 30 1982.

Full details of the
am and
ication materials may be
obtained from the President s Office (or whatever office is
so des

opportunity for
The purpose of the
that women and
mob
especi
given equal
persons from ethnic minor
opportunities for career
eventually to
placement and advancement in administrative, managerial and
executive positions in the CSU.
Applicants
Application
to academic
permanent or
desire to prepare
tration or
of the

Fellows Program is open
sonnel who have a tenured/
on their campus and who
for a career
ion in adminisFinal selection of fellows and operation
on a nondiscrimin
basis.

The Admin s
ative Fellows who are selected will normally be
ass
to
campus other than their own. Only under very
unusual or
reasons ill fellows be assigned to
their home
Therefor ,
icants should seriously
consider the
as a factor in mak
their personal
decision to
an appointment.
The fellowsh
w ll eceive
benefits as if
home campus.

the Academic Year, 1982-83. Fellows
ar salary, vacation and retirement
were in their r
ar position at their
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FSA 82-05
ATTACHMENT 1

-2March

982

Announcemen
campus.
obtained

ram on the
forms may be
President's office.

March 29, 1982

Deadline for applications. Applications mus be filed in the office
of the President (or the office
des
: 0 p.m. March 29,
1982. Confident al Evaluation Forms
must also be submitted
March 29,
1982.

Latter part of
May, or ear
June, 1982

Offers of appointment as Administrative
Fellows will be made.

Early June, 1982

of fellows and mentors.

-27 -

FSA 82-05
ATTACHMENT 2
-1-

SELECTION PROCESS FOR MENTORS
The Pres
should recommend 3 or 4 persons holding
positions
ws level and above to serve as mentors.
Persons to be recommended as mentors should possess good
counseling and superv
sk
; be perceived as a good
role model; be will
to commit the time involved and be
willing to provide the fellows with real experience rather
than "observer" experience.
The Pres
ts
to the Chancellor at
three candidates for

recommendations for mentors
submit the names of the
ram.

Because the needs, s
ths, and weaknesses of each fellow
as well as the
al character and
of each campus
will vary cons
, guidelines and specific responsibilities for mentors must be
articulated. Moreover,
we bel
that the most r
Fellowship experiences
will be made
where mentors and fellows cooperatively
work out
concern
mentor responsibilities
and ·reduce such details to a "learn
plan". This model,
based as it
mutual consent, wi
provide an effective
tool for
am participants, as well as the
overall Program.
There are
that are

however, some minimal universal responsibilities
icable to all mentors.

It is
for
that mentors will identify and
assign each fellow to a
set of managerial tasks
which will require the
of facts about a particular
problem or campus concern,
of those facts, development of appropriate recorn~e~n
s for solving the problem
or concern and the de
those recommendations before
the pr
decis
bodies of the campus.
Addition
each mentor must make a commitment to involve
the fellow ass
to her is office in all aspects of the
decisional processes of that office.
If desirable, fellows
be ass
on occasion to submentors for specific
ects, particularly when work assignments involve detailed and technical procedures and practices,
or for orientation and train
in other program areas.
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FSA 82-05
ATTACHMENT 2

2Follow
bilities

s

generalized responsimust:

st of other
campus men

1.

Make sure that the fellow
work
locat
close
office.

2.

With the fellow,
Learn
Plan.

appropriate
ical
to the mentor's
and revise

necessary, the

on and knowledge of
expos
the fellow to a
operation of the
to the

3.

campus,

I
the fellow (weekly

4.

Schedule
meet
s
meet
are the minimum) .

5.

the fellow to carry out a series of
short ass
of a diverse nature wh
will expose
her/him to the total human
tical environment of the
campus.

6.

Build in both observer and partie
t roles in structuring
the
with the fellow.

7.

Ass
the fellow to
decision-mak
activ
communi

8.

Structure the

9.

10.

sessions, work groups and
the campus
as to provide for
specific problems
situations and the
ssues and implications

fellow with

ature such as catalogs,
progr
organ zation charts,
~nArnlant studies
audits, eports, and studies from
the Chancellor
Office.
Partie
i
the fellow in
fina·l evaluations of the performance.

mid-year and

STATE UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGES
Office of the Chancellor
400 Golden Shore
California 90802
13) 590-5540
Code:
Date:

March 12, 1982

To:

Pres~den~s

FSA 82-05
Supplement #1

J! A/>

From:f ~ynda~l

/
'
Acting Vice Chancellor
Faculty and Staff Affairs

Subject:

Administrative Fellows Program - 1982-83
In order to insure that the recruitment and selection process
for next year's Administrative Fellows Program maximizes
opportunities for qualified candidates, the following
clarification regarding el ibility should be made.
As you know, in the past, selection and participation
in the Program,while not contingent upon willingness to
relocate,has, nonetheless, stressed the desirability of
relocation.
Such a policy, r
idly applied, may have an adverse impact
on some campuses, as well as on some candidates.who might
benefit from a new assignment at a home campus. While it
should be understood that relocation to a new campus is
still desirable, it should not be viewed as necessary for
eligibility.
It is assumed, however, that fellows who
choose to remain at their respective campus must develop
learn
ans, ·vhich clearly enhance their professional
development. Assurances should be made by appropriate
campus staff, that such.an arrangement will be supported
as a new assignment, clear
distinguished from the current
responsibilities of the selected candidates.
This communication should not be construed as advocating
home-based fellowsh
experiences. The purpose of this
notification is to insure that the Administrative Fellows

~---------------------------

.. ___..,

(Over)

__________..______ _____ ____ ____
,..

..,

,..

..,

------------------------------...

..........

-----~------------

Distribution:

Vice Presidents, Academic Affairs
Vice Presidents, Administration
Personnel Officers
Affirmative Action Officers
Associate Vice Presidents/Deans
Faculty Affairs
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Chair, Statewide Academic Senate
Chairs, Campus Academic Senates
Business Managers
Payroll Supervisors
Auxiliary Organizations
Chancellor's Office Staff

FSA
March 12, 1982
Page Two
Program attrac~the most competitive and deserving
candidates on the basis of their skills, appropriately
matched with campus needs.
Any questions regarding this communication should be
referred to Mr. Jeff Stetson at ATSS 635-5540 or (213)
590-5540.
This memorandum is being telefaxed in order
to insure timely dissemination to candidates and
committees.
Should this communication necessitate extensions of deadlines, please advise Mr. Stetson.
Thank you for your assistance in this matter.
RET:JS:ep
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..

ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE

csu

ADMINISTRATIVE FELLOWS PROGRAM
ACADEMIC AND ADMINISTRATIVE EMPLOYEES
1982-83

Information and Application Packet for Individuals
Interested in Applying for a Fellowship
Deadlines for the Selection Process:
March 29, 1982, 5:00p.m.

Closing date for applications including the four
confidential evaluations to be filed in the office
designated by the President of the campus.

Latter part of May or early June 1982

Notifications to the fellows of their appointment and
campus assignment.

Early June 1982

Meeting of mentors and fellows.

July 1, 1982

Final confirmation when the Budget process is
completed and the funds approved.
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Selection Criteria
or probationary appointment on his/her own

I.

The candidate must have a
campus.

'"'

The candidate must have made a reasonabiy serious commitment to an administrative careeL
The demonstration of this should be provided in the candidate's statements on why
he/she wants to be an
what he/she understands administration to involve
and why
seeks
to move toward this
There should be evidence in
the statement of the identification of a career path, some knowledge of the skills, abilities
and knowledge needed for the various positions in the career plan and an assessment of
the individual's
of
ability to acquire these talents. Campuses should
assist applicants in acquiring this information.

3.

The candidate must show some evidence of potentiality for leadership and ability to make
decisions.

4.

The candidate should have some previous administrative experience either at the middle or
upper levels or have demonstrated the potentiality for administration.
Competition for these few appointments is great, and all other factors being equal those
applicants with administrative
will be more likely to emerge as those selected.
The program
provide in its review process for consideration and selection
of persons without traditional academic administrative experience who can otherwise
demonstrate their potential abilities to succeed in an administrative career. Such applicants should take special care to document what they have done on their own to prepare
for an administrative career, such as extensive schooling, or leadership services in the
community, campus
or other appropriate activities.

5.

The candidate should be able to relate effectively with students, faculty and staff, including an
understanding and
of cultural, ethnic and individual differences.

6.

The candidate must possess whatever academic credentials are needed for the jobs to which
he/she aspires, or have made reasonable progress toward possession of those credentials.

7.

The candidate must be willing to accept a

on a campus other than his/her own.

8.

The candidate must be

of assignments during the fellowship.

9.

There is no age

to accept a wide
or limitation.

Selection Process
Each campus President
establish, after appropriate consultation, an
Administrative Fellows Review
the purpose of which will be to review the
applications and confidential evaluations of all campus applicants and interview all eligible
candidates.
After appropriate review, the AFRC shall forward to each campus President, the names and evaluation
of 5 to 7 persons deemed by the Committee to evidence the greatest potential for both
program performance and
service to the CSU in an administrative or executive capacity.
The Committee's judgment on this matter shall be based on the interview and the application
materials submitted by each applicant along with four confidential evaluations secured by each
applicant.

3
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campus shall review the
recommended candidates

Each

to the

csu

campuses and
deemed
the Committee to
service to the CSU in an
recommendations on
base
campus will be consulted

evidence the
information
about the

the Chancellor shall

is assured.

are to be
administrative decision-

8-

3.

Specific
for observation and some participation in matters related to the
attraction of students
campus,
financial aids, student counseling, student
in institutional governance,
foundation and

4.

Reviews and analyses of
such areas as affirmative action, occupational health
and safety, institutional accreditation, departmental administration, community relations,
development, community service and faculty workload.
academic master planning,

The principal guiding
to be adhered to in structuring the
plan is that the
and practice, must result in extensive contacts between
experiences of this program, both in
the fellow and all levels of the campus and provide one or more opportunities for the fellow to
engage in problem solving and decisional processes which are important both to the fellow and the
campus.

APPLICATION PROCESS FOR CANDIDATES IN THE CSU
ADMINISTRATIVE FELLOWS PROGRAM
Basis for Selection
Given the non-existence of
of administrative and executive potential or
success, no effort will be made to use such tools in the selection processes of this program. Indeed,
only qualitative and
measures will be utilized in determining who will be recommended
for and admitted into the program.

Salary
Each fellow will receive

salary

the fellowship.

Campus Placements
Efforts will be made to assign fellows to a campus near their home campus, although that may not
be possible in all cases. General experience with administrative fellows programs suggests that it is
more advantageous if the fellow is not
to his/her own campus.
Announcement
TI1e President of each campus will be asked to announce the existence and application procedures
for the program in
campus
newspapers, and departmental notices.
the statewide Academic
campus senates, employee organizations, and student
newspapers will be asked to announce the program and the application procedures to be followed.
Information is also available from fellows and mentors who have participated in the Administrative
Fellows 1-!rr,,.,.. ,,..,
Application
Application should be made on the form attached to this material. Four confidential evaluation
to the office designated by the President.
forms are provided, and these should be sent
They must be sent in time to meet the deadline of 5:00p.m., March 29, 1982.

5
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of
guidelines for the
fellows and the development and
The seminars will deal with
budget development
and
conflict
relations, decision-making in
higher educational institutions and basic information about the operation of the CSU system. Those
who are advanced administrators will have specially
plans. The Chancellor's Office
shall be responsible for
all special consultants involved in the program, developing and
administering program evaluation
the
of an
bibliography and the
materials.
ordering of assigned

The Chancellor's
fellowship program, the
of three

for

nnnH>nr

The Chancellor's Office shall further be
individual evaluations of
performance for each
for fellow evaluation of mentors and developing an overall
evaluation of the program for submission to the
Appropriate staff in the Chancellor's Office shall
and
for each mentor and fellow a
format for the
and experience plan which shall constitute the basic structure of the
and shall
consultation to each campus on any and all matters which would
lead to the maximization of program effectiveness.

6

APPLICATION

ADMINISTRATIVE
1982-83
The California State University
I.

PROGRAM

Note to Applicants: This program is contingent on
funding being provided in the Budget for !982-83.
The State budget process will not be completed until
June 30, 1982. Successful applicants will be notified
of their selection in May, but final confirmation cannot be obtained until June 30, 1982.

PERSONAL
Name _________________________________________~---------------------------Home Address

HomeTclephone ______________________________________________

H.

~-----------------

PROFESSIONAL
Present Title or Position - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (Give payroll title as well as any organizational title) (Rank & TSA)

Campus ----------------------------------------------------------------------CampusAddress ----------------------------------------------------------------State

City

Zip Code

Office Telephone - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - S o c i a l Security No. - - - - - - - - (Public and A TSS Number)

Title of person to whom you report
Date appointed to this p o s i t i o n - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Current Status: tenured/permanent __ probationary_ _ temporary _ _ fulltime __ parttime _ __
Describe briefly your current responsibilities - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

III.

EDUCATION (List highest degree first)
Institution

Major/Field

Education Related Honors, Awards, Scholarships:

1
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Degree

Date

Extracurricular Activities:
Describe any activities you
management type activities

IV.

while you were a student that involved administrative or
on student committees, involved in student governance, etc}

PROFESSIONAL HISTORY (List and describe briefly the responsibilities of the three positions held
prior to your current position.)
A.

PositionfTitlt'/ Rank
TSA, speciality,
or field of work)

(indud~

Institution
address)

(inciud~

Dates

Salary

Status
(Tenured,
permanent,
probationary,
temporary,

fulitimc,
parttime)

-282-

B.

Administrative

other than listed in IVA:

List
campus committees, senates, service to professional societies.
program coordination,
Describe the nature of any other administrative positions held or
activities performed the past three years (paid or volunteer).

C.

Civic and Community Activities:
(List the names of community organizations in which you have actively participated. Identify any
leadership positions held.)

D.

Professional Activities:
(Please attach a list of your publications, presentations, other professional activities, employment
related honors and awards.)

V.

CAREER OBJECTIVES
A.

Please summarize the administrative and leadership skills and abilities you have acquired from your
employment, student, community, professional and other activities.

3
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l.

2.

3.

VI.

to serve

short-term

is to serve in

!earn more about the

in the next few years:

programs and

in order to reach my career

FELLOWSHIP PLACE.l\1ENT PREFERENCE
A.

and with the following types of
mentors.

which you would like to do your
assurance that you will be placed
the extent possible.)

B.

I.

2.
3.

4.

VII.

REFERENCES
Please identify by name, title and
the four persons who will provide a confidential evaluation in
support of your candidacy. Please include a reference from the person to whom you report (e.g., your
Department Chair, Dean or Program Director) or a higher level administrator on your campus who is
familiar with your work.
I.

2.

3.

•

4.

VIII.

ESSAY
Write a short essay (maximum three typewritten doublespaced pages), indicating why you are considering a
career in academic administration. This essay is a very important part of the application and should provide
the various persons and committees involved in the selection process with insights into the following:
(I)

Your reasons for an interest in an administrative career.

(2)

Your own assessment of your potential for an administrative career. (Strengths, weaknesses,
particular abilities)

(3)

Your plan for career development

( 4)

Perspectives on the role of administration in the life of the university

(5)

Perspectives on the role of the university administrator

( 6)

Ways in which the Admmistrative Fellows Program will help you achieve your career objectives.

5
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ADMINISTRATIVE
THE CALIFORNIA
CONFIDENTIAL EVALUATION

This evaluation will be
among those nominated.

element in the selection of program participants from

Please send this evaluation form to·

in*)

*The Office of

President--------------------Name __________________________________

*Address-------------------------------------------------It must be in the President's Office

5:00 p.m. March

*

1982.

*
Name

l.

Evaluator

Nature of
candidate

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Academic

Dean

2.

How many years

3.

General

known

skills and

for academic administrative or
demonstrated leadership skills,
such as ability to develop
make recommendations.

Skills in
information:

-286-

b.

Initiative, resourcefulness, adaptability and ability to follow through.

c.

Judgment and ability to make sound decisions.

d.

Ability to present ideas and disseminate and utilize information effectively.

e.

Interpersonal skills - Ability to work cooperatively with others; to listen to others and
respect divergent views; to direct the work of others; to persuade others.

f.

Sensitivity to colleagues and those providing campus services, with particular attention to
persons from various ethnic minority backgrounds, women, and the disabled.

g.

Ability to organize work, set goals and meet objectives in a timely fashion; tolerance for
administrative detail and interruption .

•

(use additional page, if necessary)

2
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4.

Please

your

the

on the
candidate's

of the functioning of

an academic
Comment

1
2

Good .
Average
Poor

3
4

b.

difficult interpersonal relations with
other employees,
to most .
to many
to many
Unacceptable to most

c.

5.

I

Comment

2
3
4

How would you rate the candidate's potential
or administrative officer?
Good

l
2

Poor

4

Please rate the candidate's
appropriate box):

relevant to an academic

Comment (optional)

career in academic life (check the

for a
Good

Assistant to an
Academic or
Administrative
Officer

0

0

0

Doubtful

Poor

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Chief Academic
Officer

0

0

0

0

0

Vice President

0

0

0

0

0

President

0

0

0

0

Dean of a

Note: This evaluation is
consideration for
used for any other

process. The form will only be used for
to an administrative fellowship. It will not be
and will not be included
personnel file. As
the information nrr'""'""
and applicants will not
reference FSA

of Evaluator

3
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December 28, 1982
RE:

RACIAL DIS

THE UNIVERSITY OF

IFORNIA

Assemblyman Elihu Harris
Chairman Assembly Select Committee on Fair Employment Practices
State Legislature
Sacramento, California
The legislature has been providing tax monies to the University for more
than ten years to support affirmative action. I suggest that the
committee now carry out an end-use audit. For the money provided, what
positive physical results have been achieved by UC?
parately, what
additional results have been obtained with general budgetary funds not
specifically earmarked for affi
ve action? This audit will help
you distingu sh between what UC says and what they do in affirmative
action. Based on a long term association I feel that tax monies given
for affirmative action have been used to block affirmative actionJand
that ra al discrimination has been tolerated if not encouraged at the
highest levels of the University in spite of an acknowledgement of the
problem.
An indica on of the a
of the President's office can be seen by
what has happened to those individuals found to be discriminating versus
those employees who spoke out against racial discrimination. In the
rative Extension Service the
Force on Racial Discrimination
in the
rative Extension Service
und racial discrimination in
virtually every aspect of Extension life and criticized administrators
Kendrick, Seibert, and Schoonover. Si nee that time all have been
promoted des te a s
University Task Force which found massive
admin strative incompetence from e same ndividuals.

•

When black, o
and
Cooperative Extension employees
complained
al
sc mina on they were either fired or sandbagged and p
ons bl
and du es removed. Ironically, one of
e "Seibert Six" is now secretary of the Cali rnia Republican party.
When the Systemwide personnel
rector Baskerville made a conscious
effort to increase minorities in Systemwide she was abruptly fired.
When Farm
sor Yeary he ped the
rmworkers Union he was told that
he would never get another raise again. He hasn't.
Your committee should just look at the numbers. In the Cooperative
Extension Se
ce look at the number of minority employees in decisionmaking posi ons. The director, associate director and assistant state
rectors remain all white. Look at the number of minorities who are

- 2 8 9-

Page Two

December 28, 1982

specialists, who are farm advisors, and don't be deceived by claims of
l/64th American Indian just discovered when it
d do some good.
Walter Strong was Assistant Vice President for Affirmative Action.
When the Regents demanded a Task Force to investigate charges of
racial discrimination in the Cooperative Extension Service President
Saxon appointed him chairman. The Committee held hearings in four
areas of the state and interviewed some 75 witnesses. You should
request a copy of their report. They made findings of racial discrimination not only in hiring, but in promotions, committee assignments, and virtually every aspect of Extension life. The committee
should also ask for the records which this committee considered and
relied upon in making its report because Vice President Strong advised
me that the original report had been softened against his wishes before
being issued. Mr. Strong also personally told me that all records had
been boxed and stored in order that other groups could reevaluate the
program in the future. I have repeatedly requested these records under
the California Public Records Act, but the University tells me that
either the records never existed or they cannot locate them now. Perhaps
the committee would have better luck.
It should be noted that Mr. Strong's employment relationship with the
University was abruptly terminated about two weeks after he made
findings of racial discrimination. The administration claimed that
they had been going to fire him for some time, but just hadn't got
around to it. Extension Director Seibert, who was accused of discrimination by his minority employees, correctly pointed out that while
Strong made the findings against him--that Strong was no longer there
and he was. In fact Seibert, despite the findings of three committees
and federal audits and the written appeals to Saxon by his own staff,
was then promoted by President Saxon to Assistant Vice President.
Vice President Archibald Kleingartner then studied the management
practices that permitted if not encouraged racial discrimination
found by the Strong Task Force. He found extremely poor management
practices on the part of Seibert and other Extension administrators and
that these practices also had a discriminatory effect. Minority
employees wondered if he was found to be a poor manager and also one
who practiced racial discrimination, why he should be promoted unless
this v1as a characteristic valued by the President's office.
The original version of the Kleingartner report recommended that Seibert
and Kendrick be removed from administrative duties. Unfortunately the
report was then doctored before being given to the Regents. I suggest
that you request the original version in the form that it went out for
revie1v and also the materials considered and relied upon by Kleingartner's
staff in developing this position paper. Again I have requested these
reco
from the University but have been told that they either never
existed or cannot now be located. But how can a 6 month evaluation be
cdrril•d out v-1ithout wr·itin(J dnythit)(j down?
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Page Three

Raymond Huerta is an experienced tle VI lawyer. He served as Acting
Assistant Vice Presi
t
r Affirmative Action after Strong's abrupt
departure. He was given the responsi lity to evaluate the charges of
the "Seibert Six," six mino ty employees who claimed discrimination
on the part of Seibert. You should ask for the written reports of
each of these cases because they give you a first-hand idea of the
tactics used
Se bert and countenanced by Kendrick in carrying out
dis.crimination.
To~~rtinez succeeded Huerta as Acting Vice President for Affirmative
Action. This Spring he issued a report to the Regents stating in essence
that very little progress had been made in Affirmative Action. He was
then abruptly taken out of office for failure to be a "team player."
Employees say that he wrote a much stronger report and one of the
reasons he is no longer there is that he refused to soften it at
Kleingartner's request. One of the methods of co-opting minority
employees is to fire them without cause and then contract with them
for a period of time on the basis that they will keep their mouths shut.
You should check the personnel files
both Strong and Martinez.

At the operational level you should examine the case of Cooperative
Extension Service Affirmative Action Officer Eugene Stevenson who has
been co-opted. The principal remedy suggested by the Strong committee
to treat racial discrimination in Cooperative Extension Service was to
appoint an Affirmative Action officer who would be independent of, and
review actions taken by Seibert. Vice President Kleingartner touted
this approach to the Regents and issued press releases concerning the
qualities of Mr. Stevenson. In addi on, by shifting all blame to the
new affirma ve action officer, li
for the Extension administrators
could go on as before.

I

But Mr. Stevenson quickly found that what the administration said and
what they wanted done were quite distinct. In the attached letter of
gust 28, 1981 Seibert asked the Affirmative Action Officer to violate
University policy by approving a county director posi on without
opening it up to Affirmative Action. In h s attached reply of
r 2, 1981
venson not only agrees, but tells him how to avoid
rmative Action n future appointrnents. The same accommodating
attitude was expressed in Stevenson's letter to Seibert of October 28,
ould ask Stevenson if he actually wrote these
1981. Your committee
letters or if they were prepared by the administration for his signature.
But it is significant that even after the matter hit the paper (attached
r•1arch 16, 1982) neither Saxon, Kleingartner nor Kendrick issued reprimands
to either Seibert or Stevenson or took any type of corrective actions.
loyees say that administration held the letter until Stevenson was
getting out of line, then saw to it that it was leaked to the Daily
Cal fornian to discredit Stevenson in the eyes of his clientele,
minority employees. Although the Regents have not been advised,
Ke
ck then acted to take away some of the Affirmative Action Officers
most important duties (see attached letter from Kendrick of October 8, 1982).
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Page Four
In e
ct Stevenson has
n
ced to a
ng a j
b
ose responsib li es have
I s
st to you th t
matters go
whi
must
dealt with
your gro
effect. Please note the attached month
Affirmative
on
cer Singleton (De
atti
towards

r 28, 1982

appears to be

a dmi nis t ra tors
are to have a lasting
report
previous Extension
r 1977) suggesting that
problem in his mind.

In my previous etter I dealt with
of mino ties who file
grievances with Cooperative Extension.
the attached letter of
December 15, 1979 a black employee brings
another problem--that of
coercion
nori
employees specifical
cause they have filed a
grievance against the Administrators. Here he filed a grievance of
racial discri n
inst his county
rector and with F€PH. The
coun
directo 's
s re onal supervisor Ann Burroughs) told him to
wi
raw h s complaint imme ately
stant te
nation with
coercion there is no
o letters of recommendation. De
record
at Burro
was ever
r her
dely known action.
He
thdrew s complai
to
nevitable suggestion
that
ration
vity. Burroughs
was then
res pons i bil ity.
s
ttee has an important egal, mora , and
Universi
s uld
a1 with these matters ·i nterna 1 , but they have
attempt to
gen
sp
ce, and the
refused to
so
's now up to the
deal
th
problems have
al dissuppo
ng
le slature. Up to this
c mination
supp ying the means.

Your

RBB: smw

cc:

res

t

xon
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Eugene Stevenson
J

.

. ,,

·•'
...

·.

5.

The County Director position in San Benito County is much like
a Department Chair where appointments are done on an internal
basis when an FTE does not exist.

.·. 6.

Re'cruiting. in this sense-would be an_unneeded • .allo_c:ati.on of
r/sources and budget inasmuch as the likely can!1A4<l_~e. to
emerge anyway would be Alex Gibson. Further, ··an open recruit,..,ment· is-not likely -to be successful given our experi~~ce in
:J:be pas_!:(;
' o• ,.,_,- :~. ; > - · ~--

"

~

:.

'

7.
.~ ..· .

, .. :·

.

'

August 28, 1981

'·'

·'

-~

- 3 -

'

'-•.

J'

Mr. Gibson is fully qualified to take on the responsibilities
described in the County Director/Livestock Youth Advisor
·position that would go on in the County.
__

;

. ''~. Your concurrence of this action is requested and would be greatly
..
- appieciated. If you do not concur with this action, I would appreciate
in ~.;rriting a det<Jiled and specific course of action which would be
acceptable to you.

....

·= Sincerely,

'·

·.' "'¥ .

._,
'•.'

-,

''·

Jerome B. Siebert
Assistant Vice President
and Director

.. ,
.. :·.•·

. '------c··~-:- --· .. Attachments

...

.:'•.'

. cc:

J. B. Kendrick, Jr .
N. J. McLaughlin

••

'

t ..

.)·

.

~-. ~

·. :-.

•.

.
.

.._

___.

..

.,

:..,_·

-:-- ..
).

"·.-·...

l-

Office of the
ture

r 2, 1901

PRESIDE~;T

,\SSISTAliT VICE

SIEilERT

Dear Jerry::
I

:1m in

~·cce

t

of

YC'L::!."

t'~-iO

tor artd
job
to the Sa:n Dcni
cc fu7

1::oI:cus~h;<olb

r:mdLUn is rc l:1 ed to the

lon for s

po31t
and
e other

irec~

J.S

~,:c:;:orandu;'1

i::

r~~l::.tcd

Director rositi

vacancy.
rst, I ~~ in co~~lctc
n tional
for
JhJ itio~1 of thc:
on 1 DirccYour job cl 1~SC
tion r::xp.::·css
h'Cll i>;ly
t is •,.;isc
to go
I should like tCJ su:~,;cst th;;,t
;:ch (:);-;J:d
,;c rcco:'d
v;ith your office 2.11 docu:ncntcd cviclcncc of
<1l1 contact 11ii:h
1980
J Gr~mt Colleges a.nd ·the Tusi:e;;c.:c
of the pos j
the
Sacr21~cnto a-reas, as t:cll
should
of
~~CCI"Uiting

Indeed, I concu:r
to
of the Sc.:uch
criticism. As you kno·:r,
nc·.~~~papcrs r
c·~vs ar:.d t1J.c public 1 s
111is ;:n;arcncss is to protect us
pas , 'I11i:!refo::o, ! sho:...:lC: llko
the us~zc of terT:"':S r~qucstinz a pcr::;on
cul tura c~qJcricnces" rather that! the
it is

nc~b:::rshlp

term
;:;ecmld mc;,,orawlum- -11w Sar,
t'c:c County Dircctcr -;:::.c::mcy.
extcnuat
circru:1stance, and it is not lii:cly 110
a /Car aza
I a:Il sug-

of f;:ilurc to
fllo <1..'1d made :rmil :1bl c

,,
for

Smi .

29 -

Assi:ilt.rmt Vice President Sicbart

-2-

,...._____
rou,

I nn ploascd thnt ,!:]... have not hnd dl::i[puntlcd por:Jon~
!:>cidng opporttmitic::~ to givo .ll! n hnrd time. l\'hcn it doc:J occur, I h'o.;-,t .!..!1.
to bo protoctod. I bolievo that n pttrt of our proble:ns Hill lnJlcctc thnt
klr;J of no;;a.tl vo bch:wior. Another nl ternnthrl~ _action to. consider h to,
assign a porson on a tcororary._bnsl5:-~so:_th:;:-ough tho .. roc::uiting procc:;3. havo.
th.c~tc:..."'})-orii.ry.:-j).or.S-on~upply ;-and ... appolnt-.Oll-thc.....basi.Lof-tho-toii:.pora::-y... pcrsoa
co~~t a::> tl}~P-r1.~Y......£QJ!~_!£.at<?.!...
'

IL1 1 rr:ontioncd to

If I can provido any further assistili''lCO, please fcol free to cnll on mo.

Sincoroly,

E'.J[!.:;:lc D ..

Stovc;1:;::I1

Affirrr:::J.ti vo Action Officer-

EDS/Inv

•

'/cc:

N. J. McLaughlin

•
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VEHSITY OF

LIFO
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,I

I!
I

SYSTE!\1\VlDE ;\D;'diNISTHATION

I

/C

-------BI:HKFLEY

~

DAVIS • JHVIGE * LOS AZ\CELES

~

PI\'l:n.:~dOE

•

~A!S'

l'IF\.:0

~

Office of the Vice Prcsidcnt-riculturc &University Services

SAN Frt:\NCISCO

lll-:HKFLEY, C\LlH1l\:\L\

'!47c0

October 26, 1981

ASSISTANT VICE

PRESIDE~T

SIEBERT

licar Jerry:
fer bccrtusc of the cxtenllatiJ1 c 1 ·umstancc~~ s~l:·:·oundAlthough the 1980 polic;· s :Jtcs our ri
t c
:lJ:~:ro':e th:2 transfer. I bel ie\:'C h'C should have a letter frc~l (,fr. \'alaclc::: requestiilg the transfer.
I b.cllc\T...J_hl_s documented ,1:.;rcc ,c;lt
rcc~ucst ·.wuld protect us tram any co;;lplaj-i1Y?""!z!tcr~'-"·
1

~·oncur ·~·:i

th the

tr~:n

n:; this p;1rticular else

~~c L111

11 n
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TUESOf\ Y, MARCH 16, 1982

BERKELEY

=---=--~-~~=-'

told UC
affirmative action
EVA.'J

Eugene Stevenson to
Ex!en.sion
Director

WRITER
COPYRIGHT
THE DAlLY

Slebt:rt, Stevenson sug.f?ests that

administrators can bypass the affirmative action
by giving
tuallv want to
porary basis,

The

vent Uw affirmative dCtion
in hiring, The DoiJy

has le<.nned.
2. l

I memorandum

"Another aJU;rnative aclion to
consider ls to assign a
on a
temporary basis. go
the
recruiting process. have
tem,
and appoint

Action Officer
FROM FRONT PAGE

son coming out
the only candidate." t1JP TJH~rnu .<>tJIH<>.
The memo refers
tq
hiring a director for
unin·r..,ie.\tenswn office
Countv. Stevr:n;;nn
in the me,mo that the

did not recruit
the San Benito
tion.
"For future planning, I brda~ve
we will be on sJfe ground to
O)H'nly recruit for County D11r~c~

tors' positions. 11nless
cums!ances are as difficult a~ the
San Benito case," it states.
"! mnntiorwd tq vou
plt;i!Sf'.-l that we have Tl!lf
gJ1ln1li~d

perr.,r1n..'>

tunitif:s to give

d

Stevenso11 continued "\\'hen it
does occur, I want us to be proter:lf:d.''

The
extension is
the
doll;,r arm of the
univmsity that aids farmers and
othrr
ltural concerns in
Cal
Tlw lJuiversity ,,f
"The extreme interpretation is
tl1Jt the affirmative actlon officer

California is required to prov1dc

Sllch services because it is a landgrant university.
In an interview last Frid<Jy,

circumvent

affirmative action

' the official said,

how seriuuslv the uniwouJd mgard ~uch conit \Vere
thf' official
said it would bn •·troublesome -absolutely intolerable,"

Stevenson denied the authenticity
of the memo.
''I'm sure it is (falsified)," he
said, "Wn should not forget that
minorities and
women
should be given opportunities to apply for positions.
I stand by that"
Stevenson said he thinks somethe university administra<

\Vili!nms. Slm:en.son's
!he

ont~ in

tion

JS

trying to stop progn~s.<> in

affirmative action by framing him
in
memo last vear that
is no!, so far as I Can mako
an overall

cmnmitment" to
tension.

Klningartner who chaired
committee in 1980
the

dures and actions
sonnel practices

committee conthe extenslon was "an
organization that has real evidence of affirffiative action Ue~
"and he recommended
among other
~that the
extension hire a
affirma-

inveslig<1tion into tlw
tion"

- 29 7

"It's a concerted effort on the
of some people. Jo say !hot
action is not a conSEE PAGE 10

''

Office of
riculture &

Services

BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA

!

'

94720

October 8, 1982

J.B. SIEBERT·
!

ISTRATION

J

I

EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT GROUP
l

f

On
17, 1982 we discussed the division of responsibilities in
the affirmative action area for Agriculture and Unive
Services.
At
that time we
on the allocation of r
lities as sho·m1 on the
attached statement.
Henceforth, therefore the attachment should be used
in det
where the responsibilities lies on various
as a
affirmative action matters.
I would appreciate your cooperation in
this clarification.

l>ttachment
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n ......

'-HicH:.lve Actaon Responslblllties
iculture & University Service~

EDS
Provide Assistance and Consultation
regarding federal
and UC

X

Assist
and suggest
goals.

X

goals
reducing

DSS

X

posi
information and
recruitment
strategies to aid in reaching goals.

/

Review
for compliance with
affirmative action.

\1'

Certify academic appointments for compliance with affirmative action.

X

Approve staff
appointment
procedure and conduct a post audit to
assure

X

Conduct compliance reviews.*

X

Conduct training programs on
tive action.·

affi~ma

~Liaison

X

with Federal State and
Univer
agencies or offices on
affirmative action and civil rights
matters.

X

Liaison with agencies on handling
civil rights
ants.

X

\/' Administer EEO Counselor

'

X

am.

X

X

Coordinate activities of the
Affirmative Action
Committee.

X

Provide staff assistance to AAA
Committee.

X

to miniorities and
Provide coun
women on career opportunities and civil
ts matters.

X

* Also a responsibility of Regional Directors

HES (Rcvisec)
10/<l/82
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EDS
action
and UC
and annual

Wri

NJM

DSS

X

X

response to

laws

X

affirmative action portion of the
ive Extension annual Plan of

X

X*

narrative

X

X**

/

as needed.

Monitor Search Committee and entire
process for academic personnel.

X

outreach recruitment effort for
ties

X

ities for

progra~s

alculate workforce
for each job g

X

for women and

ibili

X

X

X

and adverse

Prepare annual statist

s

as

X

needed.

X

tion into the overall

ts as needea.

AAO

AAO

takes the lead in

ions.

\·iES

( ~evi sed)

10/4/82
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EVAN LEE

would like.

<(

ra

0

think the

(j)

tio11'd comm m.·nt is there, but
lni1·t~rsitv

of C:alifmnic1 syslPnnvid" offi-ci.Jis br:lin'" tiH;ir affirm;\! 11 t' ;H:t inn
ffrnl
l1av"
dcd dis.q>pnint
r~;s1dls iH:canse th•- tlfli\·,:rsitv has ocitlwr
nn overoll :;1
-toward nor a
commitnwnl to
tlw
hm. 'II'" Doily Californian has
learn Pd.
Archin

Kleingartner.

the

administrntion's vice fHPsident
for <Jcildem ir. and staff
rrd:Jtions.
ned the prohlmns
with <Jffinllath·e action a! UC in

;rn "intenwl corn:spondence"
memorandum to lJC Vice President William Fretler dated July
Hi.1981.
The memo was obtained
the
iu n yesterdily. In
suggests to Frettrwr thai
aclion be one
of !he lupir:s discussed at a series
"f confn<~nces between systemwide officials and campus chanlnrs.

'firmativf~

action
"I f!!!:Ol!lmP.nd
ously confront one
and

important

affirmative action in
its dimensions," Kleingartner
wrote.
Klningarlrwr s!atnd that university offir:inls needed to disaffirmative action
and

to incrtcase
of wonwn and minorities
in senior management
"l think we are
the edgns of this
contilllwd. "Tlwre is not, so far
as I can make out, an overal
strategy and commitmen!."
Heilr:hPd
nN

c;wtionrd

the mrrno ilhou! a

of cnm"could re-

isn't nearly as great

like," he said. "There's not

not

manager who

as r:mnmi!tcd
~,
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is

Iii! onglit to br!."
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0
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not rnPa!i
rc1narks ns
:3
"broads idn a !tack" on cllrrent
z
eff(lrts
0:
0
"The
hos done some
u..
I ings, but the
....J
<(
ma grli!
.of the problem is so
0
great," lw said.
>_]
IE ngartner's memo con- i:;;:
cllldr:s
tii<Jt if the sys•0
min
ion could
UJ
I
a "forceful plan" for af1firmative action. then the university would
ask the state
mon• money.
are wary of ·
uests for more affund
. Asmnmber El u I
d, has said that he
wants to see the university do
more with the money it
has.
HJIJH\2 fi-s'cal year, the
provided !he univerabout $4 million for
tive action and
stu
and staff af$775,000
firma! i ve action.
l
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ing the governor's
a saL
"Wltat I'm real
giv1: them tlw
arrived at. and I'm going to I
the elected officials dn what th
are supposed to do." Baskervi
said before the meeting ycst.
Jay.
\vhilr: lwr !ll<'Pii
with
concellos was si
y dt!sign•
to present her evidence. slw s:
her goill is to convince tire comn
tee io suggest n:dirncting fun'
from the uni1·ersity's administ•
tion to eel ucational
Baskerville said she may 1w·
with other lPgislators interest.
in her claim~. including s,.,
\\'illiam C;llnpbell, H-\\'hitti•
and Asscmhlymembnr Cary !!a·
D-Santa Darbara, head of lh
educational subcommittee.
Vasconcellos ·was un<Jvailahl
for comment yesterday, 1)\
Speich agreed the !l1f)Pting \\.
pmely informational. not a s!r.t'
egy session to implement Ba'
kcrville's propusaL
Baskervilln also said V<OS!PnL'
her $7 million Jamag•) clai1
against lllf) university. ste.rnnn1
fr;m1 lwr wwmpioynwnt. will J,
!ward in pi!rl by the St,llc l'ubl'
Employeps J{dations Board.
Basknrvilin claims the univl'r
sily fired her <Jfter six years'
sPrvicp for publicizing h.
ch;ugns of misman;q,:•·rnnnt an,
J'OOr ilffirm~ti\e ilc!ion progm'
Tlw ·uni1·ersity, hmn)VI'f, ma11>
tains llasknrvilln inl<'rlll•·d to n·
sign c1s r!arly as the bo:ginning
liisl ynar.

Specifically, she suggests reassigning
emplo~ees
.rr.om
Academic Vice President Wdlwm
SACRAMENTO - Former Frazer's office to the Educational
UC Personnel Director Carole Policv unit, il freeze in hiring,
Baskerville mel yesterday with and f)-l iminaling 1 :J maililgement.
Assem
Ways and Means professional and clerical workCommittee Chair John Vascon- ers.
She also wants an annual audit
cel
D-Siln josn. to present him
evidence of mas- of the univprsily's administnJwaste and misman- tion. A similar audit request to
agement in the university admin- the state finance department was
rejectr~d last month on grounds
istra!irm.
UaskF:rville, who left thn ll!li- that the university is out of the
.
last October. said the sys- officn's jurisdiction. · .
Vasconcellos' comn11ttee wlll
administration's $14
present a suggestr•d state budget
million
could be trimmed
to the full Assembly later in the
$4 mil ion hy combining
year.
dutir~s and eliminating some osSEE PAGE 9
sit
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s told of waste-ity admi11istration
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r s qurir crly report
wasn't going to do
re CJ
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Affirmative Action
tan five years).

I do not know what prompted th
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f he

rem<Jrks but it <Jppcared
s rcqu ref71ents <Jnd that

rative Extension is In
vii I\ r~xpericnce
g in t i
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aws.

li1C 1y
<Jrently

a recc vcd this defiant

irm manner, administrathave to meet those Civil
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What
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P.O. Box 611
10533 San Pablo Avenue
E1 Cerrito, Californ
94530
(415) 524-7502

P.O. Box 351
960 East Street
ittsburg, Californ
- 94565
(415) 439-4398

CONTRA CO$TA COUNTY
December 15, 1979

J. B. Kendrick, Jr.

Director of Cooperative Extension
University of Carifornia, Berkeley
317C University Hall
Berkeley, California
94720
Dear Director Kendrick,
I am a minority employee who have served eight years in the Expanded
Food and Nutrition Education Program as a 4-H Youth Advisor in Contra
Costa County. Last Friday December 7 at 12:00 P.M., Director Burroughs
and I met to discuss a complaint of racial discrimination against
J. J. Coony. After the meeting was over, Director Burroughs :nadc a
statement to me as we vtalked to ;n~' car. The statement \•las; "It's not
good to burn your bridges behind you". My reply was, "first I have to
be satisfied, if not, then I may have to leave 11 • Her reply was, "yah
but you don't want to burn bridges behind you, you'll need letters of
recommendation for new employment etc ••.•. In e~sence, she implied if
I continued my grievance, (burning my bridges behind me) I 1vould not
get recommendation letters from the University of California. I filed
a complaint with Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) Monday,
December 10, because I will not tolerate the intended harassment.
Sincerely,

Kenneth Rowland
4-H Youth Advisor
Contra Costa County
cc:

Vice President A. Kleihgartner
Associate State 4-H Youth Leader Z. Singleton
Affirmative Action Director R. Huerta
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415-254-7877

Robert B. Bradfield
President

JD .. PhD, MN.S., FRSM, FAAAS, FJCP, F.RS.T.M, 01pi. Amer. Bd. of Nutrition

December
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Dear Mr. Youngblood:
This letter is concerned
ivers
li
in

ttee'

ew

A major area
system
jus

discrimination
in the University

ter S
reported to the
Cooperative Extension
on) he made a point
through the UC
is lack of
of the hearing,
ng process to the
bert x (the six
Master five of the six persons
is now at trial.
report of the
Extension Service
d public hearings
only
racial
to them, but also
promotions, and
the mate
materi a1 s
purposes.
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als considered
Vice President Strong
and preserved for later
r hand when I have requested

December 21, 1982

Page Two

these materials under the California Public Records Act Vice Presidents
Kleingartner and Kendrick deny the existence of the file.
You should also request a copy of Vice President Kleingartner's
extensive review of the management of the Cooperative Extension
Service and also ask for the materials considered and relied upon
by his staff in the preparation of the report. I suggest that you
ask for the original report rather than the doctored report which was
later presented to the Regents. While Vice President Kleingartner
tended to excuse the discriminatory behavior on the basis that it was
poor management he did confirm abuses of the grievance process. But
since then neither he nor the Extension Service has done anything to
improve the process despite notice from Systemwide Personnel Director
Baskerville.
This year several unions and I asked the Systemwide Personnel Director
and the Vice President for Personnel to meet and discuss the problems
of grievance procedures with particular regard to access by minorities.
Inspite of the fact that it would appear to be one of their related
duties both of these UC officials refused to even meet with us concerning these problems.
My attached letter of June 28, 1982 to the Regents discusses these
problems. The University's reply of October 26, 1982 is attached as
is my reply to them of December 5, 1982. The point that should be
made is that the University is aware of these problems but refuses to
do anything about it.

•

A current example of how the University deals with its employees is
that of Edward Yeary, a member of a class protected by law from discrimination. The management of Cooperative Extension has behaved so
grossly in this case that the Public Employee Relations Board has
accepted it for hearing. The use of the Office of General Counsel
to scare off a minority witness is particularly reprehensible. I attach
for your review his amended complaints to the State. It is a catalogue
of how the University breaks its own rules in order to deny justice to
its emp 1oyees .
-----~yours,

. /~~~
Robert B. Bradfield
RBB: smw
Enclosures
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Dear Members of the Board of Regents:
The

robl

o

unfair labor practices i
ions.

has reached crisis

UC grievance procedures

The similari ies between now and

the racial discrimination situation several years ago are inescapable.
Then,

as now, the administration denied all charges of misconduct

on its
the~

and refused to deal with the

lem in any way.

You

encouraged the administration to form a task force to investi-

gate a professor's charges of racial discrimination.

The task force

on racial discrimination in Cooperative Extension Service confirmed
the charges which had been denied by the administrators who were
char

with the discrimination.

_A second task force also confirmed

the findings-as did the United States Government Accounting Office.
The lesson to be learned is that the administrators are reluctant
to examine their own conduct and excesses occur when administrators
are accountable only to themselves for their conduct.
The problem with dispute-resolution goes back to the same period
and grows out from it.

You may remember that the task force pointed

out the problems of poor dispute resolution in the Cooperative Extension
Service in 1979 and even recommended that the cases of six minority
employees (The Siebert Six) be heard apart from the usual Extension
grievance procedures

a designated master.

When Vice President

and personne

Kleingartner reviewed the

policies of

the Cooperative Extension Service, he also called particular attention
to the very poor system for resolving disputes.

lie also spoke to you

about this situation on February 15, 1980.
But i

spite of these findings by two

essentially nothing has

level committees,

ed to improve the system.

Basically

there are two sets of problems, the rules themselves and how the game
,,. ;

- 3 0 6-

I
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•

is played .

Several examples may be helpful to understand the problem.

In the case of academic employees, the rules are that management appoints
the hearing officer and the employee has no voice in the decision.
When Mr. Stevenson filed a grievance against Mr. Siebert, Mr.

Siebert~

instead of stepping aside, appointed two of his close friends,
an office-mate, to hear the ~omplaints made against him.

including

These gentle-

men refused to allow Stevenson or his counsel to even view records
being introduced into evidence against him.

Perhaps the clearest

example of the need for revision in University procedures is that of
the recently concluded case of Helen Marquez.
grandmoth~r was one of the Siebert Six.

This doughty Hispanic

As you remember, Vice President

Kleingartner was given responsibility to resolve these six cases.

lie

assigned this duty to Assistant Vice President Huerta, a lawyer experience
in Title VII matters.

Mr. Huerta spent a number of months carefully

investigating each case.

In the case of Mrs. Marquez, he made ~·eport,

including attachments, of over 50 pages in length.

He made a finding of

racial discrimination (later confirmed by a separate hearing officer)
and made a number of positive recommendations to deal with the problems.
When Vice President Kleingartner reported to you on the resolution of
the problems of the Siebert Six on February 15, 1980, many of you had
the impression that he was following the recommendations of hjs staff.
Actually, he had rejected the findings of Mr. Huerta and instead
substituted the views of Mr. Siebert -- who was the person being investigated.

When Mrs. Marquez grieved Mr. Kleingartner's recommendation,

she requested a copy of Mr. Huerta's report about herJunder the California
Public Records Act and the Information Practices Acts.
•

representative denied that the document even'existed.
denied it under oath.

The University's
Mr. Siebert also

When Vice President Kleingartner was asked

separately for a copy of the report under the same statutes, he
- 30 7-

claimed attorney-client privilege, al

nothing related to the matter

is bei

een camp eted, the University

p

it

After

dueed the

he hearing

grievance based o
.ast month,

he
th

had to file yet another

quez

s and now Mrs.
indings of t

e repor

attorney for former personnel director Baskerville

wrote to you about his concerns about the Office of General Counsel
tampering with his witnesses in a hearing.

In a pending Cooperative

Extension case, a minority employee, who was seheduled to be the lead
witness against the administration)was contaeted the
hearing by Chief Admin strator Sehoonover an
General Counsel offered their leg a

0

he hearing-.

him not to appear at

He

These examples happen to be from

It

but they are not

iar to it.

before the

advised that the Office

ion

hat it was best for

idn'
he

erative Extension Service,
they will be sufficient to

I

convince you that we very much need to develop new codes of procedures
together wit

personal accountability for

to stop abuse of
What i

he process.

eed

to appo nt a

e to

rde

he go

is

e courage the President

to management, employees and employee

to d fi e the nature and magnitude of the problem.

With this gui ance, a
will achieve

t

now is for t

ask f

organ zat ons

is rators and sanctions

ew sy tern of procedur
of fa

and ho
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dea
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prob ems.
The alter at ves are clear
war

of our great University, or
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tory process

the cont nually escalating
taxpayers and

cept reduced

t and resentment cif
h oking about saving
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•

money,

they should not be throwing it down the drain to avoid

embarrassin~

certain administrators who are continuing to act improperly.
As you will see from the attached, the Personnel Director has
already rejected a suggestion to meet on this matter.
Sincerely yours)

~~
Robert B. Bradfield
36 El Toyonal
Orinda, CA 94!563

cc: CSEA
.1\FT
AFSCME
Congressman 3e~l~5
Assemblyman Vasconcellos
Senator Roberti

June 28, 1982
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Dear

C~eszkicwicz:

;\highly rclcvzmt cttcr frolli your preJcccs:;or rcccrrt i
1rrt':Jc r·d.
It rs irrli'ort:rnt
hc'c;wsc it rcvr>;J]s that n the highest levels lilall:l);cnlcrrt h;r•; 1>1'1'11 :11•:rrc t>l. tlr1'
['rnhlcms lJC cmplo,:·ccs fac-0 wh011
ttC'IIIjlt 11' dc:il
ilh :1rr l'<itplo-.trrc·:rl jll'l·,iJI,·nr
hithin the liC s;·stf'IIL
Yc rwthing has been d1 Jil' t,, tnrr•·,·t 1i1•.' ·;il rrri:•rl, d,·:;r,it·
repeated compL1 11
Croill employee org;nLizat.iow;,
'lhi:; al'!'cci'; rilirlllt·ir ir"! ;rn,l I•'"''"
to a
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c t
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the cost oC
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JHI trnw;cJ·iJ•I·;.
l1r :t,l.li IJI'il,
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~>lith

stated University policies.

Tile l'rocess currently bein1~ Ll:'cd lenrls itself to :iltll:;c :Jrl<l Jlr:JIIiJ''Ji:Jtir'JI h·~·.!;J·.c· (Jf
v:1rving roles played by your l.lllJ'!oycc J(c!aticms sL1ff.
i11 tl.H'.l'<'<lll:;vl in·.· rlli<·.
tlllsophisticatC'd employees C1H1fid0 in \'lltlr l:mpln\'C'C ){l'I:JtiniJS st;tf'f. or iJif<ti'JtJ:Jti"''
is elicited from thC'm, wit!JOllt the cniplny·ec kiJcwing th:1t this s:1rw• JH!!'Sr•n 111:1\· hell
II~'<' tl1is confidential information ;J);<Jinst them in :1 stJIJSC<Jlii'IJ! culr
· th;tt ••f
lTjlJ'('S('II(·jng ll1aiJ;JgClill'l1t in ;J griCV;!IlC<' llCill'Jl1);.
J.ikC't,j•;l', \'()Ill' J.llljli1ll'i'l' l\t''.<1i< 111S
~;t;Jff JJia!J:lgCS ;{JJd directs the gric>VilllCC prOCC'SS-iiild COIIijll<JiJ!(S ;1re )•')'_1<'11 tlliil
"h·in--at-anv COSt" attitude IJ;JS Jed to lll<llli)'Ulatioll of" tile jli'Ol'C':;<; iiJC]IJ<il!li; 1)11'
dcni,nl of .t1Ic existence of relcv:lllt clociiiiiCilts, rci'IIs:Jl to Jll·o,JIJCC' nc·cd,·d n·<'<JI'<I';,
:1nd the scheduling o[ hearin)~S 1vhcn CJIIJlloyccs' lvitllCs~;cs :1rc kiiOI'.'Il 111 J)(• c<tJl c,f'
St::1tc, etc.
Some of these pruhlems 1vcrc de;1lt tvith i11 1l1c n•c<'llt ,Jc·,·ision in til:•
lic'Jc,n 1-l;JrqllC7. c;1sc.
i\s yo11 will rc111C'11dwr, she ~>·:~s <Jill' <'r 1!1c ">iir:l"·r1 ·.,\'' ;. !IO'\<'
c:Jscs the Strong report Stl);)(Cstcd needed individual :JL1<'1Jiil>!l.
r,.,.,,'"''~~'iHl ri,:.:
votJ rc;Jd the 40 p<~1:c ckcisjo:J hy an nttornC'y r·ro:11 the iiJStitutc of I.:JilOr 1\c'L:Jl i(IIJ'\,
but also call to your attention on p;1ges 37 and 38

"It lnllSt be noted that the University, after onlcrin): the (IIJwrLil ill'ot".tl
gntion be conducted, chose not to ·rollmv the recoJIIIIlCil<i:Jtinll'; to rc·nw<i;· ilw
discriminahon found.
The sulJstnncc of the report':; l'in(lin):!;. :11Jd 1l:t· f:JJII!lC'
of the University to follow tl1c rccollllllCJHI:Jtions, ccrLJiiJll' hri111;'~ i111" <i<JtJI,t
tile good faith of the University's efforts to rcspo1l<i to the lJnion':; rctJ'lcst
for a copy of the report for use in the present proceed i 11g."
hclicvc tve should look UJ10il this as an OJ'JlOrtunity, 11ot :'ir;'l''-" for· rt!iJJI,Ii'<'II:,·IJI,
but for ;J!J involved in the clisp11te rcsol11tion pr<lCl";s.
l11 ;1dditinn t'' tlw liiJI<<J~
votl slloulJ ;J!so invite those inclivid!J;ils who serve ns hr·:JJ-ill',; nffiu·1:'·· ·''',) r··•:li<'.'L
t!tc p:1rticipation of the Institute of I,;Jhor l~el:Jt.inw;, tlw ;\J:wric:JJI •\i·J,itr·;,tiurJ
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Sincerely yours,

/---~~~cs--~-~c_..d-6~(
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T. 1·L11ll1 i X
S:l XOJI
ll«;Jrd of J{egcnts
C:SEA, MT, MSOIE
C;J!lljlllS Pcr•;oJliJC l Offi ccrs
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i\sscmhlylll~lll John Vasconcellos
Senator lJavid Hoberti
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....

/

/ / Jan~'t Kodish
/
President, AFSCI"IE 1695
AFL-CIO
('
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.

T. f·lannix

I

D. Saxon
UC Regents
i\F'T, CS EA
C. Fried
C:ttriptts
r.';onnr•J Office
Daily CAlifornian
!J. Groulx
CrJngr-C'ssni:J.n Ponald V. Dcllurns
i\sscmbl yr~l<ln \•hllie Hro1.;n
i\:;.';l'rnh I yrrnn .fohn V;J:;collceJJos
J\s;;('m h l ym:w Tom lk1 L es
Send tor David Roberti
v R. Bradfield
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Dr. DavidS. Saxon, President
Systernwide Ad111inistration
7111 University Hall
Berkeley, CA 91-t720
Dear Dr. Saxon:

tdy office has been shared a copy of an Aprill2, 1982 letter to you frorn Dr. Rohcrt f\r:1dficld, whil
discusses various employee relations' problems within the University syste1n. More JCCl'11tlv, ill)'
office has heen involved in rnectings with Berkeley campus officiC~ls rq;<1rding si111ilar pr•':dr·:ns,
.:md we~ definitely sec a need for some very <Jsscrtive actio11 on the p.1rt of thr· Sy~.i('lrl':.·JdC' /\c:inirli').
tiun to r('gain the etmfidencc of the I Jnivcrsity cornrnunity in the f<~irrwsc. ;mel cqui Ld;rli ly fl[ a
nulllbcr of employee grievance rules and procedures.
Dr. Rraclfield h0s urged that a workir1g conference be organized to establish whdl Jw t('rrns r ''nstr1.
procedures for the fair handling of employee grievances in C1 I!Jarlrwr that is comistcnt with t lr1ivcr::.•
policies. What we saw in our recent meetings has been the c1drnir1istrJtion of policies th.lt \\'CCc,
at lCC~st apparently, inconsistent with University policy, or in direct conflict with lll•";e poli<·ies,
p~H ticuL:Jrly where affirmative action griev:mccs were concemcc!. In other areas, Sill l1 ,y; i11 rl'llll'r!l
providr~d for established violations, and ir1 the manner in which !',l"iev<IJ1Ccs were SiJhlllitt•·d to .~rhi
tralors with questionable personnel ilction involvcmc>nt in csLil>li,l1ing the Sl!iJ~,LilWC :!lid i'.!f,\IIIC:kr·
of these hearings, it appeared there were very serious problems of cornpliancc with Syslc'l!l\\ide
policy.

I

For these re~tsons we feC'l Mr. f)r;:Hifield's proposal of a working co11!('r cncc or rr<c(·tirl)', l,.t', ;:rcat
merit, <md we would take this opportunity to urge you to look favo1·<~bly upor1 tl!is id··<t. 1 IJd\'C ;tc;kc<
rny District Administrator, Mr. Donald R. Hopkins, to be sensitive to a response fro1n yuur l)ffice
on this issue.
Many thanks.

I

,ro,~~~~~

I

l

Member of Congress

\

RVD:ak

\
\.>

.:' ~ ....
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~

.

'

'

I view the future of the Personnel Denart:r.enL.as i1 oositive opportunity in
which past successes can be enhanced, and oast deficiencies correctsrl. Tl11nk
you for expressing your concerns and for offering your rP.cor~mendatlons. I
will consider both as I move to improve quality of Systemwide Administration's Personnel Department.

cc:

~res~dent Saxon

Special Assistant Salmon
Director Mannix
Congressman R.V. Dellums
Assemblyman Hillie Brown
Assemblyman John Vasconcellos
Senator David Roberti

•
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Mr. Robert B. Bradfi
36 El Toyonal
Orinda, CA 94563
Dear Mr. Bradfi

d

d:

We have been 1
we s uld have

'l47l0

the issues raised
e
r you soon.

n your

i

'-CG~:V1l

~

Gftltv~c.K

letter, and

Thank you for your patience.
nee

Employee
cc:

Regent
President
Secretary to
Vice Presi
ce Presi
t
Director Levi

':)f~ .MOT
Dlllt'c:P~~>
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36 El Toy on a 1
Orinda, California
December 5, 1982

94563

Mr. Austin J. Lisa
Coordinator of Employee Relations--Systemwide
Systenwide Department of
rsonnel
University Hall
University of California
Berkeley, California 94720
Dear Tony:
Thank you for your note of October 26 replying to n~ letter to the Regents
of June 28 concerning the recommendation for a task force on employee
grievance procedures. The fact that it has taken four months to fashion
a t>·m-line response suggests that employee rights and their related
affirmative action aspects continue to have low priorities within the
current administration.

•

The University is blessed with an unusually talented Board of Regents.
The Administration should seek out their advice and counsel. To benefit
from it, the Administration must be honest and open with the Board, something which has been lacking in the past. In order to share with them
the concerns mentioned in my June 28 letter and still not bury them in
at you send them the two-page appeal to President
paper, I recommend
Saxon of both Sterling Stevenson and Gertie Thomas and the replies, Vice
President Huerta's review (without attachments) of the Lupe Barajas and
Helen Marquez cases, the appeal Marquez made to Kleingartner requesting
his re rt about her, and the reply fashioned by the Office of General
Counse .
You people should come clean with the Regents now on the Kleingartner
report and send them the original report rather than the doctored version
sent to them previously. They should now know the truth about the
recommenda ions to dismiss high-ranking Extension administrators who were
later given promotions-because the current problems involve the same
people doing the same things that Vice President Stronq and Kleingartner
complained about in their reports and it is unlikely to improve until
personnel changes are made. By furnishing the original documents you
remove concerns about coloration. If the documents have been destroyed,
please let me know and I will get copies for you.
This brief collection of original documents will show clearly the problem
of arbitrary and capricious actions taken by Extension administrators,
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Page Three

was strained when Kleingartner's doctored report stated that
althou
ey agreed with the findings of Vice President Strong's task
force on racial discrimination that
ere was clearly discrimination
Kleingartner stated th t the events which had a discriminatory effect
were not racism but merely extremely poor management. He did not state
why he Callie to this con usion even after Extension minority'employees
had written to the President and to the Regents describing Extension
/\dr11inistrators' behaviotos as "racist." Credibility was further strained
because even if Kleingartner's explanation-fhat_th_e discrimination
occurred because Seiber was a poor administrator, v1hy then prolllote him
to assistant vice president? There is a loss of ~__t::!,'dibiljj_y vJhen unctuous
policy statements are made but the University's actions are the opposite.
Credibility was strained when the President told the Regents that he had
evaluated-Seibert's behavior over a six-month period before slipping him
in as vice president. But records subsequently received reveal both
Seibert and Kendrick stating in different rneetings five months earlier
that basical-ly an anangernent had been made for Seibert to be promoted
when things had cooled down.
Short-term cost is the actual cost in terms of time of the larg3 number of
individuals in these procedures. Lo_ng-ternr cost is the cost a-A{j terms of
legislative review of expenditures at a time when money is short. There
is a real question whether the taxpayers;money should be used for the
personal gain or defense of vindictive or incompetent administrators.
estimate that well over $100,000 has been spent by the administration in
the time of Extension Administrators and the Office of General Counsel
on matters related to the Yeary case and it hasn't yet been heard. I
estimate that well over $1,000,000 has been spent to support Extension
Director Seibert's arbitrary management style in the matters related to
t·1arquez, Stevenson, Thomas, Barajas, Meeker, Linn, Yeary, Burroughs, Reedy,
Rowland, Archuleta, Chin, Reynolds, and Cox. The legislature may well say
if the University can spend this amount of time and money abusing its
employeesJmaybe it doesn't need as much overall budget.
Two justifications are offered concerning the above cases. 1) That these
cases repr·esent past history complicated by unusually vindictive administrative behavior and are no longer applicable since the rules have been
chang~d since then and the bad actors fired.
2) That the examples given
are all minority employees in Cooperative Extension to whom a lesser duty
of care is owed because they don't qualify for the jobs they have in the
first place.
But in answer to the first. my request for records suggest that Kleingartner
has made no significant changes in the grievance procedures since he wrote
about their inadequacies in 1978. Further the people responsible for the
bad acts are not only still there but have been promoted. The one person
fired (Personnel Director Engelund) was the only Extension Administrator
,1ctively trying to improve gr·ievance procedures and affirmative action.
Even though the second excuse doesn't make much sense to me, it took
Congressrnan Dellums and a union lav1suit to force the Berkeley campus to
accept affirmative action grievances some months ago.
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textbook on how management manipulates the grievance process. It includes the oldies but goodies--adnJinistrator·s-accused of misconduct,
appointing their friends as hearing officers,
nying employees access
to necessary records, repeated violations of Universi
regulations,
tampering with and scari
off of witnesses vJho are employees, private
dealings with hearing of cers, etc.
ther than go throu
these things
in detail I recommend that you send to those
le
iv ng copies of
this letter
e complaint made by Mr.
ry to
e Public
loyee
together with the three amendments (w thout attachments).
Relations Boa
Perhaps the saddest thing about the
ary case is that now, 16 months
after he filed his initial grievance, the Universi
still refuses to
meet and confer wi
either him or his representat ve. I would like to~
suggest to you that a large part of the p
lem of grievances is to
listen and to understand the other person's point of view even if you
don't agree with it.
rupulous at
tion must
paid to not allowing
management to ta
a
ntage of their
ition to
se to supply needed
records.
Lastly, another reason for a task force ~eview
that Kleingartner's
done no ing about them.
office has 1ong known about these p lems
July 31,
In a letter da
then statew
Director of Personnel
rsonnel Kleingartner as
rol Baskerville wrote to Vice President
follows:
"I am also proposing hvo topics
discus on at the next
committee meeting. The first
nvolves the access
women nd
no ties have to
es wi
n the University
and
e
ical ba
ers placed in front of individuals when
they se
redress.
e common tones are. a you know,
wi
ding
ti on, repra sa s, and
ays. The commit tee
needs to dd
s how
ese b rriers can be broken down so the
protectio
al for women and
norities.
second issue involves .a
nistrative neqliqence in the
implementation of affirmative action. Based on my experience
here in systemwide administrat on, l am conce
that the
Universi 's affirmative action plans as wr tten re not being
implemented effectively. If that is the ca e. then the issue
of non- asance must
rais
The Un vers
is fa more
vulnerab
if i says it ~.;ill vigorous y introduce a irmative
action
fails to follo1·1 ts own plan, then if it simply
remains silent. I believe that the discrepancy between
Universi
etoric and actual resu ts s rains the creel bili
ivid11als in lea rship roles in a irrnative action. The
to address th s issue.
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'

lllc t'e needs to be
..
administration
t a,stJmulus
now fr?JJJ the Regents to encourage the
no.matter how dirty
the cost-to one ~f c~ang~ fronl a po 11 cy of . .
with grlevan1a,regardl~ss
n Justly
of their color.
eallng fairly ad
.
Wlnnlng

As you know' I have had ex
.
. tenslve experience in d.
the itate ~epartment
that I can make a con~r~~r ~o coming to the Univels~~te resolution in
.
r> ut10n please let me kno/Sl y and if you feel
S1ncerely yours

·

1:S<h-~~
B.
Robert

Bradfield

'R...__~ fi~l-1 ~~ ~~ M~

RBB: smw
;<-<...

T ""'}I

~~

"' """'r 'b

..........-

-.t. p.-·
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~
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Prof. Rober--t !3. Bl-adfi ld
36 El Toyonal
Orinda, Cal itornia 94565
Telephone:

(415) 254-8361

Academic Counsel
PUBLIC

E~PLOYMENT R~LATIONS BOA~D

STATE OF CALIFORNIA
Edward A. Yeary,
Complainant
vs.
AMENDED UNFAIR PRACTICE CHARGE
Regents, University ot
CLllifornia,
Responden-t-

1)

Sf . .

-

c~

11.1-

H

The Complainant Is an _employee of the University of

California (UCl.

He is a member in good standing of Chapter 137 of

the California State Employees Association (CSEAl and was at tho time
of the discriminatory acts.

The University knew of the Complainant's

affi I iation because he told them on a number of occasions that he
wished to get the advice of his labor organization.

He is a non-

supervisory employee protected by the Higher Education EmployerEmployee Relations Act (HEERA).
2)

He is represented by retired Professor Robert B.

Bradfield who was an active member of Chapter 41 CSEA and jointly
works in concert with and with the authorization of CSEA to act on
its behalf regarding the issues and representation of Mr. Yeary.
3)

UC has taken actions against Mr. Yeary which impose a

considerable hardship.

He has repeatedly
-1-

~can

unfairly denied

promotion shortly before retirement, and his retirement income wi I I
0dvorsoly affected.

be

Evon though thJ Universi ly's rules a11d

regulations serve as law within the University, tho University has
refused to carry ou-r the required annual personnel evaluations since
1974.

They improperly changed his supervision without his knowledge

to an individual located

se~eral

hundred ml les away who only saw him

several times a year and never visited his program.

Since then

~r.

Yeary was Improperly evaluated as a Campus Research Specialist, when
in fact he has never occupied that position and instead has continually been a County Farm Advisor, an entirely different type of
work.

As a result he was criticized for not carrying out a type of

work which is not generally carried out by farm advisors nor 11as a
part of his job description, nor had he ever been advised to carry it
out.

Had the UC carried out the required personnel evaluations, they

would have discovered these errors.

Had they taken the time to

discuss these matters with Mr. Yeary, as ho repeatedly requested, he
could have informed them of these errors.
His former supervisor now concedes that he was not evaluated
according to his position description, nor according to the type of
posltlon which he occupies, and the supervisor concedes that he did

•

not even have a copy of Mr. Yeary's job description.

The Complainant

alleges that the University's Agricultural Extension Service took the
series of bizarre and unique discriminatory actions against him
shortly after he had answered requests and provided technical
services to the Farm Workers' Union in Fresno County.
-2-
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provides no reason for

Mr. Yeary's work his

4)

disclpl lne.

He has given his entire profess ona

I ife to the

Agricultural Extension Service, hav ng worked now in excess of
years.

He has never received a reprimand, and his porsonnef

evaluations have been exemplal-y.

His last two personnel evaluations,

1973 and 1974, are attached.and Incorporated by reference as though
fully set forth herein (Exhibit 1).

(For reasons of economy, future

use in this charge of the word "Exhibit" in parenthesis and followed
by a number, refers to an exhibit which is incorporated by reference
as though fu I I y set forth herein. )
When Mr. Yeary joined the

icultura

Extension Service (now

Cooperative Extension Service) in 1947, he was ass gned initially 1o
Riverside, Santa Clara and Modoc counties as an itinerant Farm
Advisor.

Fo I Iowing this probationary period he was appo i n:fed 4H Youth

Advisor in Fresno County and served In that capaci

for 3 years.

Then, remaining in the same county, he served as a dairy Farm Advisor
for 3 years.

His program became so pop lar among his peer group (farm

advisors) that he was repeatedly asked to present his programs in
other counties.

The reality of the situation was recognized in 1955

administratively when he was appointed the first- "Area DCJiry Farm
Advisor."
After three highly successful years, Yeary requested and
received permission to headquarter in Fresno Cou
a new, creative program.

whf le he developed

One of the princ pal problems of Cal itornia

farmers Is obtaining credit for seed, terti I izer and equipment.

-5-
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,~
, '1

correctly reasoned that a large part of the problern was that bcnkers
did not under·stand the risk and benefils of L!gricullur·e:Ji oper·utions
wei I enough to make proper banking decisions.

He

develop~d.a

course

for bankers to provide them with the Information necessary to make
proper lending decisions.

The California Banking Association

recommended his program, and It gradually became the longest running
program in Cooperative Extension History.

it is now in its 22nd year,

and Is the only extension program that is completely paid for by an
outside group.

In 1961 Yeary was the first farm advisor in Extension

history to be appointed a statewide farm advisor-- an indication of
the demand for his services from his peer group farm advisors.
Achieving national recognition, he was the first UC farm advisor
or specialist to be awarded the prestigious "AI'Iard for Excellence in
Extension'' In 1961 from the Western Agricultural Economics Association
(Exhibit 2).

The United States Department of Agriculture asked Yeary

to be the senior author of a chapter In its annual book presented to
the Congress.

Mr. Yeary was the first farm advisor to be so honored.

When the USDA in combination with the ten western states decided to
establish a 6-week summer training program at the Universi·i·y of Oregon
in, farm management, Mr. Yeary was the only farm advisor in a/ I of
these states to be selected for the faculty.

He has carried out these

duties for nearly ten years.
Even though Administrator Siebert has
refused to promote him based on Improper criteria, It should be noted
that the Peer Review Committee of the Cooperative Extension Service
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unanimously recommended him for promotion, and the Personnel Committee
of the Extens on Assembly also recommended h m for promotion.
In a sworn declaration dated November 6, 1981, Assistant
State Director Lee Benson, who superv sed a

deal of Mr. Yeary's

work for the past 20 years, describes Mr. Yeary's contributions to the
program, and by so doing refutes the c a ms made by Siebert and Rowe
(Exhibit 3).

Professor Manning Becker, Director of the Western States

Training Program In Farm Management, describes Mr. Yeary's
contributions not only to that program, but the application of the
information from that program to the California Extension program in a
sworn declaration dated November

9~

1981, (Exhibit 4).

Monterey

County Director J. \Vi II iam Huffman, in a sworn statement dated

~~arch

15, 1982, describes the County acceptance of Mr. Yeary's programs and
refutes the statement by Siebert (Exhibit 5).
In a sworn declaration dated February 3,
tel low employee Hare

982, Complainant's

discusses other campi a nts of discrimination and

abuse of administrative discretion cancer ing Supervisor Rowe during
the same time per od which resul

in r,1r. Rowe'

administrative responsibi I i

ibit 6).

es

being removed from

In a sworn declaration

dated March 20, 1982, Marie Ferree, a memoer of the Ad Hoc Peer Review
Committee states that the Committee evaluated
ut in relation to his particular asslgnmen

lainant 1 s work
and duties and

unanimous y made a strong and unqualified recommendation that he be
promoted to Step 6 (Exhibit 7).
-5-
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•

5)

On

~)c:plurnbcr

29,

J()Ul, Curnpldilldill

( i It'd

<J

di:,crlmill<~ll,,ll

charge with the Fair Employment and Housing Commission (FEHC #81-82M8-072ae).

When Complainant asked the University for a copy of their

answer, he was told repeatedly that they had never filed an answer.
During March 1982 he learned informally that UC had in fact answered
on November 30, 1981

(Exhibit 8).

On October 27, 1981 Affirmative

Action Officer Stevenson wrote to the State ''I have also contacted
Mr. Yeary and hls new supervisor, Mr. Bil I Woods to see If we can
resQive this problem" (Exhibit 9),

In fact, Mr. Stevenson has never

met or discussed. this or c1ny other matter with the Complainant.

The

University answer was deceitful and defective in a variety of ways.
For example, they were asked to include the criteria for promotion in
effect at the time of the events described in the complaint, but what
they included was developed at a later date (January 1981) and is
marked as such on the copy.

In response to requests for records made

under the California Public Records Act and Information Practices Act,
the University subsequently conceded that there were no records of
this criteria being used at that time, nor were there any records of
transmission of any criteria from the Central Office to the County
Offices where Complainant would have been evaluated.

Complainant

alleges that intentional false statements included in the University's
answer and the misrepresentation of critical documents violates his
rights under 3567 because it adversely affects his abi I fty io reply,
rebut and correct inaccuracies and, also, effectively denied his
-6-
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rights to representation because he was
unll I very recent I y.
3571 because t

grieve.

gnorant of these happenings

He a !so a I I egos that Hwso uci i viti es vi o I ate

nterfere with and discr m nato against his ri

t to

lalnant wrote to the Affirmative Action

During February

Officer requesting a copy of the answer to the State and related
correspondence (Exhibit 10).

Mr. Stevenson rep! led on March 2, 1982

denying his request under the Information Practices Act without
commentng upon his
(Exhibit 11).

under the California Pub I ic Records Act

In answer to further

made to the Cooperative

Extension Service administration concerning

he standards in effcc1

at that time, the criteria for Steps 5 and 6, which were approved by
the Personnel Committee, accepted b

Counsel action and accepted by

administrative action In 1976 appear to be the only crlteriB in effoct
unti I January 1981 (Exhibit 12).

Under these criteria the Complaincmt

should have been promoted as is consistent with the declarations
previously Included.

Complainant ihen wrote to the State on March 2 ,

1982 with his newer knowl
6)

(Exh i b

lainant fl led a gr evance with the University con-

earning abuse of discretion and d
Rules and
Univers ty 1 s

12a).

mlnat on under the Unlversity 1 s

lations on October 9, 1981 (Exhibit 13).
ulatlons, which serve as

aw

Although the

lthin the University,

require that management answer a grievance w th n fifteen (15) days
(Exhibit 14-H2), Mr. Siebert violated the
not reply until December 1, 1981 (Exhibi

-7-

latlon because he did
15).

Fudher

lations

require that the hearing take place within sixty (60) days of tho datu
of fi I ing, or December 9, 1981.

Tho grievance was no! hold, i.lnd

requests for records made under the Information Practices

Ac~

and

California Pub I ic Records Act indicate that there are no records at
alI to Indicate that the University did anything preparing for a
hearing within the proper
the Complainant.

t~me

frame, despite repeated requests from

Complainant's demand for default judgments based on

these violations received no rep! les.

When the University is able to

violate Its own rules with Impunity, it adversely affects the
Complainant's right to have a fair grievance, and It discriminates
against the employee for having filed a grievance.

In addition, it

interferes with his right to representation because ho cannot be
represented if no hearing is held.
7)

Although the University has specific Rules and

Regulations concerning both the provision of records for employees
fl I ing grievances and general disclosure of the University's actions
involving State funds, and the University fal Is under purview of the
Information Practices Act and the California Pub! ic Records Act, the
University has consistently denied Complainant's efforts under thoso
stat~tes

to obtain his personnel file, the basis for the University's

actions against him, and other related documents.

This situation is

discussed in Complainant's letter to the Administration of January 4,
1982 (Exhibit 16).
8)

On January 28, 1982, Director of Administrative Services
-8-
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Schoonover telephoned the Complainant' while he v1as working in Sant-a
Marla and Insisted that he accept at that moment a change in the
hearing officer from law Professor Buxbaum to management Professor
Kennedy.

Complainant requested time to consult 1·1ith his unlon and

representative, but this request was denied by Schoonover.

Neither·

would Schoonover provide a ceason for tho removal of 3uxbaum.

When

Complainant refused to approve the change without- ihe opportunity for
consultation, Schoonover then went ahead w th the appointment anyway.
Kendrick wrote to Kennedy on February 1, 1982 appointing
him and prejudiced the matter by falsely referring to the grievance as
one deal lng with salary (Exhibit 17).

Subsequently, CSEA advised the

Complainant that Kennedy's record as a hearing o fleer was decidedly
pro-management.

Complainant alleges that this transaction adversely

affected his right to representation because by r-equesting him to
waive consultation and advice, and the subsequent approval without
Complainant's agreement, it constituted not only a denial of due
process, but also tended to affect the outcome of the hearing.
9)

When Complainant was asked

Administration during

February 1982 when he could hold the hearing, Complainant advised them
that he was scheduled for alI but the
that date was satisfactory.

ast week in March, but that

With this knowledge Schoonover then set

the grievance for the first week in March, obi I

ing Complainant to

unnecessarily go through a request for an extens on.

-9-
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In his letter

of February 12, 1982, Schoonover wrote ''I suggested the first week In
March to meet our time frame.

If you desire a delay beyond that date,

you wi i I have to request an extension of time from Vice President
Kendrick.

Such a request wil I have to be justified by

extr~meiy

strong reasons as VIce President Kendrick does not wish to have
grievance procedures unduly_delayed.

As the matter now stands we

shal I plan to proceed with the hearing in the week of March 1, 1982.
By fai I ing to obtain an extension and not proceeding as scheduled you
w i I I automa·r i ca I I y withdraw your appea I . "

Complainant's right to have a grievance and his rights to
representation were adversely affected-- firstly by the establishment
of a hearing date after the University already knew that Complainant
could not meet that particular date and, secondly, by giving
themselves the opportunity not to approve an extension and, thirdly,
by Inventing out of whole cloth a right to automatically withdraw an
appeal, which appears nowhere In the University's regulations.

The

correspondence concerning this transaction is attached as Exhibit 18.
10)

The hearing was then scheduled for March 24, 1982.

t-1arch 22, Complainant's representative met wi·t-h
represented the University.

~1s.

On

1v1cConnell who

As previously agreed, I ists of witnesses

and documentary were exchanged.

Complainant's request to the

University to set up a meeting with the hearing officer to delineate
lhe rules of procedure and evidence to be used in the hoarlng was
refused, and the University's representative advised Complainant's
-10-
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representative not to contact the hearing officer out of her presence.
the University contacts

The fo lowing

the hearing officer without
and obtained a

the knowledge of Complainant or his represe
continuance.

The Universl

knew that Marie Ferree was to

witness because her name was I isted.

Ge

a

also knew that the

following week she would be.going out of State for nine months on
sabbatic leave, because they had approved her request and arranged for
coverage of her activities during this t me.

taking a continuance,

the University deprived Camp ainant of his prlnclpa

witness, who was

the only witness who could tel I the hearing of icer about the decision
of the Peer Review Committee, because the Universi

had refused to

supply any documents or information concerning this Committee's
activities.

The University then rescheduled the hearing for Apri I 5,

1982, knowing that Ms. Ferree was then safely out-of-State, but

I,:Jinant or his

without any regard for the schedules of either
representative.

When Complainant advised that his schedule for travel

had already been

with the Universi

two weeks previously,

and It was clear that he would be out of town on
Universi

1

i I 5th, the

s represehtative threatened that the hearing would be held

regardless of the attendance of the Complainant or his representative.
Complainant alleges that the manipulat on of the grievance process to
deny him his principal witness and to

to hold a grievance at

a time In which he could not attend effectively deny him his right to
a grievance

and,

n

addition,

interfere
-11-
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w th his ri

to

representa~ion

when his principal witness cannot attond.

Exhibit 19

contains the correspondence between the University and Complainant
concerning the matters described in this paragraph.
11)

In a letter of Apri I 12, 1982, <Exhibit 20),

~1s.

McConnel I improperly establ !shed new requirements for the Uriiversity's
disclosure of docGments.

She characterized Complainant's requests

for documents as "irrelevan-t:" and "having no bearing on the Complaint"
and went on to say ''in order for me to respond to your most recent
request, it wi I I be necessary for you to demonstrate the relevance of
the documents you are seeking to the case hand.''

Complainant's reply

of May 19, 1982 concerning the Improper stance of the opposing party
making judgments as to relevance rather than the Hearing Officer is
attached as a part of the same exhibit.

This transaction affected

Complainant's right to representation because his representative
cannot adequately prepare the case without necessary documents.
12)

On Apri I 5, 1982, Complainant filed a grievance

concerning Employee Relations Specialist McConnel I 's activities,
amended this on Apri I 18, 1982 and filed a second amendment Apri I 29,
1982 (Exhibit 21 ).

The University violated the time requirements by

not replying unti I June 18, 1982, and that reply in itself was
defective.

The University further violated its own regulations by not

holding the grievance within sixty (60) days and, to the Complainant's
knowledge, no efforts have been made as of September 1982 to hold this
grievance which deals with the actions of Universitor administrators
and the grievance process.

The University's refusal to schedule is

the same thing as a refusal to hear the grievance.

It also affects

Complainant's right to representation because he cannot be represented
If there is no hearing.

Further, In his letter of June 18 to

Complainant,

of

Director

Administrative
-12-335-

Services

Schoonover

discourages Complainant from gofn'i further. "l:nuGr lhe circurnstc!llCCs
we wou I d question the basis for cont i nu ng the c:1ppeal. 11
of the Administrative Handbook prov des

peals under this pol icy by

by any means, e ther direct or

an appointee shal I not be discou
indirect, by any person empl

Section 371. 1

by the Univursi

letter violates this pol Icy (Exhibit 22).

"

Mr.,Schoonover's

This action also affects

his right to representation because it discouraeJc:s him from going
forward and having representation.
In his letter to Complainant of Apri I 27, 1982, Director

13)

of Administrative Services Schoonover threatens that If the
Complainant's representati...'LQ (not Complainan ) does not carry out
certain acts, then Complainant's right to a gricvanco would be
withdrawn.

This letter and the reply of

as Exhibit 23.

6, 1982 are included

Complainant alleges that adm nistrative actions of

this type both deprive him of the right to a fair grievance and
interfere with his right to representation if the University may
unilaterally cancel his grievance because of tho supposed actions of
his representative.
14)

When Complainant sou

the advice of the State-Wide

Personnel Director, she Improperly rep led on

4, 1982 that she
from him.

would not respond to any future corres

This both

violates her job responsibi I ltles and also Interferes with
Complainant's ri

to a grievance hear ng and his right to represen-

tatlon because it adversely affects the qual I

of the representation

(Exhibit 24).
15)

During March of 1982,

lainant 1 s then direct

supervisor, Mr. William Wood, asked h m to 1vithdraw his complaint io
the State government concerning dlscrim nation, to withdraw his
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request for a hearing under University rules, and submit the matter
c~drnlnislratlvely,

mudnlnq lhc.11- ho should simply write

d

let·iur lo

Vice President Kendrick stating his objections without the opportunity
for the testimony of witnesses.

This action was not only'a 'violation

of Section 371.1 mentioned above, but it also affects his rights to
representation because he would have none if he simply restricted his
activities to the requested one of writing a letter.
16)

The University then agreed to drop Professor Kennedy as a

hearing officer and agreed to Complainant's suggestion to use the
Berkeley campus "Approved List of Hearing Officers."

Accordingly, a

strike-off was carried out and Professor Vetter of the Labor School
was selected as the hearing officer.

Shortly afterward, however, the

Complainant's union pointed out that the University's approved list of
hearing officers, as of Apri I 1982, included 17 names, and the I ist of
hearing officers provided to the Complainant's representative by
Cooperative Extension contained only 11 names, and the more I iberal
hearing officers had been removed from the I ist without the
Complainant's knowledge or approval (Exhibit 25).

The University then

defended the tampering with the Chancel lor's I ist by stating that the
Division of Agricultural Sciences had established a separate I is-r of
hearing officers which was derived from the Berkeley campus I ist, but
not Identical to it.

However, CSEA telephone interviews with the

individual hearing officers I isted indicated that they had never been
contacted at alI and never agreed to serve separately for the Division
of Agricultural Sciences.

When asked to supply records concerning the

pol icy and process of establishing a separate system from the rest of
-14- 33 7-

Unlversl

, the Cooperative Extension Service conceded ihat in fact

they did not have a

process.

Th s decei

very much affected

the choice of hearing officer and served to interfere with the
Complainant's right to representation

I imltlng hearing officers

who otherwise would have been selected.
17)
1982

The Unlverslty·grlevance was then rescheduled for May 27,

with Professor Vetter to be the hearing officer.

The day before

the hearing, Complainant's principal witness, Dr. Desmond Jolly,
called to tell Complainant's representative that Director of 1\ci;ninistrative Services Schoonover had advised him that the Office of General Counsel felt that It was not in the interests of the University
to have him testify.

rn i nor

Because Dr. Jolly is

emp I oyee v1ho has

been subjected to racial discrimination, he adv sed Complainant's
representat ve that he felt his empl

would be a fected if he

testified when he had already been informed

to appear.

lalnant's representat ve

tne Director of

sked Dr. Jolly tor a state-

ment which could be Included in the transcri

of tho proceedings.

Dr. Jolly author zed the tal lowing statement:
"l'ihen the Un i vers i 1 s I awyer te I is me not to testify,
I consider it an order and! will not testify. I fear
reta! iation.u
The tampering with Complainant's principal witness by the Chief
Administrative Off cer of the Cooperative Extension Service raises
grave questions as to the Inherent fairness of the process, and
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Complainant alleges that It violates his right to a fair hearing and
also affects his right to representation because without this witness,
certain relevant matters could not be brought out.

Dr. Jolly was also

a member of the three-man committee which recommended the·ccimplalnant,
and was necessary to substitute for Marie Ferree because the
University obtained a continuance earlier unti I she was safely out of
State for nine months.

These matters are dealt with on pages 7

through 10 of the transcript of the pre I I mi nary motions of ·t-he hearing
which wi I I be dealt with separately.
18)

The day before the scheduled hearing, Complainant's

representative went to University Hal I to meet with Hearing Officer
Vetter and the University's representative McConnel I.

However, when

he arrived he was advised that Professor Vetter had been replaced

by a

new hearing officer, although no reason was given for the departure of
Professor Vetter.

later in the day he learned that Director of

Administrative Services Schoonover and the new hearing officer had
worked In the same office for a number of years, and this potential
confl let of interest had not been disclosed.

Further, he learned that

Personnel Representative McConnel I had been replaced by the Office of
General Counsel.

•

Neither Complainant nor his representative had been

advised of these last-minute changes and objected on the basis of
surprise (Exhibit 26).

These matters are summarized in the letter

from Complainant's representative to management on June 7, 1982
(Exhibit 27).
On June 29, 1982, Professor Delworth Gardner made a
-16-
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sworn declaration which brought out that Improper procedures had been
used wi

the

lalnant since 1976.

AI

h the Universi

's rules

and regulations (Section 345) require personnel evaluations on an
annual basis, the Complainant has not boen provided
evaluation since 1974.

ii

a personnel

lvhi le Seclion 341 of the Administrative

Handbook, deal lng with position descrl

ions, (Exhibit 28) states that

position descriptions form the basis for periodic performance and
promotion revievts, Professor Gardner acknowl

that he did not use

or even have the position description during the period 1976 to 1980
when he was the direct supervisor of the Complainant.

Professor

Gardner concedes that he never had an appointment in the Cooperative
Extension Service although he was asked to evaluate certain
Individuals in the Economics Unit.

He acknowl

that he evaluaied

Complainant on the basis of his being a campus specialist, arthough
the Complainant was at no time a specialist.

He concedes that

Complainant has paid the penalty for them stakes of others.

He

recognizes Complainant's extraordinary abi I ties as a farm advisor and
his standing with his peer group of farm advisors, which refute the
statements made

Siebert and Rowe.

He goes on to state (page 9)
11 lf Mr. Yeary had been
roperly evaluated
In his capacity as a farm advisor and according to his position
description, I believe that he should have been promoted to Step 6
without question In the first review I carried out-- In 1976. Had
been better informed of his farm advisor status I would have fully
supported the concept because h s work mer ted t. But that isn't

-17-
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In h0dd he \'IdS ov.Jiucllcd iJS Cl c;pr;c:ial i·,t in 1-IJO
Economics Unit." He concludes "Nevertheless he coniinues to be
evaluated as a specialist rather them as a farm advisor and has not
been promoted In 7 years, an entirely unfair situation. If he
continues to be judged as a special 1st member of tho Economics Unit,
doubt If he can ever be promoted, nor do I believe thai· any .fcwm
advisor can be promoted if he is judged as a specialist."·
wh,Jt hdppenod.

19)

Mr. Rowe violated University procedures by not discussing

negative aspects of his review wii·h Complainant in order to provide
him with an opportunity to reply.

Complainant alleges that this

failure affected his rights to a fair hearing and also his rights to
representation because he did not know of Mr. Rowe's mistakes, and
hIs representative cou I d have corrected them on the spot had l1e knovm
about them.
20)

Complainant proposes a remedy t·har he be: placed in Si·cp 6

in the Cooperative Extension Service as of July 1976, in accordance
with his direct supervisor's recommendation; that he be paid the
difference between Step 6 and Step 5 from that date untl I the present;
and that he be provided with the cost of representation.

II
II

•

II
II
II
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Prof. Robert B. B
36 El Toyonal
Orinda, California
Tele

Ac

field
3

(415) 254-8361

c

unsel

PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATI
STATE OF CALIFORNIA

BOARD

Edward A. Yeary,
Complainant
vs.

SECOND AMENDED UNFAIR PRACTICE CHARGE
SF-CE-121-H

Regents, University of
California
Respondent

l)

This is the second amended complaint.

It deals with matters

which have occurred since filing the amended complaint.
2)

In order to correct improper administrative procedures

Complainant filed a grievance on October 9, 1
notice of UC's con
suffered.

nuing obligation to correct

filing he gave
\vrongs he had

Their failure to correct after not ce of wrong doing was in

retaliation for having filed a grievance against them--challenging the
actions taken
3)

them against him.
The retaliatory acts were catalogued and described in

chronological fashion in the first amended complaint which is attached
and incorporated by
4)

renee as though fully set forth herein.

The University was antagonistic towards Complainant because

of his cnoice of representative, and
of the hearing.
-1-
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is adversely affected disposition

a)

Former Assistant State Director Burroughs informed the

Complainant during the spring of 1982 that even though his representative
was

~ighly

qualified, his selection had so irritated the administration

that there was no longer a possibility of settlement because the
administration, given the history of the relationship, did not want to
appear to give in to Professor Bradfield and the affect was that the
hearing had now expanded from Yeary alone to include punishment for
having selected Bradfield.
b)

A number of employees stated that management would never

give in to Bradfield and that Complainant was stupid to invoke their
wrath by his choice of
c)

representativ~.

During September 1982 Complainant met with John Thompson,

investigator for the Fair En1ployment and Housing Commission.

Thompson

advised that in the course of his investigation of Yeary's complaint of
age discrimination that a number of high-ranking administrators had made
it a point to disclose their strong dislike for Yeary's representative
and the position that Complainant had put them in by obliging them to
deal with his representative.

Thompson stated that in his opinion a

good deal of what was going on was anti-representative and that
Complainant's case suffered by his selection of a representative.

In

a telephone conversation with Complainant's representative on
October l, 1982, Thompson stated that several administrators had said
to him "Bradfield has been a thorn in their sides for some time in the
affirmative action area" and that his serving as a representative for
the Complainant "adversely affected his situation."

He went on to state

"the sentiment about you (the representative) expressed to me by several
-2-343-

extension administrators caused me to believe that Yeary's case was
being adversely affected
his representa

the administration's rl'dction to you as

ve."

d)

During September

9B2

in a t me

Doctor Desmond Jolley, who v;as to appear as

v~i

witness for him before

Administrative Director Schoonover called him and advised him not to
testify against his employer.

Doctor J

ley as

lainant if he

had given up yet, and went on to state that the

lainant's real

mistake was in the selection of Professor Bradfield as his representative
because it had really made them mad.
e)

During the spring of 1982

Bill Wood commen

lainant's supervisor

to the Complainant that he would be better off to

drop the discrimination charges and proceed administra
(I.e., to drop the requested he

ng and represen

the alternative route of writing a
theirde

ain

vely by letter.

on and proceed by

letter to management for

sion.)
f)

When Complainant's represen

Administrative Se

ces Schoonover during March o

meet and confer sess ons with Extensi
informed him that Si
the representa

ve met with Director

President Kendr ck.

ge matters.

r a meet and
oonover replied

Complainant's

r sess on with Vice
at

did not like to
cular, did not

lainant's representative at any time.

-3-
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When

re ation to Mr. Yeary's

get involved in personnel matters general y and in pa
wish to meet with the

Schoonover

rt did not wish to meet with him any time.

case, Schoonover stated that that didn't
repre entative then as

1982, he asked for

Director Siebert.

ve po nted out that it was

of

Complainant's representative requested a meet and confer session with
Extension Director of Personnel Mclaughlin who also refused to meet
with hi rn.

He then requested a meet and confer

'di

th Vice President for

Personnel Kleingartner and Systernswide Personnel Director

Cie~cowitz,

both of whom also refused to meet with him.
g)

At the preliminary hearing in May 1982, Complainant's

representative argued that the substitution only one day before the
hearing of a hearing officer with an apparent conflict of interest with
the administrator whose actions were being questioned, and the
substitution of the office of general counsel for the personnel office
representative, created a constitutional right to counsel and moved
for a continuance until Complainant could evaluate and take into account
the new circumstances and make a decision on that basis.
officer did not rule on the motion.

The hearing

The University then proposed a

contractual rather than a constitutional remedy, specifica11y that the
Complainant's representative should step down and leave the case and
new counsel be obtained (see page 43 through 48 of transcript of hearing
of May 27, 1982- Exhibit 29).
5)

When Complainant learned the day before the hearing that

Mr. Schoonover had substituted a new hearing officer, he checked with
CSEA and learned that Schoonover and Hearing Officer Gross had worked
together in the same office in CEB for a number of years.

Complainant

asked hearing officer to step down on the basis of an apparent conflict
of interest which had not been disclosed by either Gross or Schoonover.
The hearing officer refused to do so.

At the hearing the following day

Complainant asked for a continuance on the basis of surprise and on the
-4-345-

basis of a conflict of interest.

Hear ng officer did not rule on either

motion.

In a more recent PERB hearing (Ratzlaff vs.

learned

his labor organization that the con

past but also present.

Hr. Schoonover is cutTen

ts) Complainant

ict was not only
y vice chairman of

the Board of Governors of the Continuing Education of the Bar (CEB).
Mr. Gross is the assistant director of the CEB.

Neither Mr. Schoonover

nor Mr. Gross had disclosed this relat onship even when the matter of
a previous relationship between them had been chall

Further,

between the time the grievance was filed and the hearing officer substituted, Mr. Schoonover voted on a salary

ision

Gross which involved changing his status from
management salary levels.
action.

Hearing Officer

attorney series to

Neither Schoonover nor Gross disclosed this

Further, in his role of Assistant

rector of CEB, Gross met

from time to time with the Board of Governors concerning his work
responsibilities.
or Schoonover.

This relationsh p was not disclosed

either Gross

As a result of this relationship Hearing Officer Gross

acted in a biased manner to the detriment

the

ainant as will be

discussed beloVJ.
6)
he would not

At the
ar the po

discrimination, as
previous

hearing the hearing officer initially ruled that
on of

e grievances

University

requested him to do informally the

, but limited the hearing to age dis

4- Exhibit 29).

At the

hearin~

on a

Complainant ma

officer did not rule on any of them.
Complainant's ri

nation (page 3 and

(The Complainant's charges concerning

were in regard to employment discrimina
7)

a1ing vJith employment

t to representa

eight motions.

-5- 34 -

e

Schoonover

not age discrimination.)

This uncertai

on.

t~r.

ina

The hearing

adversely affected
on of restricting

n

the scope of the hearing and refusal to rule on motions adversely
affected Complainant's right to representation because the aspects of
iibuse of discretion and process could no lon(wr be
8)

r·ahr>d.

At the May hearing a tentative date of September 15, 1982

was established subject to the approval of new counsel for Complainant.
Complainant filed an appeal with Systemwide Vice President for Personnel
Kleingartner on May 27 concerning a variety of matters (Exhibit 30).
Although Vice President Kleingartner usually replies promptly to these
appeals, in this case no reply has yet been received.

During early

September Complainant met for four days with extension administrators
and talked to them frequently.

At no time was the tentative scheduled

date of September 15, 1982 even mentioned by any administrator and
Con1plainant assumed that the tentative date was postponed until the
University could locate the documents which they had promised to supply
and to rule on his pending appeal.

On September 2, 1982 Complainant

appealed the matter of the conflict of interest of the hearing officer
directly to Schoonover requesting that the hearing be continued until a
substitute hearing officer could be located.

He also advised that he

had not been able to obtain substitute counsel and discussed the reason
for the delays.

•

9)

Mr. Schoonover did not reply.

On September 9 Office of General Counsel wrote that they

would be present at the hearing room acknowledging that they had seen
his letter in which he outlined that he did not have counsel (Exhibit 31).
On September 13, 1982 Complainant wrote to the hearing officer directly
asking him to voluntarily withdraw as hearing officer on the basis of a
conflict of interest and simultaneously advising him that he did not

0

have counsel (Exhibit 32).

Mr. Gross did not reply.
-6-347-

10)

On September' 111, l9B2 Complainant appealed to Vice

President Kendrick to con

nue until a change in he ring officer could

be affected and until he had legal representation (Exhibit 33).
~1r.

Kendri
11)

did not reply.

th knowledge that Complainant was without counsel, had

challenged his participation on both procedural and conflict of interest
levels, that four appeals were pending, that nine motions had not yet
been ruled upon, Hearing Officer Gross nevertheless went ahead with
the tentatively scheduled hearing and held the hearing with Office of
General Counsel but without the Complainant or his representative.

He

stated in his report that:
"Both parties were a
rded a full nd
i r hearing
with opportunity to present all material and relevant
evidence and to examine and cross-examine \vi tnesses."
(Page 1, Exhibit 34)
In fact, no witnesses testified and the issues were never
addressed, as he concedes (page 2, Exhibit 34))yet
without any evidence, that Mr. Yeary's request

,,.,v

nevertheless found,

r a continuance was made

in bad faith without address~,or even mentioning 1the appeal concerning
the conflict of interest on his part.
had violated the spirit of a sectio

He

so found that the Complainant

of the han

even though neither

the University nor Complainant had brought up the matter and he had not
been asked to rule on it.
He

so conco

Further, it had no relation to his duties.

a "duty" to appear and at the tentatively set hearing

which was under appeal and found that
"duty."

ainant

He failed to address the problem that

viola

that

tember 15th date

had not been authorized by Vice President Kendrick.
12)

Complainant promptly telephoned Vice Presi

-7-348-

nt Kendrick

and asked him to delay his decision until he could present his views
vJhich ll<1d not. yet been

hedrd by

till'

lJJJiversity.

Nevr)rUJeless Kendr·ick

issued a letter accepting the findings of the hearing officer without
even returning his call (Exhibit 35).

On the one hand,

Compl~inant

was urged to drop his present representative and obtain new counsel,
and then was punished when he was unable to obtain new counsel in time
for the hearing.
13)

Complainant was thus deprived of an opportunity to correct

the improper administrative procedures and his efforts to correct them
l'net \vi th retaliation, both for having fi 1ed the grievance and
challenging the actions of the administrators and also for the
selection of his representative.
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Prof. Robert B. Bradfield
36 El Toyonal
Orinda, California 94563
Telephone:

(415) 254-8361

Academic Counsel
PUBLIC

Ei~PLOYt·1ENT RELATIONS BOARD
STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Edv1ard A. Yeary,
Complainant
THIRD AMENDED UNFAIR PRACTICE CHARGE
SF-CE-121-H

vs.
Regents, University of
California
Respondent

1)

This is the third amend~d complaint.

It deals with matters

which have occurred since filing the second amended complaint.
2)

This complaint incorporates by reference as those fully set

forth herein the original complaint, the first amen

3)

complaint and the

In order to correct improper administrative procedures

dealing with the University's handling of his October 1981 grievance,
Complainant filed a second grievance dated May 5, 1982.

By filing a

second grievance he again gave the University notice of their continuing
obligation to correct the wrongs he had described in his first grievance.
It also gave no

ce of University misconduct in connection with the

processing of the first grievance.

In relation to the second grievance

(May 5, 1982) UC denied charging party his ri

t to grieve and be

represented and his representative's right to represent him as follows.
a)
(Exhibit 36).

On October 12, 1982 Kendrick selected a hearing comnittee
He chose the hearing committee in an arbitrary fashion

350-

without the participation of the Complainant even though they
had express notice by way of letter that he wished to participate in the selection.
b)

In his letter (Exhibit 36) Kendrick arbitrarily and

capriciously failed to disclose that his office had already
grossly violated both of UC's regulations related to the timing
of hearings (time for management to answer, time for management
to hold a hearing) making this hearing subject to default.
Complainant could not advise the

co~nittee

of the failure

because f1e did not know that a committee was being selected.
c)

University regulations (140-80-a) and due process require

that when an appeal concerns the actions of an administrator that
the selection for hearing officer or committee should be made
independently to avoid bias in selection.

University regulations

state that on this occasion the President should select the hearing
officer.

Kendrick violated this procedure by permitting Schoonover

to participate in the selection of the committee even though
Schoonover's conduct is the focus of the appeal.

Kendrick had

notice of the existing regulation and also knew of the potential
conflict because of a number of memoranda and previous pleadings

•

dealing specifically with Schoonover's conduct.

When Schoonover

remains in control of the process when he is the subject of the
complaint it permits him to act in an arbitrary and capricious
fashion to protect his own narrow personal interests rather than
serve the rights of the grievant and the University's policy.

It

creates an unnecessary conflict of interest and potential for
abuse which interferes with Complainant's right to a fair hearing
and with his right to adequate representation.
-2-351-

d)

Kendrick/Schoonover then acted in a manner to deny due

process to Complainant and in violation of UC regulations.

They

chose as a member of the hearing committee an administrator
(Lawson) who formerly vwrked in the same office

with~

them as

Associate State Director of the state-wide Cooperative Extension
Service.

In the entire staff of over 1,000 individuals in the

Cooperative Extension Service, Mr. Lawson is the Q_Qjy_ person in
the highest rank, step 7.

This indicates his close relationship

to the administration's interests.

The Complainant was not in a

position to contest the appointment of Lawson because he didn't
know about it.
e)

Further, Kendrick

h~d

notice from correspondence to and

from his office dated March 22, April 28 and May 6, 1982 (Exhibit
37) that Director Lawson's own conduct was to be discussed.

By

appointing ashearing officer, a person whose administrative
conduct was to be the subject of discussion, Kendrick acted in
violation of University policy, denied due process, and seriously
affected employee's right to a fair hearing and his right to
adeguate representation-when the hearing officer would be in a
position to judge his own conduct.
f)

Complainant has not been provided information as to

other members of the hearing committee and reserves the right
to amend should conflicting facts be found.
4)

Since the filing of the second Amended Complaint UC engaged

in further misconduct in regard to the first grievance (October 1981).
On or about October 15, 1982 (Exhibit 38), Complainant received a copy
of the transcript of what is referred to as a hearing held on
-3-352-

SepternlJer 15, l9B2.

ot

l•k.

Cornplainant has already

',tilt(•<J

Lhllt the selectifln

Gross as hearing officer was inrproper because:
a)

Mr. Gross was not properly on the Berkeley Chancellor's

list of approved hearing officers at the

tin~

of selection

because the rules require that the Chancellor appoint each
hearing officer and

M~

Gross had not been appointed by the

Chancellor.
b)

The list of hearing officers presented to Complainant's

representative for strike-off was fraudulent because Kendrick or
his officers had without notice removed the names of liberal
hearing officers from the panel and created a biased list of
hearing officers.
c)

That the hearing officer selected, Professor Vetter,

was improperly and arbitrarily dropped by management without
notice to Complainant.
d)

That Complainant did not learn of the surprise sub-

stitution of Gross until the afternoon before the hearing.
e)

Thqt neither hearing officer Gross nor Director of

Administrative Services Schoonover disclosed a previous working
relationship as a potential conflict of interest and, even when
asked, did not reveal a current working relationship.
5)

Neither the transcript nor the hearing officer's

recon11nendation reveal that tr1e hearing had not been authorized by
Kendrick, hence was invalid under UC regulations.
6)

At no time did hearing officer Gross disclose on the

record that Complainant had appealed to him and asked him to step down
on the basis of a conflict of interest.
-4- 3 53-

7)

Hearing officer Gross did not discuss on the record that

Complainant also appealed to Vice President Kendrick, objecting to Gross
as hearing officer and requesting that he be given tinle to obtain legal
counsel.
8)

Mr. Gross dismissed the grievance with

no such provision in the

Univ~rsity's

regulations.

There is
UC regulations contain

an appeal process to review a hearing officer's decision.
9)

The hearing officer is charged under 140-80-(c) (6) with the

responsibility to review evidence and make a determination whether or
not the action appealed was arbitrary or unreasonable.
officer did not make such findings.

The hearing

Because he did not make a finding

the Complainant's right to effectively appeal is undermined.
10)

UC rules (140-80-(c) (6)) provides that the hearing officer

should make findings of fact based on substantial evidence.

The transcript

reveals that he did not make findings of fact.
11)

The UC regulations require that the hearing officer's

recommendations be in accordance with UC policies and regulations.

The

recommendations here are not because it is a decision based upon
supposition and material not in evidence.
12)

The May 15, 1982 hearing dealt only with preliminary motions.

Any evidence introduced was in relation to procedural preliminary motions.
The substantive issues were never addressed by either party.

No

documentary or testimonial evidence was introduced uoon which the
hearing officer could base his decision.
13)

At the September 15, 1982 hearing Mr. Yeary was not 1n

attendance nor was he represented because he was waiting for a decision
on his appeals to Kendrick concerning the hearing officer's conflict of
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interest.
out him.
p

In a gross violation of due process, the hearing went on withAt the outset the hearing officer volunteered the following

udicial state111ent:
"I will state categoricctlly, for the recot'd that',
having revi
the transcript and having reviewed the
letters from Mr. Yeary the day before the hearing, I believe
the request for a continuance on the basis of obtaining
counsel was made in bad faith and was made for the purpose
of delay. I am prepared, at this point to hear the
University's case but I will leave the matter open in terms
of ruling. In my report to the vice president, I will
either rule on the evidence that I hear or possibly rule
that the appeal is withdravm because of a failure to meet
the time requirements of rule 371.2h (Exhibit 39)."
14)

It should be noted that there was no evidence and no testimony

whatsoever concerning either "bad faith" or "purpose of delay."
charges are unf,ounded.

These

UC violated its own regulations by not holding

the grievance before December 9, 1981.
made any attempt to do so.

There is no record that they

UC finally scheduled the hearing for March 24,

but the day before they continued it unilaterally and without notice to
the detriment of Complainant whose principal witness was then lost to
sabbatic leave travel.

The hearing was rescheduled for May 15, 1982.

At that time Complainant presented a number of preliminary motions ineluding one of disqualification for the hearing officer.

But the hearing

officer did not comment or rule upon any of Complainant's motions.
I

Instead

he accepted a UC motion for a continuance on the condition that Complainant
discharge his representative.

A tentative date of September 15, 1982 was

set subject to approval of substitute counsel.

Complainant was not able

to obtain substitute counsel and expected Kendrick to rule on his appeals
concerning dismissing the hearing officer for conflict of interest before
rescheduling.
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15)

The successful motion for a continua ce on the basis of

ning counsel was made

faith should have been levelled
16)

The hea

lainan

UC, not

Charges

UC, not

ng officer goes o

bad

nant.

to sta

that he mi

t

possibly rule that the appeal was withdrawn because of the failure to
meet the ti n1e requirements of. rule 371. 2h.

Universi

in that section were violated by
17)

despite his asse

, not the Complainant.

cer has no a

In addition the hearing o

"withdraw'' an appe

me requirelllents

But

ty to

quoted above.

o

Rule 371. 2h

gives management that authority and management did not exercise it.
hea

18)

ng officer was not asked to make a determination

of bad faith, motive, or the appl cation

ru

of these voluntary elements into the transc
prejudice

37 . 2h.

p is

ec

on

ndicative of the

e hearing officer.

uc

19)

co

uct described above \'Ia

undertaken in retaliation

for Complainant having filed g evances in
in response to his having sought and ob
of these grievances.
representa

The

ve'

Further this mis

ght to e

1982 and

ned

ct i nte

ve y represen
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resenta

h m.

red

on in pursuit
th his

AssOCI Ano SruorNTS OF THE

MIGUEL CEBALLOS
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
UC STUDENI LOBEY
NOVEMBER 50, 1~82
STATEMENT ON UC EMPLOYEE AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
FOR THE
ASSEMBLY SELECT COMMITTEE ON FAIR EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES

MR. CHAIRMAN AND COMMI

MEt·'!BERS, THANK YOU FOR ALLOWING

~1E

THIS

OPPORTUNITY TO ADDRESS THIS COMMITTEE ON THE ISSUE OF UC EMPLOYEE
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION,

AS AN ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF THE UC STUDENT

LOBBY, I AM REPRESENTING
CALIFORNIA.

136,000

STUDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF

WE WILL OFFER A STUDENT PERSPECTIVE ON THE ISSUE OF UC

EMPLOYEE AFFIRMATIVE

ACTION.~

WHICH INCLUDES

STAFF.~

ADMINISTRATIVE.~

AND FACULTY LEVELS,

A LOOK AT UC EMPLOYMENT FIGURES IN THE ATTACHED TABLE ILLUSTRATES

1981 AT EXECUTIVE/ADMINISTRATIVE/
l'lA!~AGERIAL LEVELS,~ THERE h'ERE 37,8% WOMEN AND 13.1% ~1INORITIES.~ AT
FACULTY LEVELS.~ 19.9% WOMEN AND 12.1% MINORITIES.~ AT FULL PROFESSOR
LEVELS.~ 5,5% WOMEN AND 7,8% MINORITIES. STUDENTS ARE GREATLY CON-

THE SEVERITY OF THE PROBLEM: IN

•

CERNED WITH THESE FIGURES,

THOUGH STUDENT AND EMPLOYEE AFFIRMATIVE ACTION MAY SEEM VASTLY DIFFERENT1 THEY

ARE IN FACT DEPENDENT AND INTERTWINED.

MY REMARKS WILL

BE LIMITED TO THREE AREAS IN THE RECRUITMENT OF MINORITY AND WOMEN
EMPLOYEES WHICH ILLUSTRATE THIS RELATIONSHIP,
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STATEMENT

THE THIRD AREA IS

E PRESENCE OF MINORITY AND

MODEL.

E

PROVIDE STUDENTS AT ALL LEVELS WITH A

WOMEN EMPLOYEES SE

OF EDUCATION,

ROLE MODEL IN THE FI

t1ANY CAREERS, AND PARTICU-

LARLY THOSE AFFILIATED WITH EDUCATION, ARE NOT CHOSEN UNTIL AFTER
STUDENTS ENTER POSTSECONDARY SCHOOL.

MINORITY AND WOMEN EMPLOYEES

HAVE A PRIME OPPORTUNITY FOR INFLUENCING THE
CAREER BY STUDENTS,

SELECTION OF A

IN EFFECT, EMPLOYEES, AND FACULTY IN PARTI-

CULAR, ARE FIELD RECRUI

RS FOR THEIR PROFESSION,

STUDENTS RECOMMEND THE FOLLOWING METHODS FOR ADDRESSING THE ISSUE
OF EMPLOYEE AFFIRMATIVE
I

I

ION:

PROGRM1fv1ATI c
TO ADDRESS THE RECRUITMENT OF GRADUATE STUDENTS INTO STAFF) ADMI-

NISTRATIVE, AND FACULTY EMPLOYMENT, THREE PROGRAMS INCLUDE: 1) A MENTORSHIP PROGRAM--WHICH WILL IDENTIFY AND MATCH GRADUATE STUDENTS TO
FACULTY SPONSORS IN SIMILAR FIELDS, (THIS IS CITED AS A PRIMARY NEED
FOR GRADUATE HISPANIC RETENTION IN A STUDY DONE BY THE WOODROW WILSON
NATIONAL FELLOWSHIP FOUNDATION ON uHISPANIC PARTICIPATION IN HIGHER
EDUCATION,,,

II

THIS IS A CALIFORNIA STUDY WHICH INCLUDED

AND UC DAVIS CAMPUSES,),~

2)

THE UCLA

A GRADUATE TEACHING PROGRAM-WHICH WOULD

HIRE GRADUATE STUDENTS AS PART-TIME TEACHERS WHILE COf'1PLETI NG GRADUATE STUDY,

AN EXAMPLE OF AN EXISTING PROGRAM IS THE ALL-BUT-DISSER-

TATION PROGRAM IN THE CHICANO STUDIES PROGRAM AT UC SANTA BARBARA,
THE PROGRAM.HIRES CHICANAS WHO ARE WORKING ON THEIR DISSERTATIONS TO
TEACH TWO COURSES IN THEIR FIELD.

THE PROGRAM HAS SUCCESSFULLY

ASSISTED PARTICIPANTS IN COMPLETING THEIR DISSERTATIONS THROUGH FINANCIAL AIJD ACADEMIC SUPPORT,~ 3) INTERNSHIP AND FELLOWSHIP PROGRAMS-EXPANDED

T.O

ALLOW MINORITY AND WOMEN STUDENTS EXPERIENCE IN ADMINIS-359-
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STUDENT
Undergrad and
Graduate, l 981

23.5 43.6 11.8

Graduate, 1981

19.1

B.A. Is' confirmed,
1979/80

3.9

5.8

0.5

1.5

3.7

5.8

0.6

0.5

19.6 47.9 10.5

3.0

4.8

0.5

0.8

M.A.'s, 1979/80

15.4 39.5 6.6

3.0

4.6

0.7

0.5

Ph.o•s. 1979/80

11.5 26.3 5.9

2.5

2.9

0.2

0.0

Exec/Admin/Mngrl
1981

13. 1 37.8 1.7

2.85

1. 75

0.25

-

Total

12. 1 19.9 3.6

0.95

1.35

0.15

-

7.8

0.55

0.85

0.1

-

38.2 8.3

I

EMPLOYEES

•

F~c,ulty.

1981

Fu11 Professor, 1981

5.5

2.45

(Source: University of California)
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EMENT

; MINORITY AND

ST

1

E UNIVERSI

SERVE AS A POOL FOR

ILLUSTRATES THE LOW ELIGIBILITY POOL.

1979/80
B.A.'s 19. ;

IN PARTICULAR GRADUATE STUDENTS,
EMPLOYEES,

THE ATTACHED TAB

THESE FIGURES INCLUDE: THE

PERCENTAGES OF

REES CONFERRED

EQUALED FOR

FOR M.A.'s 15,4%~ FOR PH.D.'s

RESPECT!

PERCENTAG

WERE MINORITY STUDENTS

FOR WOMEN STUDENTS EQUALED

26.3%, OF THE PH.D.S 5.9%
2.5% WERE BLACK; 0.2% WERE

WERE ASIAN,

2.9%

11.5.
47,9%; 39,5%

THE
AND

WERE CHICANO AND LATINO,

NATIVE AMERICAN; AND

0.0%

WERE PILIPINO,

THE M.A. AND PH.D. FIGURES ARE THE MOST CRITICAL FOR EMPLOYEE
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION IN
FIGURES ILLUSTRATE

E ADMINISTRATIVE AND FACULTY AREAS.

THESE

E IMPACT OF STUDENT AFFIRMATIVE ACTION ON EMPLO-

YEE AFFIRMATIVE ACTION,

SECONDLY IS THE MINORITY AND WOMEN POPULATION IN THE UNIVERSITY
SERVING AS AN INTICEMENT FOR MORE MINORITIES AND WOMEN TO ENTER
THE UNIVERSITY.

ON

E ONE HAND, LARGE MINORITY AND WOMEN STUDENT

POPULATIONS ATTRACT MINORITY AND WOMEN FACULTY TO THE UNIVERSITY BY
PROVIDING THEM THE OPPORTUNITY TO WORK WITH STUDENTS FROM SIMILAR

•

BACKGROUNDS.

MANY OF THESE FACULTY MEMBERS SEEK SUCH CAMPUSES IN

ORDER TO BE AB
THEIR FIE

TO HELP MINORITY AND WOMEN STUDENTS SUCCEED IN

OF STUDY,

ON THE OTHER HAND; MINORITY AND WOMEN EMPLOYEES

ALSO SERVE TO ENCOURAGE, NOT ONLY MINORITY AND WOMEN STUDENTS TO THE
UNIVERSITY; BUT ALSO OTHER MINORITY AND WOMEN
VI

S A

EMPLOYEES,

THIS PRO-

ER GROUP OF SIMILAR ACADEMIC INTERESTS FOR BOTH EMPLOYEES

AND STUDENTS.

IS IS PARTICULARLY NECESSARY IN GRADUATE STUDY WHEN

STUDENTS DEPEND ON CLOSE FACULTY ADVISING,
-363-
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IVE FIE

II, COORDINATION
THE UC STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT'S COUNCIL HAS RECOMMENDED TO THE
UC REGENTS THAT UC

FIRMATIVE ACTION COORDINATION BE IMPROVED BY:

l)FORMING A BLUE RIBBON COMMITTEE WHICH WILL REVIEW ALL UC AFFIRMATIVE ACTION) INCLUDING STAFF PERSONELJ ACADEMIC PERSONELJ

UDENTSJ

AND.UNIVERSITY PROCUREMENTS) AND BY 2) FORMING A REGENT'S OFFICE
WHICH WILL COORDINATE ALL UC AFFIRMATIVE ACTION.
I I I , POLICY
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION MUST BE A PRIORITY IN THE DISTRIBUTION OF ALL
RESOURCES AT EVERY LEVEL OF THE UNIVERSITY) FROM THE REGENTS AND THE
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE TO THE UNIT ADMINISTRATORS AND DEPARTMENTS CHAIRPERSONS,·

FINALLY) IT MUST BE STRESSED THAT THE EFFECTIVENESS AND ULTIMATE
SUCCESS OF UNIVERSITY EMPLOYEE AFFIRMATIVE ACTION CAN ONLY BE REALIZED
BY THIS FINAL RECOMMENDATION.

THE INTEGRATION AND COORDINATION OF

STUDENT AFFIRMATIVE ACTION AND EMPLOYEE AFFIRMATIVE ACTION IS IMPORTANT
B

CANNOT REPLACE THE UNIVERSITY'S PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY IN THAT

AREA: TO DEVELOP AND IMPLIMENT AN EFFECTIVE EMPLOYEE AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
PLAN,

WITH THE PRESENT FISCAL CRISIS) IMPROVEMENT OF MINORITY AND

WOMEN EMPLOYMENT AT UC CAN ONLY OCCUR IF THE UNIVERSITY PLACES A
PRIORITY ON EMPLOYEE AFFIRMATIVE ACTION.
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My name is

phanie Allan.

I am a field representative for the United

Professors of California and am speaking for UPC today.

~RfxfxexileRtx!teNz

UPC is an affiliate of the American Federation of Teachers and the AFL-CIO and
axzaex0X§BBizati0B has represented CSU academics since 1959.
membership is nearly 6 ,000.

We are

·a

lld:ahni:::IIIAI'i

Currently our

the largest and most active

single organization representing CSU academics today.

As such we have had ex-

tensive experience in dealing with the lack of affirmative action in the CSU
system and in working with the Legislature and the CSU Board of Trustees to im-

•

situation.

prov~the
a;::.tJ~·~1

\

-

.... answering the questions which the Committee asked we address ourselves
to, I'd like to make a few general remarks about the problem.

The CSU Administra-

tion and the Trustees must take primary responsibility for the dismal state of
affirmative action hiring, retention and promotion in the academic ranks.

The

lack of any firm, consistent and systemwide policy in these areas has resulted
in the current lack of women and minority faculty and academics.

In a state where

our future student body population is rapidly becoming a majority Asian, Chicano,
Black, Latino, and other ethnic groups, it is unconscionable to have a faculty
and professional services system dominated by whites, most of whom are male.
Additionally, the failure to have any measurable or consistent commitment to
affirmative action for faculty and other professionals is reflected in the
failure to have an active, aggressive policy of recruitment of women and ethnic
minority students.

Programs to get them into the CSU and help them complete

their educations are either underfunded or under attack.

Departments which pro-

voidf educational incentives to such students are often held up to a double
standard by administrative review committees.

And those facutly and academic

professionals who are the strongest advocates of such students and programs
frequently face opposition and criticism from the administration and occasionally ,
their own peers.

There is an atmosphere on the CSU campuses, perhaps reflective
36 7-
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. Nu(t! 1//

to be political footballs with the

~aaul••

of education offered this state's citizens.

a steady deteroration of the quality
The cost of such practices will be

extremely high, not only to the students involved, but to the corporations and
businesses who want to hire qualified graduates and a society which badly needs
trained 'professionals.

In such an environment, it becomes an act of courage to

fight for affirmative action when in many cases we.rre also fighting for the surIA.flt'. eJ{: _ . both because we see no confl i c~ the two issues.
viva1 of our CSU system as a whole~ both counts, the administration of the
CSU has seriously failed its employees and its students, and ultimately the public
~.w·s ontinue and
trust given to it. We urge the Legislature to fulfill its responsibility in these
areas, a responsibility which we will actively support and aid.
Now I would like to briefly address the issues raised by the Committee's
invitation.

I will be mentioning some specific cases in my remarks and have

attached detailed statements about them to my testimony.

I will give the committee

copies of all the material when I have completed my statement and answered any
questions I can.

I
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opposed and helped kill the bill.

What possible rationale could there be for such aw

' ~i
1JeK.t'lr?tu1. f there were any commitment to affirmative action.
I have already

sed the budget limitations effect on affirmative action

and we see the problem getting significantly worse over the next two years.
In hiring and promotions, we can see clearly that there is no real
gpJ~

affirmative action program.

~~

The Chancellor's Office, through its able

affirmative action officer, Jeffrey Stetson, has collected some interesting
statistics.
the Trustees.

The most recent report which UPC has seen is the March 1982 one to
Entitled 11 ernployment utilization of ethnic minorities and women

throughout CSU from 1975 to 1981."
In all the areas measured, with which we are familiar, faculty overall,
and
tenured faculty, tenured-track faculty (probationary)/ lecturers~
the numbers of minorities, with the exception of women, has decreased.
even these statistics are somewhat incomplete, at

However,

best 9 ~~

While we have statistics on what percentage of Lecturers -- those on temporary
appointments with no recall rights or job security or regular salary increases
or promotion opportunities

are women, Blacks or Hispanics, we have no statistics

which show what percentage of the faculty overall are Lecturers.
My point is this:

•

we believe the majority of the women and minoities in

this system among faculty are either Lecturers or concentrated in the Assistant
Professor ranks.

Wez~a¥exzur¥21e&zkeKturerxzexte"siiei1Z10

What is needed is a

breakdown by position, and salary for the faculty as a whole so the numbers can
appropriately compared.

What the March 1982 data do not tell us is precisely

who's where, what are their chances of advancing and how much do they get paid.
It's a frustrating example of the kind of statistics this

adminis~ration

And it makes it impossible to truly measure affirmative action.

keeps.

We do not know,

for example, who's being hired each year, in terms of affirmative action guidelines or how many of them are hired in these temporary positions, which now comprise
over 40% of the faculty.
And in the academic support ranks, the ''professional non-faculty," it's even
-371-
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worse.

ts there are no reliable

res because of

"inconsistent
Based on the

ni

rmative Action report.

the

ces classi
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assifications."

d its own breakdown of

ons, but only

men and women.

We did not have

the information from that report to do on any other basis.
I've attached a

that breakdown.

let me give you two examples

from it.

In the two classifications of Eval

then of

179-1415 per month) and Student Affairs

on

ician I (salary range
sistant I (salary range

$1250-$1502 per month) women outnumbered men
But in the classi

$1975-

ons of Student Affairs Officer
Student

simple breakdown,

in those lower

posi

them down by

range

$2497-3017), men

137 to 16,

y.

is was a relatively

system to recruit,

way to accurately measure if women were concentrated

no

ons.

We suspect if

re
res

ready working

i

It

at the bargaini

for 1

on to force the
is logjam and open

ons to the women and minorities
em

this

11 have to be dealt with
i

gate it and

on to help solve it.

ni

even

incomplete

ions and

ional

student popul

anced situation.

we urge the Legislature

the current trend is not halted in

in

same figures and broke

n -- to

the

attrition, resi

able to us, but until

tie status, you find an
that
s in
on/ we

It was in 1i

According

(salary range of

on the existing information

UPC did the chart there was

to 54, respectively.

rs Officer V

outnumbered women 97 to

convince

to 11 and

11

Chance 11 or, if

res,

taking into account

next

non-appointments,

will be insignificant -on is

in hte opposite di
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ethnic minorities

11

s at a time when the potential
on.

7

in the system, however, are some very gross abuses and UPC has seen many
our representation of grieved faculty and academic professionals.
When women and minority actually make it into the tenured ranks, they face an
uneven, uphill battle to stay and advance.

Two examples, which can be duplicated

on every campus in this system.
These two cases come from Hayward, but they are not unique.

•

Firstly, we

that women faculty in the Nursing Department has been hired in at

di

lower pay levels
were bei

ir male peers in other departments.

And then they

tenured in at those lower ranks despite their qualifications and

enc~

ich ranked with male colleagues across the campus.

When they

protested, they were told that since they hadn•t objected originally, there
done about it.

was nothing to
wi

th s clea

However, these faculty were not satisfied

discriminatory, second-class status and, with UPC's help,

y

The settlement of their case resulted in an accelerated
ng
igi

in

line with their peers., which then made them

e for promotions, in technical terms.
(A parall

case at San Luis Obispo is currently under investigation by
whi

made a finding in 1981 that Cal Poly did indeed

inst in hiri

nate

, promotions, and compensation three women

1ty and had retaliated against them for complaining.

The DOL further

the University's policies and practices create an environment
is not conducive to the employment and advancement of female members of

1ty.)
I a second, again at Hayward, a Black faculty member was denied a promotion
on grounds his coursework, which included classes on racism, did not measure up
to

ional standards of the department.
- 3 7 3-

In the subsequent grievance,

page 8

substantial evidence was brought out, revealing distinct racial bias against the
faculty member for "his unorthodox style" of teachi
and presentation.

and

Ultimately, the faculty member was

ice of materi

s

to full professor

and granted back pay in recognition of the wrongs committed.

But it a took an

extensive, determined battle not only by the individual, but also by our union,
including involving help from the Legislature to correct the problem.
At San Jose State University, UPC was approached by a Black woman,
a reading specialist.

red as

She was a published recognized poet who had just had her

first novel printed to enthusiastic reviews.

She had been

ed a reclassification

to a better paying position on vague grounds she wasn't qualified.

As we began

to process the grievance, she received a "writer-in-residence" grant from Stanford
and the offer of a year's fellowship at another university.

Yet, she was not

"qualified for San Jose State University.
11

Also at San Jose, UPC was forced to turn to the Legislature again to prevent
the campus administration from "reorganizing" the Educational Opportunity Program
out of existence.

This program serves minority students and is critical to both

recruiting them and enabling such students to successfully complete their education.

The administration arbitrarily decided on this

11

reorganization" plan with

no consulation with the professionals involved, let alone the students or the
community which the University serves.

It took legislative intervention to pre-

vent the reorganization, but the fight there is not over.
Academic professionals in such programs systemwi

often feel they are under

the gun and receive less than equal consideration

on

At San Francisco State University, academic professionals there
not only of UPC, but also of the Asian Law Caucus

correct

situations, involving both sex and racial discriminations.
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advancement,
the help
dis

natory

successes

achieving a systemwide approach

action

to

1977 when we
ty Development Fund.

We had found that

ty faculty who went up for tenure were unable
nished their Ph.D.s/ The CSU requires

not
a

.D.

n

ired

1

•

order to rece ve tenure.
our

Given the low salaries and heavy teaching

lty, many women and minorities were financially unable

teaching load in order to complete their doctoral work.

to

were revol

system.

rmative
release

d

ete

ion Faculty Development fund provided monies so they could

me in order to complete
es.

r

ir thesis work and more successfully

, we were able to extend the availability of

se monies to

where most women and minorities are concentrated.

case, it was

in

So

But

ing with the Legislature, whi£h took action, not

problem ethnic and women faculty face in hiring

e
I want to

threatens the

1

ich

teachers.

At San

of Social Sciences, with the full agreement of
on, is currently threatening the very existence of Afroit does not generate enough degrees to justify its

g

is

a

es
it

whi
sound

ied, those few Ethnic Studies and Women's

do provide degree programs will be gone quickly.

While

e on its surface, I would remind you that many departments in

Humanities and Social Sciences have sharply declining numbers of graduates.
are
d

t

into

rams they think will guarantee employment in these
Chancellor's Office has a policy, though, that some

c times.

e, no matter how few people graduate from them -- areas
su

as hi

ilosophy.

rationale is that these areas are vital to
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the integrity of the University.
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